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Foreword
G

LOBALIZATION-THE GROWING INTEGRATION OF
economies and societies around the world-is a
I J~ complex process that affects many aspects of our lives. The
terrorist attacks on the United States on September 11 were one aspect
of globalization. Rapid growth and poverty reduction in China, India,
and other countries that were poor 20 years ago is another. The
development of the internet and easier communication and transportation
around the world is a third. The spread of AIDS is part of globalization,
as is the accelerated development of life-extending technologies.
Something so complex cannot be analyzed in a single book, and our
objective is more humble than examining all aspects of globalization.
The focus of our research is the impact of economic integration on
developing countries and especially on the poor people living in these
countries. About one-fifth of the world's population lives on less than
$1 per day, and that is unacceptable in a world of such plenty. Whether
economic integration supports poverty reduction and how it can do so
more effectively-these are the key questions that we ask.
Our research yields three main findings that bear on current policy
debates about globalization. First, poor countries with around 3 billion
people have broken into the global market for manufactures and services. Whereas 20 years ago most exports from developing countries were
of primary commodities, now manufactures and services predominate.
This successful integration has generally supported poverty reduction.
Examples can be found among Chinese provinces, Indian states, and the
countries of Bangladesh and Vietnam. The 'new globalizers' have experienced large-scale poverty reduction: during the 1990s the number of
their people who were poor declined by 120 million. Integration would
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not have been feasible without a wide range of domestic reforms covering governance, the investment climate, and social service provision. But
it also required international action, which provided access to foreign
markets, technology, and aid.
The second finding concerns inclusion both across countries and within
them. One of the most disturbing global trends of the past two decades
isthat countries with around 2 billion people are in danger of becoming
marginal to the world economy. Incomes in these countries have been
falling, poverty has been rising, and they participate less in trade today
than they did 20 years ago. In the extreme, some of these are failed
states, such as Afghanistan or the Democratic Republic of the Congo.
The world has a large stake in helping countries integrate with the global economy, and we highlight a range of measures that would make this
easier and lead to greater inclusion of countries in contemporary globalization. These measures range from better access to rich country markets
to greater volumes of foreign aid, better managed.
Within countries that have succeeded in breaking into global manufacturing markets, integration has not, typically, led to greater income
inequality. Nevertheless, there are both winners and losers from globalization. Both owners of firms and workers in protected sectors are likely
to lose from liberalization and a more competitive economy, whereas
consumers and those who find jobs in new firms will be among the
winners. It is important to counter the risks of loss through social protection, and such measures are affordable in the context of the economic
gains that the new globalizing countries are experiencing.
A third issue concerns standardization or homogenization. Opinion
polls in diverse countries reveal an anxiety that economic integration
will lead to cultural or institutional homogenization. Yet societies that
are all fully integrated into the global economy differ enormously. Among
the richest countries, Japan, Denmark, and the United States are each
quite different in terms of culture, institutions, social policies, and inequality. Among the developing country globalizers, it is again striking
that countries such as China, India, Malaysia, and Mexico have taken
diverse routes toward integration and remain quite distinctive in terms
of culture and institutions. Diversity may be more robust than is popularly imagined. Nevertheless, some recent developments in the global
trading and investment regime are pushing countries toward an undesired standardization. It is important that global trade and investment
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agreements respect countries' freedoms in a range of areas from intellectual property rights, cultural goods, and environmental protection to
social policies and labor standards. Globalization does not need homogenization, and it is important that diversity be respected in international
agreements. There is also a real danger that the imposition of global
standards could be used as the excuse for a resurgence of rich country
protectionism.
fn sum, global economic integration has supported poverty reduction and should not be reversed. But the world economy could be much
more inclusive: the growth of global markets must not continue to bypass countries with 2 billion people. The rich countries can do much,
both through aid and trade policies, to help the currently marginalized
countries onto the path of integration that has already proved so effective for the new globalizers.
Nicholas Stern
Senior Vice President
and Chief Economist
The World Bank
December 2001
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Overview
OCIETIES AND ECONOMIES AROUND THE WORLD ARE

becoming more integrated. Integration is the result of
reduced costs of transport, lower trade barriers, faster
communication of ideas, rising capital flows, and intensifying
pressure for migration. Integration-or "globalization"has generated anxieties about rising inequality, shifting
power, and cultural uniformity. This report assesses its impact and
examines these anxieties. Global integration is already a powerful force
for poverty reduction, but it could be even more effective. Some, but
not all, of the anxieties are well-founded. Both global opportunities and
global risks have outpaced global policy. We propose an agenda for action,
both to enhance the potential of globalization to provide opportunities
for poor people and to reduce and mitigate the risks it generates.
Globalization generally reduces poverty because more integrated
economies tend to grow faster and this growth is usually widely diffused.
As low-income countries break into global markets for manufactures
and services, poor people can move from the vulnerability of grinding
rural poverty to better jobs, often in towns or cities. In addition to this
structural relocation, integration raises productivity job by job. Workers
with the same skills-be they farmers, factory workers, or pharmacistsare less productive and earn less in developing economies than in
advanced ones. Integration reduces these gaps. Rich countries maintain
significant barriers against the products of poor countries, inhibiting
this poverty-reducing integration. A "development round" of trade negotiations could do much to help poor countries better integrate with
the global economy and is part of our agenda for action.
Globalization also produces winners and losers, both between countries and within them. Between countries, globalization is now mostly
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reducing inequality. About 3 billion people live in "new globalizing"
developing countries. During the 1990s this group grew at 5 percent per
capita compared to 2 percent for the rich countries. The number of
extreme poor (living on less than $1 per day) in the new globalizers
declined by 120 million between 1993 and 1998. However, many poor
countries-with about 2 billion people-have been left out of the process of globalization. Many are becoming marginal to the world economy,
often with declining incomes and rising poverty. Clearly, for this massive group of people, globalization is not working. Some of these countries have been handicapped by unfavorable geography, such as being
landlocked and prone to disease. Others have been handicapped by weak
policies, institutions, and governance; yet others by civil war. Addressing
the marginalized areas is a key part of our agenda for action. Reducing poverty in these areas will require a combination of policy reform to
create a better investment climate; development assistance to
address problems of education and health; and out-migration to more
favorable locations, both within and across national boundaries.
Within countries, globalization has not, on average, affected inequality, although behind the average there is much variation. The rapid growth
in the new globalizers can be a political opportunity for redistribution
policies that favor the poor, since higher-income groups need not lose
absolutely. For example, programs specifically designed to promote nonfarm employment can help people who remain in rural areas. There are
also some predictable circumstances in which opening up is likely to
increase inequality unless offset by other policies, such as when educational attainment is very unequal. Promoting education, particularly for
poor people, is equalizing, improves health standards, and enhances the
productivity growth that is the main engine of poverty reduction. The
fact that globalization does not on average increase inequality within
countries disguises the reality that there will be specific winners and
losers in each society. Good social protection policies can be a key factor
in helping people prosper in this more dynamic environment.
Finally, much of the concern about globalization involves issues of power,
culture, and the environment. Globalization does involve shifts in power,
but these do not always favor the already powerful. For example, China
and India are rapidly becoming major economies; intensifying competition has forced corporations to reduce price mark-ups over cost; and many
wages are rising rapidly in the new globalizers. Governments retain a wide
range of choice, most notably in distributional policies. Due to globalization, policies to counter terrorism and civil war will need to be globally
2
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coordinated. Globalization poses cultural challenges: there is often greater
diversity as foreign cultures and peoples are introduced. Sometimes foreign culture, or simply the sheer pace of economic change, threatens to
displace local culture and societies can legitimately seek to protect it. Global growth also threatens the environment. Some pollution issues require
local regulation. Governments may potentially compete to weaken regulations in a so-called race to the bottom. However, the evidence suggests
that this is not happening: in key areas environmental standards are actually rising. Other issues, such as global warming, require a global response.
That capacity has so far been lacking. But for the first time in history a
global civil society has emerged-"globalization from below." This can
become a powerful impetus to global collective action, both for improving
the environment and for reducing poverty.

Globalization reduces poverty, but not everywhere

S

INCE 1980 THERE HAS BEEN UNPRECEDENTED GLOBAL

integration. In Chapter 1, we contrast this new wave of globalization with two previous waves. We analyze its processes and
show how it is affecting poverty and equity.
The first wave of modern globalization took place from 1870 to 1914.
Advances in transportation and negotiated reductions of barriers opened
up the possibility for some countries to use their abundant land more
productively. Flows of goods, capital, and labor all increased dramatically. Exports relative to world income nearly doubled to about 8 percent. Foreign capital more than tripled relative to income in the developing countries of Africa, Asia, and Latin America. Migration was even
more dramatic. Sixty million people migrated from Europe, primarily
its less developed parts, to North America and other parts of the New
World. South-South labor flows were also substantial. The flows from
densely populated China and India to less densely populated Sri Lanka,
Burma, Thailand, the Philippines, and Vietnam were probably of the
same order of magnitude as the movements from Europe to the Americas. The total labor flows during the first wave of globalization were
nearly 10 percent of the world's population.
Global per capita income rose at an unprecedented rate, but not
fast enough to prevent the number of poor people from rising. Among
the globalizing countries there was convergence in income per capita,
driven primarily by migration. However, there was a widening gap
3
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between the globalizers and those countries left behind, leading to
increased world inequality.
A century ago globalization seemed as inevitable as it does today.
However, incompetent economic policies, unemployment and nationalism drove governments into beggar-thy-neighbor protectionism. In
retrospect, we can see the period encompassing the First World War, the
Great Depression, and the Second World War as a giant step backward
in global economic integration. By the late 1940s trade as a share of
income was approximately back to its level of 1870: protectionism had
erased 80 years of progress in transportation. During this period of
inward-looking economic policies global growth slowed down: the growth
of per capita income fell by around a third, and the number of poor
people continued to rise. World inequality continued to increase; protectionism was clearly not equalizing. Despite the rise in poverty viewed
in terms of income, this was a period of great advances in life expectancy
due to the global spread of improvements in public health. This illustrates both that poverty is multidimensional and that not all its aspects
are determined by economic performance.
The years from 1950 to 1980 saw a second wave of globalization, one
that focused on integration among rich countries. Europe, North
America, and Japan concentrated on restoring trade relations through a
series of multilateral trade liberalizations under the auspices of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). During this second wave
most developing countries remained stuck in primary commodity exporting and were largely isolated from capital flows. In part this was due
to their own inward-oriented policies. As a group the Organisation of
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) economies surged
ahead with unprecedented growth rates. There was convergence between
them as integration proceeded: the industrial countries that were relatively poor grew fastest. Within most OECD countries there was a modest
trend toward greater equality, aided by social welfare policies and programs. Growth in the developing countries also recovered, but less
strongly, so the gap between rich and poor countries widened. The number of poor people continued to increase although there were continued
gains in life expectancy. There was little net change in the distribution
of income among and within developing countries.
The most recent wave of globalization-starting around 1980 and continuing today-has been spurred by technological advance in transport
and communications technologies and by the choice of large developing
countries to improve their investment climates and to open up to foreign
4
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trade and investment. For the first time, poor countries have been able to
harness the potential of their abundant labor to break into global markets
for manufactured goods and for services. Manufactures rose from less than
a quarter of developing country exports in 1980 to more than 80 percent
by 1998. Countries that strongly increased their participation in global
trade and investment include Brazil, China, Hungary, India, and Mexico.
Some 24 developing countries-with 3 billion people-have doubled their
ratio of trade to income over the past two decades. The rest of the developing world actually trades less today than it did 20 years ago. The more
globalized developing countries have increased their per capita growth rate
from 1 percent in the 1960s, to 3 percent in the 1970s, 4 percent in the
1980s, and 5 percent in the 1990s. Their growth rates now substantially
exceed those of the rich countries: they are catching up just as during earlier
waves ofglobalization there was convergence among OECD countries (figure
1). While the new globalizers are beginning to catch up, much of the rest of
the developing world-with about 2 billion people-is becoming
marginalized. Their aggregate growth rate was actually negative in the 1990s.
The accelerated growth of recent globalizers is consistent with other
cross-country statistical analyses that find that trade goes hand-in-hand
with faster growth. The most that these studies can establish is that more
trade is correlatedwith higher growth, and one must be careful about
drawing conclusions on causality. Lindert and Williamson (2001 b) suggest that: "The doubts that one can retain about each individual study
threaten to block our view of the overall forest of evidence. Even though
no one study can establish that openness to trade has unambiguously
helped the representative Third World economy, the preponderance of
evidence supports this conclusion" (pp. 29-30).
A widespread anxiety is that growing integration is leading to heightened inequalities within countries. Usually, this is not the case. Most of
the globalizing developing countries have seen only small changes in household inequality, and inequality has declined in such countries as the Philippines and Malaysia. However, there are some important examples that
go the other way. In Latin America, due to prior extreme inequalities in
educational attainment, global integration has further widened wage
inequalities. In China inequality has also risen, but the rise in Chinese
inequality is far less problematic. Initially, China was both extremely equal
and extremely poor. Domestic liberalization first unleashed rapid growth
in rural areas. Since the mid-1980s there has also been rapid growth in
urban agglomerations; this has increased inequality as the gap between
rural and urban areas has widened. If this increase in inequality in China

Figure 1 Divergent paths of
developing countries inthe 1990s
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has been the price of growth, it has paid off in terms of a massive reduction in
poverty. The number of rural poor in the country declined from 250 million in 1978 to just 34 million in 1999.
The potential for global integration to reduce poverty is well illustrated
by the cases of China, India, Uganda, and Vietnam. As Vietnam has integrated it has had a large increase in per capita income and no significant
change in inequality. Thus, the income of the poor has risen dramatically
and the level of absolute poverty has been cut in half in 10 years. Among
the very poorest households, survey evidence shows that 98 percent became better off during the 1990s. This improved well-being is not just a
matter of income. Child labor has declined and school enrollment has
increased. Vietnam's exports directly provided income-earning opportunities for poor people: exports included labor-intensive products such as
footwear and rice, which is produced by most low-income farmers.
India and Uganda also had rapid poverty reduction as they integrated
with the global economy (figure 2). While some aspects of the data are
controversial, the evidence for substantial poverty reduction in India in
the 1990s is strong. In Uganda poverty fell by about 40 percent during
the 1990s and school enrollments doubled. Globalization clearly can be
a powerful force for poverty reduction.
About 2 billion people live in countries that are not participating strongly
in globalization, many of them in Africa and the Former Soviet Union
(FSU). Their exports are usually confined to a narrow range of primary
Figure 2 Poverty reduction inUganda, India, Vietnam, and China closely
related to growth
Percent per year, 1992-98
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* Poverty reduction
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commodities. Such a concentration has made them highly prone to terms
of trade shocks. There is also evidence that dependence upon primary
commodity exports increases the risk of civil war. Hence, it is important
for these countries to diversify their exports by breaking into global markets for manufactured goods and services where possible. Three schools of
thought provide credible accounts of why this has not happened. One
argues that countries have become marginalized as a result of poor policies
and infrastructure, weak institutions, and corrupt governance. The implication is that integration requires not merely openness to trade and investment, but also complementary actions in a wide range of areas. A second
school argues that the marginalized countries suffer from intrinsic disadvantages of adverse geography and climate. For example, landlocked countries may simply find it impossible to compete in the markets for global
manufactures and services. One implication is that global programs are
needed to assist these countries-for example, to counter malaria and to
irrigate drought-prone agricultural areas. A third school combines the analysis of the first school with the conclusion of the second. It argues that as a
result of a temporary phase of poor policies, some countries have permanently missed the opportunity to industrialize because agglomerations have
been located elsewhere in the developing world. All three arguments are
probably correct for parts ofthe marginalized world. However, policy does
not have to decide among them. A successful and prudent strategy would
combine opening up with the necessary complementary actions, while
building the global coalitions needed to address the deep-seated structural
problems that face many countries.
The striking divergence between the more globalized and less globalized
developing countries since 1980 makes the aggregate performance of developing countries less meaningful. However, since 1980 the overall number of poor people has at last stopped increasing, and has indeed fallen by
an estimated 200 million (figure 3). It isfalling rapidly in the new globalizers
and rising in the rest of the developing world. Non-income dimensions of
poverty are also diverging. Life expectancy and schooling are rising in the
new globalizers-to levels close to those prevailing in rich countries around
1960. They are falling in parts of Africa and the FSU.
Since 1980 world inequality has also stopped increasing, and may have
started to fall. Participation in the world's industrial economy raises incomes, but for about a century only a minority of people participated and
so global industrialization led to greater inequality. This third wave of
globalization may mark the turning point at which participation has widened sufficiently for it to reduce both poverty and inequality.
7
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Figure 3 World poverty, 1820-1998
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HAPTER 2
FOCUSES ON THE GLOBAL AGENDA FOR TRADE
policy, financial architecture, and migration. A distinctive
feature of the current round of globalization is that many
developing countries have cut their restrictions on imports in the past
20 years. The reduction in average tariffs is particularly striking in South
Asia, from 65 percent in the early 1980s to about 30 percent today (figure
4). In Latin America and East Asia, average rates fell from 30 percent to
about 10 percent. On average, liberalization efforts in Sub-Saharan Africa
and in the Middle East and North Africa have been more limited, though
there are individual countries such as Ethiopia and Uganda that have
liberalized trade significantly and pursued other reforms. Most of these
moves have been unilateral rather than under the auspices of multilateral
negotiations through the GATT or it successor organization, the World
Trade Organization (WTO). As countries such as China, India, and
Mexico have opened up, their exports have shifted into manufactured
products so that they are competing head-to-head with many of the
products made in rich countries. In 1980 manufactured products
comprised only 25 percent of developing country exports; by 1998 that
figure had reached more than 80 percent.
While many developing countries have chosen to become more open
economically, they continue to confront protectionism in the rich
8
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Figure 4 Average unweighted tariff rates by region
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countries. Average tariff rates in rich countries are low, but they maintain barriers in exactly the areas where developing countries have
comparative advantage: agriculture and labor-intensive manufactures.
Protection in rich countries costs developing countries more than $100
billion per year, twice the total volume of aid from North to South.
Barriers in developing countries are three times higher than in OECD
countries. Given that developing countries now trade much more with
each other than in the past, and 70 percent of the tariff barriers on developing country exports come from other developing countries, there would
be significant gains from another round of multilateral trade liberalization within the framework of the WTO.
A "development round" of trade liberalization should focus on improving market access of developing countries to rich country markets
and to each other's markets. However, such a "development round" is
threatened by narrow protectionist interests in the North. Protectionists
are seeking to load up the trade agenda with a host of other, institutional
development issues. If the rich countries insist on institutional harmonization in areas such as intellectual property rights and standards for health,
labor, and the environment as a prerequisite for market access, then prospects for greater trade between North and South will be greatly diminished. This report argues that many developing countries are strengthening labor conditions and environmental policies and that there is much
more that the world can do in support. The threat of trade sanctions through
9
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the WTO is not supportive but destructive. What is needed is greater
support for domesticactions to improve labor and environmental outcomes.
Hand-in-hand with trade liberalization, developing countries have
reduced restrictions on foreign investment. Private capital flows to developing countries-especially foreign direct investment (FDI)-have soared.
These flows bring benefits: increased supply of capital and access to technology, management, and markets. While private flows to the new
globalizers have risen dramatically, the less globalized countries have often experienced capital flight-by 1990 about 40 percent of Africa's private wealth was held outside the continent. Further, official development
assistance from rich countries to poor ones has declined. For the poor
locations that do not now benefit greatly from globalization, there is a
need for more aid, better managed.
While there are large and clear benefits from reducing trade barriers,
exposure to world capital markets carries both benefits and considerable
risks. Countries need good institutions and policies for strong and sustained benefits from financial integration. Without a sound domestic
financial system, integration with global capital markets can lead to disastrous results, as it did in Thailand, Ihdonesia, and the Republic of
Korea in 1997. Foreign investment in financial and accounting services
can help with the needed strengthening. Even with the best of institutions and policies, countries can be buffeted by international financial
crises because these markets are subject to irrational boom and bust cycles.
Better international coordination is needed on accounting standards and
transparency and on the management of incipient financial crises in such
a way that adequate liquidity is ensured for countries with sound policies while at the same time private investors are discouraged from and
penalized for risky lending practices.
Migration is the third main global flow. The role of migration is connected to the importance of geography. In regions with poor institutions
and high transport costs wages will be low, and free movement of goods
and capital will not bring those wages into line with wages in good locations. Further, within good locations there will be clustering as long as
agglomeration economies are important, and hence wage pressure to
migrate to towns and cities.
We noted above that during the first great wave of globalization about
10 percent of the world's population moved permanently to a new country. Even greater numbers migrated from rural areas to cities within countries. The same forces operate today. A study following individual, legal
migrants from Mexico to the United States found that on average they left
10
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jobs at home paying $31 per week and on arrival in the United States
could immediately earn $278 per week (a nine-fold increase). Similarly,
Indonesian workers earn 28 cents per day at home, compared to $2 or
more in next-door Malaysia. Clearly there are huge real gains to individual
workers who migrate to more developed economies.
'While economic pressures for migration are strong, legal migration is
highly restricted. Compared to 100 years ago, the world is much less globalized when it comes to labor flows. The total number of migrants living
in countries not of their citizenship is only about 2 percent of the world's
population. At the same time, pressures for migration are mounting. The
labor force in OECD countries isaging, while the labor force in the developing world is surging because of high birth rates. Each year 83 million
people are added to world population, 82 million of them in developing
countries. In Japan and the European Union (EU), the ratio of workers to
retirees will decline from five to one today to three to one in 2015, without greater migration. That will put a strain on social security systems.
Potentially, there is mutual economic benefit in combining the capital
and technology of the OECD countries with the labor of the developing world. To some extent that can occur through the flow of capital
and production to developing countries. But geographic factors make
it unlikely that capital flows and trade will eliminate the economic
rationale for migration. Too many parts of the developing world have
poor institutions and infrastructure that will not attract production; at
the same time, some of the existing production networks in the North
are too deeply rooted to move. Institutional and policy reform and
infrastructure investments in lagging developing countries could
address the first concern and reduce, though not eliminate, economic
pressures for migration.
The experiences of Mexico and the United States illustrate how migration can be a positive factor for both economies. About 7 million Mexican
citizens are living legally in the United States, along with an estimated
additional 3 million undocumented Mexican workers. This represents about
10 percent of Mexico's population and an even larger share of the Mexican
labor force. Their work in the United States takes pressure off the Mexican
labor market (raising wages there) and leads to a significant flow of remittances to relatives back home. In the United States, this labor inflow was a
key factor contributing to sustained growth with low inflation in the 1990s.
However, migration into the United States is estimated to have reduced
the relative wage of unskilled workers by 5 percent, once again demonstrating that globalization typically produces winners and losers.
11
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OECD countries are in general highly restrictive about migration, and
they tend to discriminate in favor of educated workers (leading to a socalled "brain drain" from developing countries). Labor flows would make
a greater contribution to poverty reduction if immigration policies were
more neutral and allowed more unskilled workers to immigrate.

Strengthening domestic institutions and policies

I

NTEGRATION IS NOT PRIMARILY THE RESULT OF TRADE

policy. It is also affected by a host of other institutions and
policies. Chapter 3 focuses on this agenda. Countries such as China,
India, and Mexico have taken different approaches to integration. There
are common issues that must be addressed, but different institutional
arrangements and policies for tackling them. Two of the important issues
that need to be faced are the investment climate and social protection
for workers.
Firms in open economies face more competition. Competition brings
many good effects, but there is more entry and exit of firms-"churning"-than in relatively closed economies. Studies of Chile, Colombia,
and Morocco after liberalization found that one-quarter to one-third of
manufacturing firms turned over in a typical four-year period. Recent evidence from surveys of firms shows that it is unusual for manufacturing
plants to shift from domestic production to exporting. For example, threequarters of exporting plants in Morocco had exported from their first year
of operation. Thus, the process of integrating into world markets is likely
to require the opening of new plants and the closure of others.
Chapter 3 highlights other stylized facts about domestic firms in open
economies. First, while production often becomes more concentrated
(leading to fewer firms), the presence of imports leads to a more competitive market and lower price-cost mark-ups. Second, there is some
evidence of technology spillovers from foreign trade and investment raising the productivity of domestic firms. Third, there can be learning and
threshold effects of exporting that create a better environment for productivity growth of domestic firms.
Individual cases and firm-level studies reveal that developing country
firms can be competitive. However, they are often hampered by a poor
investment climate-including inefficient regulation, corruption,
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infrastructure weaknesses, and poor financial services. A recent study of
India condudes that it is possible to measure the quality of the investment
climate through firm surveys and that this climate is important. With the
same trade and macro policies (which are national level), Indian states are
getting widely different results from liberalization. "Good climate" states
have more efficient regulation and better infrastructure (the typical small
enterprise is using the Internet to do business), while "poor climate" states
lag behind. Not surprisingly, the states with good climates are getting both
more domestic and more foreign investment.
Thus, locations within the developing world that are benefiting
strongly from globalization have created a reasonably good investment
climate in which firms can start up and prosper (and exit if they are not
successful). Coastal China and northern Mexico are other examples, and
here too poverty reduction is quite strong.
Small and medium-sized firms suffer from a poor investment climate
even more than the bigger firms. Further, we should emphasize that a
good investment climate is crucial for the development of rural as well as
urban areas. Off-farm employment is a crucial element in raising rural
incomes, and farming suffers just as much from a weak investment climate as other productive activities.
Many of the regions that did not participate strongly in the global
economy in the 1990s had problems with property rights and overall
investment climate. Burma, Nigeria, Pakistan, the Russian Federation, and
the Indian state of Uttar Pradesh are examples. These locations could use
the international market for services (such as banking, telecommunications, and power) to improve their investment climates. The successful
locations have devised their own solutions. China, India, and Mexico have
all taken different approaches to opening up, suited to their own circumstances. This diversity of experience among successful globalizers is one
reason why any efforts to promote institutional harmonization should take
careful account of differing circumstances. They should not be linked to

trade agreements in any mechanical or formulaic way.
Together with greater "churning" of firms comes higher labor market
turnover, which can be one of the most disruptive aspects of global economic integration. In the long run workers gain from integration. Wages
have grown twice as fast in the more globalized developing countries
than in the less globalized ones, and faster than in rich countries as well

(figure 5). The short-run effects, however, can be quite different. There
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is evidence that the wages of formal sector workers are reduced by trade
openness and increased by direct foreign investment. Thus, in an economy
that liberalizes trade and gets little foreign investment (either because
the investment climate is weak or simply because there is a lagged response of investors), opening up can lead to temporary declines in formal sector wages.
There is also evidence that openness-especially to FDI-increases
the return to education and raises the skill premium (the extra pay that
skilled workers get relative to unskilled workers). Case studies of transition economies and Latin America have found that skill premiums increase after liberalization. Trade liberalization in Costa Rica led to higher
demand and higher wages for more skilled workers. After liberalization
in Brazil there was a higher return to workers with a college education
and a decreased return to those with intermediate levels of education.
These findings highlight the importance of complementary policies both
for social protection (to help with temporary unemployment) and for
education. An increased skill premium can be a good thing because it
encourages more investment in education. However, if the education
system is not serving all levels of society well, then wages could become
even more unequal.
Some of the important losers from globalization will be formal sector workers in protected industries. The adjustment is likely to be especially tough for older workers. Government social protection and labor
market policies are very important-both for the immediate welfare of
affected workers and for the longer-term welfare of all workers. To get
reforms underway may require one-time compensation schemes for
workers who would otherwise suffer large losses. Well-designed unemployment insurance and severance pay systems can provide protection
to formal sector workers in an environment that will now have more
entry and exit of firms. The poorest people cannot be reached by such
systems, but there is huge potential to reduce their vulnerability to shocks
through self-targeting programs such as food-for-work schemes. Social
protection can be a dynamic force for growth and innovation beyond
the gaining of acceptance for change-it can be crucial to the ability of
poor people to take the risks involved in entrepreneurship. Finally, the
combination of openness and a well-educated labor force produces especially good results for poverty reduction and human welfare. Hence,
a good education system that provides opportunities for all is critical
for success in this globalizing world.
14
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Power, culture, and the environment

SO

FAR, WE HAVE FOCUSED ON INCOME, INCOME DISTRIBUTION,

and poverty. But much of the anxiety surrounding globalization
concerns issues of power, culture, and the environment. Chapter
4 discusses these concerns.
A recent poll of 20,000 people in 20 countries found that by a margin
of two to one people thought globalization would materially benefit their
families (Environics 2001). (The survey included developing countries
such as Brazil, China, India, and Nigeria.) But while people expect the
kind of material benefits that we have documented in our report, they also
express serious concerns and even fears. More than half of those polled
were convinced that globalization threatens their country's unique culture. Citizens also perceive a lack of global governance in important areas.
About four in 10 respondents named human rights as the area most in
need of stronger international control, while three in 10 said that global
environmental action was the highest priority. One in 10 thought that
international action on workers' rights was a priority.
The United States is the largest and in some respects the most successful economy on earth, giving millions of poor people, many of them
immigrants from developing countries, an opportunity to rise to prosperity. Bur it is not the only model of success. Several economies match
or exceed the American level of income per capita while having radically
different policies and more equal social outcomes. For example, Austria,
Belgium, Denmark, Japan, and Norway are open economies. All have
far less inequality than the United States with similar average income.
By combining prosperity with equity they are the closest the world has
yet come to eradicating poverty. Voters in the United States and these
five countries have chosen substantially different models, all of which
work given their respective histories. Not only is there no ultimate model
of success, there is no fixed formula for reaching success. China, India,
and Mexico all globalized during the 1990s as a result of far-reaching
reform programs, but the content of these programs has differed.
Culturally, as societies integrate, in many respects they become more
diverse: Ikea has brought Swedish design to Russians, co-existing with
Russian design; Indian immigrants and McDonald's have brought chicken
tikka and hamburgers to Britain, co-existing with fish and chips. However, without policies to foster local and other cultural traditions, globalization may indeed lead to a dominance of American culture.
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In most developing countries the state is smaller relative to national
income than in either the United States or the five high-income, highequity countries noted above. Successful globalization-on any of these
models-usually enlargesthe state, both absolutely and relatively. However, globalization weakens some aspects of government, making some
policy instruments ineffective.
Globalization will usually weaken monopolies. As countries open their
markets, national monopoly producers face competition from foreign firms.
However, one firm will occasionally get a sufficiently large global technological advantage that it acquires a temporary global monopoly, and more
commonly oligopolies exert global market power. Such cases pose severe
challenges to national anti-trust regulators. Further, there are charges that
in developing countries some foreign firms may lobby or bribe to gain
special privileges, for example, in telecommunications or minerals.
As global trade becomes more firmly based upon a legal framework,
this potentially enhances the power of the developing countries: the weak
need rules more than the strong. However, there is a danger that the
rules come to favor the strong. For example, rich and poor countries
have somewhat different interests regarding intellectual property and
global warming. Developing countries want to keep some knowledge as
a public good, while industrial countries prefer to turn it into a private
good in order to reward innovation. Developing countries will suffer
most from global warming, while rich countries are generating most of
the carbon dioxide (CO2 ) that is causing the problem. In bargaining to
achieve fair rules on such issues, poor countries are handicapped by both
their poverty and their fragmentation.
Globalization does not have to undermine national and local environmental standards through a so-called race to the bottom. Despite
widespread fears, there is no evidence of a decline in environmental standards. In fact, a recent study of air quality in major industrial centers of
the new globalizers found that it had improved significantly in all of
them. A positive side of globalization is that communities can learn from
each other about successful strategies to control pollution. Developing
countries usually have serious problems enforcing regulations in the face
of powerful vested interests. Indonesia improved compliance dramatically through a program in which environmentally dangerous factories
were publicly identified, leading communities to organize against these
polluters. Other communities have learned from this example and are
introducing similar programs.
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As with core labor standards, some groups in the rich countries are
proposing that environmental regulations be policed through WTO sanctions. There are better ways to empower local communities. WTO sanctions would carry the risk of being hijacked by protectionist lobbies in
rich countries and end up by restricting the opportunities of poor ones.
Some environmental issues, such as global warming, are intrinsically
global. They require international cooperation, and the habit of such
cooperation is easier in an integrated world. There is broad agreement
among scientists that human activity has led to global warming and that
much greater climate change is in store unless collective, corrective actions
are taken. Where the problem comes from is clear. Seven economies (the
so-called E-7) account for 70 percent of CO2 emissions. The United States,
with only 4 percent of the world's population, emits nearly 25 percent of
greenhouse gases. China is the second largest emitter, followed by the EU,
the Russian Federation, Japan, India, and Brazil. In per capita terms, the
United States (with 20 metric tons per capita) is far ahead of other economies in terms of CO 2 emissions (figure 6).
It is important for the world that the major emitting countries agree
on a way to reduce greenhouse gases. This is a classic collective action
problem in which each countty is reluctant to move on its own because
much of the benefit of its reduction in greenhouse gases will accrue to
others. The Kyoto protocol is an important step forward in collaborative
action to address global warming.

Figure 6 Per capita CO2 emissions in the E-7 economies, 1998
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An agenda for action

R

ECENT GLOBALIZATION HAS BEEN A FORCE FOR POVERTY

reduction, and has helped some large poor countries to
narrow the gap with rich countries. However, some of the
widespread anxieties are well founded: globalization could be much more
effective for poor people, and its adverse effects could be substantially
reduced. In important respects global policies are not keeping pace with
global opportunities and global risks. In our report we propose an agenda
for action, both global and local, that could make globalization work
better and help countries and people that have been marginalized. In
part our agenda overlaps with the agenda of those who protest globalization, but it is diametrically opposed to the nationalism, protectionism,
and anti-industrial romanticism that is all too prominent. Our study
highlights many actions that could help make globalization more
beneficial. Of these, we will emphasize seven that we see as particularly
important for making globalization work for the poor.
Participation in an expanding global market has basically been a
positive force for growth and poverty reduction in developing countries, which is why so many countries have chosen to become more
open to foreign trade and investment. Very significant barriers to trade
still remain, however, and afirstarea for action is a "development round"
of trade negotiations. A "development round" should focus first and
foremost on market access. Rich countries maintain protections in exactly the areas where developing countries have comparative advantage,
and there would be large gains to poor countries if these were reduced.
Furthermore, developing countries would gain a lot from better access
to each other's markets-barriers between them are still higher than
those from developed countries. These improvements in access are best
negotiated in a multilateral context.
Developing countries have a good argument that trade agreements
should not impose labor or environmental standards on poor countries.
Communities all over the world are struggling to improve living standards
and labor and environmental conditions. There are positive ways that rich
countries can support this. A real and positive commitment, however, requires real resources (more below on this). Imposing trade sanctions on
countries that do not meet first-world standards for labor and environmental conditions can have deeply damaging effects on the living standards of poor people and for that reason is unconstructive. Furthermore,
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there is all too much danger that trade sanctions to enforce these standards
will become new forms of protectionism that make the poor worse off
The more general point here is that trade agreements should leave countries free to take different institutional approaches to environmental standards, social protection, cultural preservation, and other issues. Among
globalized countries there is great diversity of institutions and cultures,
and we see no reason why economic integration cannot respect that.
Our research shows that open trade and investment policies are not
going to do much for poor countries if other policies are bad. The locations in the developing world that are prospering during this most recent
wave of globalization are ones that have created reasonably good investment climates in which firms, particularly small domestic firms, can start
up, prosper, and expand. Hence, a secondkey area for action is improving
the investment climate in developing countries. A sound investment climate is not one full of tax breaks and subsidies for firms. It is rather an
environment of good economic governance-control of corruption, wellfunctioning bureaucracies and regulation, contract enforcement, and protection of property rights. Connectivity to other markets within a country
and globally (through transport and telecommunications infrastructure)
is a key part of a good investment climate. A bad investment climate hits
agriculture and small firms even harder than bigger firms.
Developing a sound investment climate is primarily a national and
local responsibility and should focus particularly on the problems facing
small firms. Employment in the small and medium-sized firms in towns
and rural areas will be central to raising the living standards of the rural
poor. Communities can use foreign investment and the international
market for services to strengthen the investment climate. The presence
of foreign banks in the local market strengthens the financial infrastructure. With the right incentives, foreign investment can efficiently provide power, ports, telecommunications, and other business services.
The evidence is quite strong that integration with the global market
raises the return to education in different types of countries (both rich
and poor). The higher return to education can be a positive thing, as it
encourages households to invest in their children. But this highlights
the importance of good delivery of education and health services-the
third element in our agenda. If poor people have little or no access to
health and education services then it is very hard for them to benefit
from the growth spurred by integration. With poor social services, globalization can easily lead to mounting inequality within a country and
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persistence of extreme poverty. For the newly globalizing developing countries as a group, there has been impressive progress in educational
attainment-especially for primary education-and decline in infant
mortality, suggesting that many locations have made the complementary investments in social services that are critical to ensure that the poor
benefit from growth. The combination of strong education for poor
people and a more positive investment climate is critical for empowering poor people to participate in the benefits of a more strongly expanding economy. But empowerment goes much deeper than this. It is about
organizing property rights and governance in a way that involves poor
people in decisions that affect their lives.
While integration has on average been a positive force for growth and
poverty reduction in developing countries, there are inevitably specific
winners and losers, especially in the short run. This is true in rich and
poor countries. The firm-level evidence shows that much of the dynamic
benefit of open trade and investment comes from more "churning" of
plants-less efficient ones die, and new ones start up and expand. With
this comes more labor market churning as well-probably the key reason why globalization is so controversial. It raises wages on average in
both rich and poor countries, but there are some significant losers. Thus,
the fourth area for action is to provide social protection tailored to the
more dynamic labor market in an open economy. This is important to
help individual workers who will lose in the short run from opening up,
as well as to create a solid social foundation on which householdsespecially poor ones-feel comfortable taking risks and showing entrepreneurship. We try to document what works in a relatively rich country, and for formal sector workers, and what works in poor countries and
for the large number of poor in the informal sector and rural areas. If
policymakers do not put workable social protection measures into place,
then many individual people will be hurt and the whole integration
undertaking becomes suspect.
The fifth component of our action program is a greater volume of
foreign aid, better managed. Aid should be targeted to a number of
different problems. The evidence shows that, when low-income countries reform and improve the investment climate and social services,
private investment-both domestic and foreign-responds with a lag.
It is precisely in this environment that large-scale aid can have a great
impact on growth and poverty reduction. Thus, while creating a sound
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policy environment is primarily a national and local responsibility, the
world can help societies making difficult changes with financial support. Supporting low-income reformers-both at the national level and
at the local level-is a key role for aid. Another important role for aid is
to address some of the specific health and geographic challenges of
marginalized countries and people. We have emphasized that there are
locations that face difficult geographic challenges and that policy reform alone is not going to do much in these places. More aid should be
targeted to research into health and agricultural technologies that could
make a large difference in locations suffering from malaria and other
challenges. Beyond research, there is obviously a need for assistance to
deliver these health innovations to those who would benefit from them.
Our sixth area for action is debt relief. This is a kind of aid, but we do
not want our recommendation here to get lost in our more general call for
greater aid. Many of the marginalized countries, especially in Africa, are
burdened with unsustainable debts. Reducing the debt burdens of these
countries will be one factor enabling them to participate more strongly in
globalization. Debt relief is particularly powerful when combined with
policy reform (improvements in the investment climate and social services). Debt relief should make a significant difference for countries that
have reasonably sound policy environments for poverty reduction, as in
the Heavily Indebted Poor Country (HIPC) initiative. It is important to
put debt relief in the larger context of the overall foreign aid for marginalized
countries. Debt relief should not come out of the existing envelope for aid
(in which case little of real value will result) but rather needs to be complemented with greater overall volumes of assistance.
The six areas that we have highlighted for policy action on globalization are primarily in the economic realm and aim to raise the income and
living standards of poor people. However, our report also examines a wide
range of non-economic issues-power, culture, environment-and presents evidence about the effect of globalization on these important issues.
We highlight many specific actions that can mitigate the risks and costs of
globalization. Here in the action program, the seventh measure to highlight isthe importance of tackling greenhouse gases and global warming.
There is broad agreement among scientists that human activity is leading
to climate change and that disastrous global warming is in store unless
collective, corrective action is taken. This isone example of a critical area
in which there a lack of effective global cooperation at this point. It isalso
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one of the global problems that is going to particularly burden poor countries and poor people if it is not addressed.
The falling costs of communications, information, and transport that
have contributed to globalization will not be reversed, but the reduction in trade and investment barriers could be reversed by protectionism and nationalism-as happened in the 1930s. However, protectionism and nationalism would be a profoundly damaging reaction to the
challenges created by globalization. The problems must be addressed,
but they are manageable. The reasonable concerns about globalization
can be met without sacrificing the potential for global economic integration to dramatically benefit poor countries and poor people. Many
poor people are benefiting from globalization. The challenge is to bring
more of them into this process, not to retreat to the insularity and nationalism of the 1930s.
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ONE

The New Wave of Globalization
and Its Economic Effects
INCE ABOUT 1980 THERE HAS BEEN UNPRECEDENTED

global economic integration. Globalization has happened
before, but not like this. Economic integration occurs
through trade, migration, and capital flows. Figure 1.1
tracks these flows. World trade is measured relative to world
income. Capital flows are proxied by the stock of foreign
capital in developing countries relative to their GDP. Migration is proxied
by the number of immigrants to the United States. Historically, before
about 1870 none of these flows was sufficiently large to warrant the
term globalization.
Figure 1.1
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For about 45 years, starting around 1870, all these flows rapidly
became substantial, driven by falling transport costs. What had been
many separate national economies started to integrate: the world's economies globalized. However, globalization is not an inevitable process; this
first wave was reversed by a retreat into nationalism. Between 1914 and
1945 transport costs continued to fall, but trade barriers rose as countries followed beggar-thy-neighbor policies. By the end of that period
trade had collapsed back to around its 1870 level. After 1945 governments cooperated to rein in protectionism. As trade barriers came down,
and transport costs continued to fall, trade revived. This second wave of
globalization, which lasted until around 1980, was approximately a return to the patterns of the first wave.
Since 1980 many developing countries-the "new globalizers"- have
broken into world markets for manufactured goods and services. There
has been a dramatic rise in the share of manufactures in the exports of
developing countries: from about 25 percent in 1980 to more than 80
percent today. There has also been a substantial increase in FDI. This
marks an important change: low-income countries are now competing
head-on with high-income countries while previously they specialized
in primary commodities. During this new wave of global market integration, world trade has grown massively. Markets for merchandise are
now much more integrated than ever before.
In this chapter we contrast this new third wave of globalization with
the two previous waves. We analyze its main processes and show how it
is affecting poverty and inequality.

Previous waves of globalization and reversals

M

OST DEVELOPING COUNTRIES HAVE TWO

POTENTIAL

sources of comparative advantage in international markets:
abundant labor and abundant land. Before about 1870 neither
of these potentials was realized and international trade was negligible.

The first wave of globalization: 1870-1914
The first wave of global integration, from 1870 to 1914, was triggered
by a combination of falling transport costs, such as the switch from
sail to steamships, and reductions in tariff barriers, pioneered by an
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Anglo-French agreement. Cheaper transport and the lifting of manmade barriers opened up the possibility of using abundant land. New
technologies such as railways created huge opportunities for landintensive commodity exports. The resulting pattern of trade was that
land-intensive primary commodities were exchanged for manufactures.
Exports as a share of world income nearly doubled to about 8 percent
(Maddison 2001).
The production of primary commodities required people. Sixty million
migrated from Europe to North America and Australia to work on newly
available land. Because land was abundant in the newly settled areas,
incomes were high and fairly equal, while the labor exodus from Europe
tightened labor markets and raised wages both absolutely and relative to
the returns on land. South-South labor flows were also extensive (though
less well documented). Lindert and Williamson (2001 b) speculate that the
flows from densely populated China and India to less densely populated
Sri Lanka, Burma, Thailand, the Philippines, and Vietnam were of the
same order of magnitude as the movements from Europe to the Americas.'
That would make the total labor flows during the first wave of globalization nearly 10 percent of the world's population.
The production of primary commodities for export required not just
labor but large amounts of capital. As of 1870 the foreign capital stock in
developing countries was only about 9 percent of their income (figure
1.1). However, institutions needed for financial markets were copied. These
institutions, combined with the improvements in information permitted
by the telegraph, enabled governments in developing countries to tap into
the major capital markets. Indeed, during this period around half of all
British savings were channeled abroad. By 1914 the foreign capital stock
of developing countries had risen to 32 percent of their income.
Globally, growth accelerated sharply. Per capita incomes, which had
risen by 0.5 percent per year in the previous 50 years, rose by an annual
average of 1.3 percent. Did this lead to more or less equality? The countries that participated in it often took off economically, both the exporters of manufactures, people and capital, and the importers. Argentina,
Australia, New Zealand, and the United States became among the richest countries in the world by exporting primary commodities while
importing people, institutions, and capital. All these countries left the
rest of the world behind.
Between the globalizing countries themselves there was convergence.
Mass migration was a major force equalizing incomes between them.
"Emigration is estimated to have raised Irish wages by 32 percent, Italian
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Figure 1.2
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by 28 percent and Norwegian by 10 percent. Immigration is estimated to
have lowered Argentine wages by 22 percent, Australian by 15 percent,
Canadian by 16 percent and American by 8 percent." Indeed, migration
was probably more important than either trade or capital movements
(Lindert and Williamson 2001b).
The impact of globalization on inequality within countries depended
in part on the ownership of land. Exports from developing countries were
land-intensive primary commodities. Within developing countries this
benefited predominantly the people who owned the land. Since most were
colonies, land ownership itself was subject to the power imbalance inherent in the colonial relationship. Where land ownership was concentrated,
as in Latin America, increased trade could be associated with increased
inequality. Where land was more equally owned, as in West Africa, the
benefits of trade were spread more widely. Conversely, in Europe, the
region importing land-intensive goods, globalization ruined landowners.
For example, Cannadine (1990) describes the spectacular economic collapse of the English aristocracy between 1880 and 1914. In Europe the
first wave of globalization also coincided with the establishment for the
first time in history of the great legislative pillars of social protection-free
mass education, worker insurance, and pensions (Gray 1998).
Ever since 1820-50 years before globalization-world income
inequality as measured by the mean log deviation had started to increase
drastically (figure 1.2).2 This continued during the first wave of global-

Technology continued to reduce transport costs: during the inter-war years
sea freight costs fell by a third. However, trade policy went into reverse.
As Mundell (2000) puts it: "The twentieth century began with a highly
efficient international monetary system that was destroyed in World War I,
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and its bungled recreation in the inter-war period brought on the great
depression." In turn, governments responded to depression by
protectionism: a vain attempt to divert demand into their domestic markets. The United States led the way into the abyss: the Smoot-Hawley
tariff, which led to retaliation abroad, was the first: between 1929 and
1933 U.S. imports fell by 30 percent and, significantly, exports fell even
more, by almost 40 percent.
Globally, rising protectionism drove international trade back down. By
1950 exports as a share of world income were down to around 5 percent-roughly back to where it had been in 1870. Protectionism had undone 80 years of technical progress in transport.
During the retreat into nationalism capital markets fared even worse
than merchandise markets. Most high-income countries imposed controls preventing the export of capital, and many developing countries
defaulted on their liabilities. By 1950 the foreign capital stock of developing countries was reduced to just 4 percent of income-far below
even the modest level of 1870.
Unsurprisingly, the retreat into nationalism produced anti-immigrant
sentiment and governments imposed drastic restrictions on newcomers.
For example, immigration to the United States declined from 15 million during 1870-1914 to 6 million between 1914 and 1950.
The massive retreat from globalization did not reverse the trend to greater
world inequality. By 1950 the world was far less equal than it had been in
1914 (figure 1.3). Average incomes were, however, substantially lower than

had the previous trend been maintained: the world rate of growth fell by
about a third. The world's experiment with reversing globalization showed
that it was entirely possible but not attractive. The economic historian
Angus Maddison summarizes it thus: "Between 1913 and 1950 the world
economy grew much more slowly than in 1870-1913, world trade grew
much less than world income, and the degree of inequality between
regions increased substantially" (Maddison 2001, p. 22).
The combination of a slowdown in growth and a continued increase
in inequality sharply reduced the decline in the incidence of povertyapproximately back to what it had been in the period from 1820 to
1870. The decline in the incidence was now well below the rate of population growth, so that the absolute number of poor people increased by
about 25 percent. Despite the rise in poverty viewed in terms of income,
this was the great period ofadvances in life expectancy, due to the global

Figure 1.3
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spread of improvements in public health. Poverty is multi-dimensional,
and not all its aspects are determined by economic performance.

The second wave of globalization: 1945-80
The horrors of the retreat into nationalism gave an impetus to internationalism. The same sentiments that led to the founding of the United
Nations persuaded governments to cooperate to reduce the trade barriers they had previously erected. However, trade liberalization was selective both in terms of which countries participated and which products
were included. Broadly, by 1980 trade between developed countries in
manufactured goods had been substantially freed of barriers, but barriers facing developing countries had been substantially removed only for
those primary commodities that did not compete with agriculture in the
developed countries. For agriculture and manufactures, developing countries faced severe barriers. Further, most developing countries erected
barriers against each other and against developed countries.
The partial reduction in trade barriers was reinforced by continued
reductions in transport costs: between 1950 and the late 1970s sea freight
charges again fell by a third. Overall, trade doubled relative to world
income, approximately recovering the level it had reached during the
first wave of globalization. However, the resulting liberalization was
very lopsided. For developing countries it restored the North-South
pattern of trade-the exchange of manufactures for land-intensive primary commodities-but did not restore the international movements
of capital and labor.
By contrast, for rich countries the second wave of globalization was
spectacular. The lifting of barriers between them greatly expanded the
exchange of manufactures. For the first time international specialization
within manufacturing became important, allowing agglomeration and
scale economies to be realized. This helped to drive up the incomes of
the rich countries relative to the rest.
Economies of agglomeration. The second wave introduced a new type
of trade: rich country specialization in manufacturing niches that gained
productivity from agglomerated clusters. Most trade between developed
countries became determined not by comparative advantage based on differences in factor endowments but by cost savings from agglomeration
and scale. Because such cost savings are quite specific to each activity,
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although each individual industry became more and more concentrated
geographically, industry as a whole remained very widely dispersed to avoid
costs of congestion.
Firms cluster together, some producing the same thing and others
connected by vertical linkages (Fujita, Krugman, and Venables 1999).
Japanese auto companies, for example, are well known for wanting
certain of their parts suppliers to locate within a short distance of the
main assembly plant. As Sutton (2000) describes it: "Two-thirds of
manufacturing output consists of intermediate goods, sold by one firm
to another. The presence of a rich network of manufacturing firms
provides a positive externality to each firm in the system, allowing it to
acquire inputs locally, thus reducing the costs of transport, of coordination, of monitoring and of contracting."
Clustering enables greater specialization and thus raises productivity.
In turn, it depends upon the ability to trade internationally at low cost.
The classic statement of this was indeed Adam Smith's: "The division of
labor is limited only by the extent of the market" (The Wealth ofNations).
Smith argued that a larger market permits a finer division of labor, which
in turn facilitates innovation. For example, Sokoloff (1988) shows that
as the Erie Canal progressed westward in the first half of the 19"' century, patent registrations rose county by county as the canal reached
them. This pattern suggests that ideas that were already in people's heads
became economically viable through access to a larger market.
However, while agglomeration economies are good news for those in
the clusters, they are bad news for those left out. A region may be
uncompetitive simply because not enough firms have chosen to locate
there. As a result "a 'divided world' may emerge, in which a network of
manufacturing firms is clustered in some 'high wage' region, while wages
in the remaining regions stay low" (Sutton 2000).
Firms will not shift to a new location until the gap in production
costs becomes wide enough to compensate for the loss of agglomeration
economies. Yet once firms start to relocate, the movement becomes a
cascade: as firms re-base to the new location, it starts to benefit from
agglomeration economies.
During the second globalization wave most developing countries did
not participate in the growth of global manufacturing and services trade.
The combination of persistent trade barriers in developed countries, and
poor investment climates and anti-trade policies in developing countries, confined them to dependence on primary commodities. Even by
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1980 only 25 percent of the merchandise exports of developing countries were manufactured goods.
Cascades of relocation did occur during the second wave, but they were
to low-wage areas within developed countries. For example, until 1950
the U.S. textile industry was clustered in the high-wage Northeast. The
cost pressure for it to relocate built up gradually as northern wages rose
and as institutions and infrastructure improved in southern states. Within
a short period in the 1950s the whole industry relocated to the Carolinas.
The effect on inequality and poverty. During globalization's second
wave there were effectively two trading systems: the old North-South
system, and the new intra-North system.
The intra-North system was quite powerfully equalizing: lower-income
industrial countries caught up with higher-income ones. Figure 1.4 shows
this pattern of long-term convergence among OECD economies.
Second wave globalization coincided with the growth of policies for
redistribution and social protection within developed societies. Not
only did inequalities reduce between countries-probably an effect of
globalization-but inequality was reduced within countries, probably
as a result of these social programs. Figure 1.5 shows the dramatic
reduction both in between-country and within-country inequality that
occurred in developed countries during the period. The second wave

Long-term convergence among OECD countries

Figure 1.4
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of globalization was thus spectacularly successful in reducing poverty
within the OECD countries. Rapid growth coincided with greater
equity, both to an extent without precedent. For the industrial world
it is often referred to as the "golden age."
Second wave globalization was not golden for developing countries. Although per capita income growth recovered from the inter-war
slowdown, it was substantially slower than in the rich economies. The
number of poor people continued to rise. Non-income dimensions of
poverty improved-notably rising life expectancy and rising school
enrollments. In terms of equity, within developing countries in aggregate there was little change either between countries or within them
(figure 1.6). As a group, developing countries were being left behind
by developed countries.
World inequality was thus the sum of three components: greater equity within developed countries, greater inequality between developed
and developing countries, and little net change in developing countries.
The net effect of these three very different components was broadly no
change. World inequality was about the same in the late 1970s as it had
been a quarter of a century earlier (figure 1.7).

The new wave of globalization
HE NEWWAVE OF GLOBALIZATION, WHICH BEGAN ABOUT 1980,

is distinctive. First, and most spectacularly, a large group of developing countries broke into global markets. Second, other
developing countries became increasingly marginalized in the world
economy and suffered declining incomes and rising poverty. Third,
international migration and capital movements, which were negligible
during second wave globalization, have again become substantial. We
take these features of the new global economy in turn.
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Figure 1.7 Worldwide
household inequality, 1960-79

services. In 1980 only 25 percent of the exports of developing countries were manufactures; by 1998 this had risen to 80 percent (figure
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early 1980s, commercial services made up 17 percent of the exports of
rich countries but only 9 percent of the exports of developing countries. During the third wave of globalization the share of services in
rich country exports increased slightly-to 20 percent-but for devel-

oping countries the share almost doubled to 17 percent.
What accounted for this shift? Partly it was changing economic
policy. Tariffs on manufactured goods in developed countries continued to decline, and many developing countries undertook major trade
liberalizations. At the same time many countries liberalized barriers to
foreign investment and improved other aspects of their investment climate. Partly it was due to continuing technical progress in transport

Figure 1.8
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and communications (Venables 2001). Containerization and airfreight
brought a considerable speeding up of shipping, allowing countries to
participate in international production networks. New information and
communications technologies mean it is easier to manage and control
geographically dispersed supply chains. And information based activities are "weightless" so their inputs and outputs (digitized information) can be shipped at virtually no cost.
Some analysts have suggested that new technologies lead to the "death
of distance" (Cairncross 1997) undermining the advantage of
agglomeration. This is likely true in a few activities, while for other activities distance seems to be becoming even more important-for example,
the proximity requirements of "just-in time" technologies. The OECD
agglomerations continue to have massive cost advantages and technological change may even be increasing these advantages. Even within welllocated countries there will be clustering as long as agglomeration economies are important, and hence wage pressure to migrate to towns and
cities. For example, within the United States, which has similar institutions across the country, there has been a clear trend for economic activity
and labor to migrate away from the center of the country. One hundred
years ago the Mississippi River and the Great Lakes provided reasonably
good transport links. But recent increases in the scale of ocean-going ships
and related declines in ocean shipping rates have increased the competitiveness of U.S. coastal locations compared to the center. It is cheaper to
ship iron ore from Australia to Japan than the much shorter distance
across the Great Lakes from Minnesota to the steel mills of Illinois and
Indiana. For large countries such as China and India we can expect to see
more migration toward coastal areas as development proceeds.
By the end of the millennium economic activity was highly concentrated geographically (map 1.1). This reflects differences in policies
across countries, natural geographic advantages and disadvantages, and
agglomeration and scale economy effects. As the map shows, Africa
has a very low output density and this is unlikely to change through a
uniform expansion of production in every location. Africa has the potential to develop a number of successful manufacturing/service agglomerations, but if its development is like that of any other large region, there will be several such locations around the continent and a
need for labor to migrate to those places. Africa is much less densely
populated than Europe, and the importance of migration to create
agglomerations is therefore greater.
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Map 1.1 GNP density
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However, most countries are not just victims of their location. The
newly globalizing developing countries helped their firms to break into
industrial markets by improving the complementary infrastructure, skills
and institutions that modern production needs. So, to some extent
those developing countries that broke into world markets just happened
to be well located, and to some extent they shaped events by their own
actions. To get some understanding of this distinction it is useful to look
at the characteristics of the post-1980 developing globalizers. We rank
developing countries by the extent to which they increased trade relative
to income over the period, and compare the top third with the remaining two-thirds. The one-third/two-thirds distinction is of course arbitrary. We label the top third "more globalized" without in any sense
implying that they adopted pro-trade policies. 3 The rise in trade may
have been due to other policies or even to pure chance. By construction,
the "more globalized" had a large increase in trade relative to income:
104 percent, compared to 71 percent for the rich countries. The remaining two-thirds of developing countries have actually had a decline
in trade to GDP over this period. The variation in export performance is
illustrated in figure 1.9.
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The more globalized were not drawn from the higher-income developing countries. Indeed, in 1980 they were poorer as a group. 4 The two
groups had very similar educational attainment in 1980 (table 1.1). Since
1980, the more globalized have made very significant gains in basic education: the average years of primary schooling for adults increased from
2.4 years to 3.8 years. The less globalized made less progress and now lag
behind in primary attainment. The spread of basic education tends to
reduce inequality and raise health standards, as well as being complementary to the process of raising productivity. It can also be seen in table
1.1 that both groups reduced inflation to single digits over the past two
decades. Finally, as of 1997 the more globalized fared moderately better
on an index of property rights and the rule of law. I The same measure is
not available for 1980, but clearly countries such as China and Hungary
have strengthened property rights as they have reformed.
During third wave globalization, the new globalizers also cut
import tariffs significantly, 34 points on average, compared to 11 points
for the countries that are less globalized (figure 1.10). However, policy
change was not exclusively or even primarily focused on trade. The list of
post-1980 globalizers includes such well-known reformers as Argentina,
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Figure 1.10 Decline in
average import tariffs,
mid-1980s to late-1990s

China, Hungary, India, Malaysia, Mexico, the Philippines, and Thailand,
which undertook reforms involving investment liberalization, stabilization,
and property rights. The outcome of increased integration into the world
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expansion, reduced trade barriers, and strategic sectoral reforms reinforced both growth and trade.
Whether there is a causal connection from opening up trade to faster
growth is not the issue. In those low-income countries that have broken
into global markets, more restricted access to those markets would be
damaging to growth, regardless of whether industrialization was triggered by opening up. However, opening up integrates an economy into
a larger market, and from Adam Smith on economists have suggested
that the size of the market matters for growth. A larger market gives
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As they reformed and integrated with the world market, the "more
developing countries started to grow rapidly, accelerating

access to more ideas, allows for investment in large fixed-cost investments and enables a finer division of labor. A larger market also widens
choice. Wider choice for high-income consumers is irrelevant for poverty reduction, but wider choice may have mattered more for firms than
for consumers. For example, as India liberalized trade, companies were
able to purchase better-quality machine tools. Similar effects have been

found for the Chinese import liberalization. Finally, a larger market intensifies competition and this can spur innovation. There is some evidence that integration with the world economy is more important for
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small and poor economies than it is for large economies like India and
China (Sachs and Warner 1995; Collier and Gunning 1999).
There is also a large amount of cross-country regression evidence on
openness and growth (see box 1.1). This should be treated with caution but
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The doubts that one can retain about each individual study
threaten to block our view of the overall forest of evidence. Even
though no one study can establish that openness to trade has
unambiguously helped the representative Third World economy,
the preponderance of evidence supports this conclusion. One way
to see the whole forest more clearly is to consider two sets, one
almost empty and one completely empty. The almost-empty set
consists of all statistical studies showing that protection has helped
Third World economic growth, and liberalization has harmed it.
The second, and this time empty, set contains those countries
that chose to be less open to trade and factor flows in the 1990s

than in the 1960s and rose in the global living-standard ranks at

Figure 1.12 Per capita GDP
growth rates: more globalized
developing countries
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Box 1.1

Openness and growth: Regression evidence

IT IS DIFFICULT TO ESTABLISH A LINK BETWEEN

openness and growth in a rigorous manner. The
specific trade liberalization actions that are important
often include non-tariff measures such as eliminating
licensing schemes or allowing access to foreign
exchange for current account transactions, and it is
difficult to quantify these policies. Further, countries
tend to pursue a broad package of reforms at the same
time so that identifying the separate effect of one
reform may not be possible. Recognizing these
limitations, what does the cross-country literature find?
Sachs and Warner (1995) claim that liberal trade
policies cause growth. They develop a measure of
openness based on tariff rates for capital equipment,
the extent of non-tariff barriers, and the degree of
distortion in the foreign exchange market (proxied by
the parallel market premium). Dollar (1992) creates

an index of the price level adjusted for factor
endowments, arguing that high prices for tradable
goods reflect high levels of import protection, and finds
a significant effect on growth. Both measures have been
criticized (by Rodriguez and Rodrik 1999, among
others) on the grounds that they are more a measure
of good institutions and policies in general than of
trade policy narrowly defined. This points up an
important identification problem: the countries with
more open trade and investment policies tend to be
ones with more reliable property rights and better
economic institutions more generally. Frankel and
Romer (1999) find that openness as measured by the
share of trade in income is robustly related to longterm growth. They are able to rule out the possibility
of reverse causation from growth to trade by
"instrumenting" for trade with geography variables.
(box countinues onfollowing page)
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Box 1.1 continued
While this is supportive of models in which access to
markets accelerates growth, there is no easy way to
rule out the possibility that geography matters for
growth through other channels. A different approach
to measuring openness is taken by Ades and Glaeser
(1999) in their study of 19 "hcentury America. They
focus on openness in the sense of access to seaports
and rail services, and find that backward, open regions
tend to grow fast and converge on more advanced
regions. Specifically, they interact their openness
measure with the initial level of development and find
that the combination of openness and backwardness

is associated with especially rapid development. Finally,
there are some recent studies that focus on changes in
growth rates and changes in trade and FDI. This
approach has the advantage that all of the variables
that do not change over time drop out of the analysis
(geography, ethnolinguistic fractionalization,
institutional measures that show no time variation),
reducing the multicollinearity problems. Dollar and
Kraay (2001b) show that both increased trade and
increased FDI are related to accelerated growth. They
control for changes in other policies and address reverse
causation with internal instruments.

To conclude, since 1980 the global integration of markets in merchandise has enabled those developing countries with reasonable
locations, policies, institutions, and infrastructure to harness their abundant labor to give themselves a competitive advantage in some manufactures and services. The initial advantage provided by cheap labor has
sometimes triggered a virtuous circle of other benefits from trade. For
example, when Bangalore initially broke into the world software market, it did so by harnessing its comparative advantage in cheap, educated
labor. As more firms gravitated to the city it began to reap economies of
agglomeration. The increased export earnings financed more imports,
thereby both intensifying competition and widening choice. There is
some evidence that between them these four effects of trade raise not
only the level of real income, but also its rate of growth. However, the
growth process is complex. Trade is certainly not sufficient for growth.

Marginalization: Why has the experience of many poor countries
been the opposite of the globalizers?
Countries with total populations of around 2 billion people have not
integrated strongly into the global industrial economy. They include most
of Africa and many of the economies of the FSU. These countries often
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suffered deteriorating and volatile terms of trade in the markets for their
primary commodity exports. In aggregate their per capita income actually declined during the third wave. Why did these countries diverge so
drastically from the globalizers? Can they belatedly emulate the globalizers
in harnessing their comparative advantage in abundant labor, thereby
diversifying their exports toward services and manufactures? There are
three views:
The "Join the Club" view. This view argues that weak globalizers
have failed to harness their comparative advantage in abundant labor
because of poor economic policies. If, for example, infrastructure is poor,
education is inadequate, corruption is rampant, and trade barriers are
high, then the cost advantage from abundant labor might be more than
offset by these disadvantages. According to this view, as and when policies, institutions, and infrastructure are improved, then countries will
integrate into world markets for manufactures and services.
The "Geographic Disadvantage" view. This view argues that many
of the countries that have failed to enter global manufacturing markets
suffer from fundamental disadvantages of location. Even with good policies, institutions, and infrastructure, a landlocked, malaria-infested country simply will not be competitive in manufacturing or in services such
as tourism. It is sometimes argued that it is precisely because the benefits
of good policies, institutions, and infrastructure in such environments
are so modest that they are not reformed.
For many developing countries, transport costs to OECD markets
are higher than the tariffs on their goods, so that transport costs are
even more of a barrier to integration than the trade policies of rich
countries. Sometimes the explanation for high transport costs is indeed adverse geography. But transport costs are also heavily influenced
by the quality of infrastructure as implied by the "Join the Club" view.
Limao and Venables (2000) find that "African economies tend to trade
less with the rest of the world and with themselves than would be
predicted by a simple gravity model, and the reason for that is their
poor infrastructure" (p. 25). That includes inefficient seaports, but
even more importantly the internal infrastructure of roads, rail, and
telecommunications. Collier and Gunning (1999, pp. 71-72) document these infrastructure deficiencies in Africa:
There isless infrastructure than elsewhere. For example, the density of the rural road network is only 55 kilometers per thousand
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square kilometers, compared to over 800 in India, and there are
only one-tenth the telephones per capita of Asia. The quality of
infrastructure is also lower. The telephone system has triple the
level of faults to Asia's and the proportion of diesel trains in use is
40 percent lower. Prices of infrastructure use are much higher.
Freight rates by rail are on average around double those in Asia.
Port charges are higher (for example, a container costs $200 in
Abidjan as opposed to $120 in Antwerp). Air transportation is
four times more costly than in East Asia. Much of international
transport is cartelized, reflecting the regulations of African governments intended to promote national shipping companies and airlines. As a result of these high costs, by 1991 freight and insurance
payments on trade amounted to 15 percent of export earnings,
whereas the average for developing countries is only 6 percent.
Further, the trend has been rising for Africa whereas it has been
falling elsewhere: the comparable figures for 1970 were 11 percent
and 8 percent.
Thus, many of the weak globalizers have high transport costs to world
markets partly due to intrinsically poor location and partly due to bad
infrastructure. As a result they will have low wages, and even when trade
is free of barriers it will not bring those wages into line with wages in
more favored locations.
The "Missed the Boat" view. This view accepts the argument of the
"Join the Club" view that, if any of these countries had had good policies it would have broken into world manufacturing and services, but it
further argues that most of them have now missed the boat. World demand for manufactures is limited by world income, and because of agglomeration economies firms will locate in clusters. Although there is
room for many clusters, firms already have satisfactory locations in
labor-abundant countries and so the latecomers have nothing to offer.

Who's right?
Most plausibly, each view is right to some extent. It seems highly likely
that there will be room for some new entrants to the market for global
manufactures and services, and some well-located cities in countries that
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reform their policies, institutions, and infrastructure will surely develop
successful clusters. Equally, it seems plausible that if all countries reformed, there would be more well-located sites than new clusters, so
some would indeed have missed the boat. Finally, some countries are
indeed badly located and will simply not industrialize. Such countries
might become competitive in international services, but at present markets in services are far less integrated than markets in merchandise. This
is partly because until very recently trade negotiations have focused on
reducing barriers to merchandise trade.
Regardless of whether the disadvantages faced by the weak globalizers
were intrinsic or could have been altered by better policy, their growth
rates were even lower during third wave globalization than during the
second wave. One reason is that many countries dependent on primary
commodities suffered declining prices for their exports. This was probably related to the slowdown in growth in developed countries. Could
globalization itself have contributed to the economic marginalization
of some countries? One way it might have adversely affected the weak
globalizers is through the growth of international capital markets. Most
marginalized countries integrated into world capital markets not through
attracting capital inflows but through capital flight. By 1990 Africa,
the region where capital is most scarce, had about 40 percent of its
private wealth held outside the continent, a higher proportion than any
other region. This integration was not a policy choice: most African
governments erected capital controls, but they were ineffective. The
main drivers of capital flight have been exchange rate misalignment,
poor risk-ratings, and high indebtedness (Collier, Hoeffler, and Patillo
2001). However, capital flight was probably eased by the growth of
international banking, some of it offshore, with poor practices of disclosure. A second way that globalization may have affected the weak
globalizers adversely is through a rising risk of civil war. The incidence
of civil war has declined sharply in the globalizing developing regions,
but has risen sharply in Africa. Dependence on primary commodity
exports is a powerful risk factor in civil conflict, probably because it
provides easy sources of finance for rebel groups. Whereas most regions
have diversified their exports, Africa has remained heavily dependent on
primary commodities. Furthermore, conflicts tend to last longer: the
chances of reaching peace are much lower during third wave globalization than during the second wave.
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The re-emergence of international capial flows
Controls on capital outflows from high-income countries were gradually lifted: for example, the United Kingdom removed capital controls
in 1979. Governments in developing countries have also gradually
adopted less hostile policies toward investors. Partly as a result of these
policy changes and partly due to the oil shock of the 1970s, significant
amounts of private capital again began to flow to developing countries.
Total capital flows to developing countries went from less than $28
billion in the 1970s to about $306 billion in 1997, in real terms (figure
1.13), when they peaked. In the process, their composition changed
significantly. The importance of official flows of aid more than halved,
while private capital flows became the major source of capital for a number of emerging economies. The composition of private capital flows also
changed markedly. FDI grew continuously throughout the 1990s. Mergers and acquisitions were the most important source of this increase, especially those resulting from the privatization of public companies. Net portfolio flows grew from $0.01 billion in 1970 to $103 billion in 1996, in
real terms. New international mutual funds and pension funds helped to
channel the equity flows to developing countries. The importance of syndicated bank loans and other private flows decreased steadily in relative
terms throughout this period, especially after the debt crises of the 1980s.
Even though net private capital flows to developing countries increased
during the third wave of globalization, by one measure they remained
Net capital flows to developing countries by type of flow, 1970-98
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more modest than during the first wave. By 1998 the foreign capital
stock was 22 percent of developing country GDP, roughly double what
it had been in the mid- I 970s but still well below the 32 percent reached
in 1914 (Maddison 2001). Some countries receive large inflows, while
other countries receive little. The top 12 emerging markets are receiving
the overwhelming majority of the net inflows-countries such as Argentina, Brazil, China, India, Malaysia, Mexico, and Thailand. Much
the most successful developing countries in attracting FDI were Malaysia and Chile, both with stocks of FDI of about $2,000 per capita.
FDI brings not just capital, but also advanced technology and access to
international markets. It is critical for participating in international production networks. Dollar and Kraay (2001 b) find that FDI has a powerful
growth effect, whereas the overall level of investment by itself does not
have a significant effect on growth-other factors are more important.
Capital flows to developing countries are just a tiny proportion of the
global capital market. Because capital owners are concerned about risk,
most global capital flows are between developed countries rather than
from developed to developing countries. Even Malaysia and Chile have
less FDI per capita than any of the major developed economies. FDI per
capita in the United States is more than $3,200 per capita, while in
Africa it is only $124 (Maddison 2001). This is despite the fact that
differences in capital per member of the labor force between developed
and developing countries are now far larger than they were during the
first wave of globalization. World capital markets could clearly do more
to raise growth in low-income countries. As we discuss in Chapter 3,
there is evidence of systematic bias against Africa.

Migration pressures are building
The massive gaps in income that had built up by the end of
globalization's second wave created intense economic pressures for
people to migrate out of poor areas-both rural-urban migration within
countries and international migration. These pressures were largely frustrated by immigration controls, but in some rich countries controls
were somewhat relaxed during the third wave, with powerful effects
on wages in poor countries.
Recall that in the first great wave of modern globalization, from 1870
to 1910, about 10 percent of the world's population relocated permanently. Much of this flow was driven by economic considerations, the
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desire to find a better life in a more favorable location. The same forces
operate today, though policies toward international migration are much
more restrictive than in the past. About 120 million people (2 percent of
the world's population) live in foreign countries (that is,not in the country
of their citizenship). Roughly half of this stock of migrants is in the
industrial countries and half in the developing world. However, because
the population of developing countries is about five times greater than
the population of the developed countries, migrants comprise a larger
share of the population in rich countries (about 6 percent) than in poor
countries (about 1 percent).
The main economic rationale for migration is that wages for the
same skills differ vastly in different locations, especially between developing countries and rich ones. The average hourly labor compensation in manufacturing is about $30 per hour in Germany, and one
one-hundredth of that level (30 cents) in China and India (figure
1.14). That gap is particularly extreme, but even between the United
States and newly industrialized countries such as Thailand or Malaysia the compensation gap is ten-fold. Now, some of that difference
results from the fact that the typical German worker has quite a bit
more education and training than the typical Chinese or Indian. However, skill differences can only explain a small amount of the wage
differential. A study following individual, legal immigrants found that
on average they left jobs in Mexico paying $31 per week and on arrival in the United States could immediately earn $278 per week (a
nine-fold increase). Similarly, Indonesian workers in Indonesia earn
28 cents per day, compared to $2 per day or more in next-door Malaysia. Clearly there are huge real gains to individual workers who
migrate to more developed economies.
These large wage differentials across countries lead to mounting migration pressures, although the actual scale of migration depends upon
the entry restrictions that migrants face. Hatton and Williamson (2001)
study emigration from Africa. They find that both widening wage differentials and a demographic bulge of 15-29-year-olds are producing
large and growing economic pressure for migration, although so far
much of this has been bottled up by entry restrictions. Emigration
from Mexico has been less restricted. There are about 7 million legal
Mexican migrants living in the United States, and an additional estimated 3 million undocumented workers. This means that about 10
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Figure 1.14
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percent of Mexico's population is living and working in the United
States. Emigration on this scale has a significant effect on developing
country labor markets. Hatton and Williamson estimate the effect of
out-migration from Africa on the wages of those who remain behind.
They find that emigration powerfully raises the wages of remaining
unskilled workers. It is likely that emigration from Mexico has substantially raised Mexican wages.
The benefits of migration to the sending region go beyond the higher
wages for those who remain behind. Migrants send a large volume of
remittances back to relatives and this is an important source of capital
inflows (figure 1.15). India receives six times as much in remittances
from its workers overseas every year as it gets in foreign aid.
Further, much trade and investment depends on personal and family
networks. To take a significant historical example, a large number of
Chinese have emigrated from China to other Asian countries (especially
Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, and Singapore). The Chinese family networks play a significant role in trade and investment between these countries and China. It is inherently difficult to study and quantify this phenomenon, but there is more general evidence that language plays a large
role in explaining trade and investment flows, and it makes sense that
the stronger tie of family and kinship would have an even greater effect.
The point here is that migration can facilitate the other flows of globalization-trade, capital, and ideas. Take, for example, the recent surge in
Indian immigration to the United States. It happens that this immigration is particularly related to the high-tech sectors. It will support greater
flows of technology and information between the United States and India, and also encourage more U.S. investment in India. Some successful
Indian entrepreneurs in the United States may themselves open plants
back in their home country, or U.S. companies may hire Indian engineers to work in India. And because much of manufacturing and services trade is associated with these kinds of networks, trade between the
two countries is likely to increase.

What have been the effects of third wave globalization on income
distribution and poverty?
The breakthrough of developing countries into global markets for manufactures and services, and the re-emergence of migration and capital flows,
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Figure 1.15

Workers' remittances, 1999
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have affected poverty and the distribution of income between and within
countries. Domestic policy choices unrelated to globalization also affect
income distribution.
Among developed countries globalization has continued to generate
the convergence of the first and second waves. By 1995 inequality
between countries was less than half what it had been in 1960 and substantially less than it had been in 1980. However, as figure 1.16 shows,
there was a serious offsetting increase in inequality within individual
countries, reversing the trend seen during the second wave. A part of
this may have been due to immigration. However, it may also have been
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Figure 1.16 Household
inequality in rich countries,
1980-95
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globalizers as a common group of integrated economies, overall inequality has declined (figure 1. 17).
As in the OECD countries, within-country inequality has increased
in the new globalizers. However, this is entirely due to the rise in inequality in China, which alone accounts for one-third of the population of the new globalizers. China started its modernization with an
extremely equal distribution of income and extremely high poverty. Intrarural inequality in China has actually decreased. The big growth in

Figure 1.17 Household
inequality inthe globalizing

inequality has been between the rural areas and the rising urban agglomerations (figure 1.18), and between those provinces with agglomerations and those without them.
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average there is a one-to-one relationship between the growth rate of income of the poor and the growth rate of average income in society. However, there is much variation around that average relationship. They then
investigate whether changes in trade account for any of this variation.
They find no relationship between changes in openness and changes in
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Figure 1.18 Increased inequality in China reflecting growing inequality
among locations
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inequality, whether openness is measured by the share of trade in income,
the Sachs-Warner measure of openness, average tariff rates, or capital controls. Ravallion qualifies this result. He finds that although on average
openness does not affect inequality, in low-income countries it is associated with greater inequality. Regardless of its net effect, there are winners
and losers from trade policies.
The combination of rapid growth with no systematic change in
inequality has dramatically reduced absolute poverty in the new globalizing countries. Between 1993 and 1998 (the most recent period for
which we have data) the number of people in absolute poverty declined
by 14 percent to 762 million. For them, the third wave of globalization
is indeed the golden age. Poverty is predominantly rural. As the new
globalizers have broken into world markets their pace of industrialization and urbanization has increased. People have taken the opportunity
to migrate from risky and impoverished rural livelihoods to less vulnerable and better paid jobs in towns and cities. Not only has poverty declined viewed in terms of income, but other dimensions of poverty have
rapidly improved. Both average years of schooling and life expectancy
have improved to levels close or equal to levels reached by the rich countries in 1960. Vietnam illustrates this experience. As it has integrated
into the world economy, it has had a large increase in per capita income
and no significant change in inequality. The income of the poor has
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risen dramatically, and the level of absolute poverty has dropped sharply,
from 75 percent of the population in 1988 to 37 percent in 1998. Poverty was cut in half in only 10 years. We can be unusually confident of
this information because a representative household survey was conducted
early in the reform process (1992-93), and the same 5,000 households
were visited again six years later. Of the poorest 5 percent of households
in 1992, 98 percent had higher incomes six years later. Vietnam was
unusually successful in entering global markets for labor-intensive products such as footwear, and the increased employment might be expected
to benefit poor households. Uganda had a similar experience: dramatic
poverty reduction and no increase in inequality.
While the more globalized economies grew and converged, the less
globalized developing economies dedined and diverged. Their growth
experience was worse than during the second wave, but their divergence
has been longstanding. Ades and Glaeser (1999) find that at least since
1960, less globalized developing countries, defined by the share of trade
in income, have tended to diverge. Decline and divergence had severe
consequences for poverty in its various dimensions. Between 1993 and
1998 the number of people in absolute poverty in the less globalized
developing countries rose by 4 percent to 437 million. Not only were
per capita incomes falling, but in many countries life expectancy and
school enrollments declined.
During the second wave of globalization the rich countries diverged
from the poor countries, a trend that had persisted for a century. During
the third wave the new globalizers have started to catch up with the rich
countries, while the weak globalizers are falling further behind.
The change in the overall distribution of world income and the number of poor people are thus the net outcomes of offsetting effects. Among
rich countries there has been convergence: the less rich countries have
caught up with the richest, while within some rich countries there has
been rising inequality. Among the new globalizers there has also been
convergence and falling poverty. Within China there has also been rising inequality, but not on average elsewhere. Between the rich countries
and the new globalizers there has been convergence. Between all these
groups and the weak globalizers there has been divergence. The net effect is
that the long trend of rising global inequality and rising numbers of
people in absolute poverty has been halted and even reversed (figure
1.19). Bourguignon and Morrisson (2001) estimate that the number of
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people in absolute poverty fell by about 100 million between 1980 and
1992 (the endpoint of their analysis). Chen and Ravallion (2001) estimate that there was a further fall of about 100 million between 1993
(the closest date for comparison) and 1998.
Thus, globalization clearly can be a force for poverty reduction. In
subsequent chapters we look at important factors at the global and local
level that will determine whether it continues to be so. The next chapter
takes up the global architecture for flows of goods, capital, and people,
focusing on measures to strengthen integration and to enable locations
currently left out of globalization to participate and benefit. Chapter 3
then turns to the national and local agenda in developing countries.
Chapter 4 takes up issues of power, culture, and the environment. Chapter
5 brings together and summarizes the agenda for action to make globalization work better for poor countries and poor people.

Figure 1.19 Worldwide
household inequality, 1975-99
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1. Much of the emigration from India was forced,
rather than voluntary.
2. The mean log deviation has the advantage that it
can be decomposed into inequality between locations and
inequality within locations. It also has an intuitive interpretation. Income distributions everywhere are skewed
in favor of the rich, so that the "typical" person (one chosen randomly from the population) has less income than
the average for the whole group. Roughly speaking, the
mean log deviation (times 100) is the percent gap between the typical person and the average income. The
more skewed the distribution in favor of the rich, the
larger is this gap. So, for example, if per capita income in
the world is around $5,000 and the median person is
living on $1,000 (80 percent less), the mean log deviation will be around 0.8.
3. For this calculation we separated out rich economies (the original members of the OECD plus Chile; Korea; Singapore; Taiwan,China; and Hong Kong, China).
The "more globalized"-the top third ofdeveloping countries in terms of increased trade to GDP between the 1970s
and the 1990s-are Argentina, Bangladesh, Brazil, China,

Souree: Clark, Dollar, and Kraay (2001).
Colombia, Costa Rica, C6te d'Ivoire, the Dominican Republic, Haiti, Hungary, India, Jamaica, Jordan, Malaysia, Mali, Mexico, Nepal, Nicaragua, Paraguay, the Philippines, Rwanda, Thailand, Uruguay, and Zimbabwe. The
"less globalized" are all other developing countries for
which we have data. The less globalized group is a very
diverse set of countries. It includes failed states whose
economic performance has been extremely poor. It also
includes some countries of the former Soviet Union that
went through a difficult transition in the 1990s. Some of
the less globalized countries have had stable but not increasing trade, and positive but slow growth.
4. The more globalized had per capita GDP, at purchasing power parity, of $1,488 in 1980, compared to
$1,947 for other developing countries (table 1.1). These
are population-weighted averages so that relatively poor
China and India have a large weight. However, even a
simple average of GDP per capita was significantly lower
for the globalizers in 1980.
5. The rule of law index has a standard deviation of
1.0. The 0.44 advantage of the globalizers is roughly the
same as Uganda's advantage over Zambia on this measure.
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CHAPTER TWO

Improving the International
Architecture for Integration
NE OF THE DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE

current wave of globalization is that many
developing countries are participating activelymore than they did in the past. This greater
participation comes partly from unilateral moves
toward more open trade and investment policies.
But developing countries are also playing a more active role in the
multilateral institutions that govern international trade and investment.
This chapter focuses on the prospects for growing trade, investment,
and labor integration between rich and poor countries, and how the
international architecture can be improved to support that integration.
The first section focuses on trade policies. The Uruguay Round was
quite different from earlier multilateral negotiations in the number of agreements that required developing countries to develop or upgrade their traderelated institutions. Developing countries made a "grand bargain," in which
they further lowered tariffs on manufactured products and adopted standards for Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) in exchange for the abolition
of rich country quotas on textiles and clothing, the introduction of more
effective disciplines on agriculture, and abolition of Voluntary Export Restraints (VERs). Developing countries have been disappointed that the
rich countries have been slow to follow through on their commitments to
dismande textile quotas and to reduce agricultural protection. A conservative estimate of the cost to poor countries of rich country protection is
$100 billion per year, about twice the total volume of foreign aid they
receive. Developing countries also maintain significant trade barriers-70
percent of the tariff barriers that developing countries face are in other
developing countries. There would be large gains from a round of trade
negotiations focused on market access in goods and services.
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Experiences with international capital flows are taken up in the following section. Hand-in-hand with trade liberalization, developing
countries have reduced restrictions on foreign investment. Private capital
flows to developing countries-especially FDI-have soared. FDI both
increases the supply of capital and provides access to technology. While
private flows have risen dramatically, official development assistance
from industrial countries to developing ones has declined. For poor
areas that do not now benefit much from globalization, there is a need
for more aid, better managed. There has also been a more erratic increase in private financial flows-bank lending, bonds, and equity.
These flows bring risks. We consider how the international community can better manage them. The process of opening up increases risks
and has all too frequently been accompanied by devastating financial
and exchange rate crises, although if countries can get through this
stage their risk falls back to what it was before opening. Countries that
are not yet fully open-such as China and India-should approach
financial opening with caution. Good macro fundamentals and micro
fundamentals (supervision and regulation of the financial system) are
prerequisites to successful financial opening. Foreign investment in
financial and accounting services can help with the needed strengthening. Even with the best of institutions and policies, countries can be
buffeted by international financial crises because these markets are subject to irrational boom and bust cycles. Better international coordination is needed on accounting standards and transparency and on the
management of incipient financial crises. This should be done in such
a way that adequate liquidity is ensured for countries with sound policies, while at the same time private investors are discouraged from and
penalized for risky lending practices.
The final section focuses on migration from developing to industrial
countries, and among the developing countries themselves. While migration could make a large contribution to poverty reduction, OECD
immigration policies are highly restrictive and often encourage "brain
drain" migration of highly skilled workers from the South, while shutting off legal flows of unskilled workers. It is understandable that migration is the most controversial of the flows arising from globalization.
There is evidence that migration reduces the relative wages of unskilled
workers in industrial countries, and also has effects on society and culture that some people value and others find threatening. Nevertheless,
demographics will lead to growing pressure for migration of unskilled
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workers. Most of the increase in the labor force in the next 15 years will
occur in the regions where poverty is now concentrated: South Asia and
Sub-Saharan Africa. In Europe and Japan, the labor force will shrink
without greater migration, and the ratio of workers to retirees will rise
sharply, putting extreme pressure on social security systems. There would
be large mutual benefits from more migration of unskilled workers from
locations with an oversupply of labor to those with an undersupply.

Trade policy

A

VERAGETARIFF RATES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES HAVE BEEN

cut in half, from around 30 percent in the early 1980s to about
15 percent in the late 1990s (figure 2. 1). The absolute reductions
in tariff rates in developing countries have been much higher than in
industrial countries and decreases from a higher level are likely to have a
much greater welfare benefit than corresponding decreases from a lower
base (Martin 1997). In addition, the dispersion of tariff rates, which
typically increases the welfare cost of any given average tariff rate, was
substantially reduced. Reductions have been particularly large in South
Asia, Latin America, and East Asia. Trade liberalization has been more
limited in Sub-Saharan Africa and in the Middle East and North Africa.

Figure 2.1
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Along with these reductions in tariffs, the coverage of quotas fell sharply
and foreign exchange restrictions were reduced, so that trade liberalization
took place across a wide front.
The result of this trade liberalization in the developing world has been
a large increase in both imports and exports. Developing countries in this
more open environment are increasingly exporting labor-intensive manufactures. As recently as 1980 manufactured goods made up only a quarter
of exports from developing countries. That share has increased steadily
during the third wave of globalization, reaching more than 80 percent in
1998. Along with the changes in the commodity composition of exports
have come substantial changes in the direction of exports. During the
second wave less than 20 percent of developing country exports were destined for other developing countries. By 1995, this had increased to more
than 40 percent. This increase in the importance of developing countries
as markets for each others' goods results from a number of factors, including growth in the share of developing countries in the world economy and
the liberalization of developing country trade. With 40 percent of their
exports going to other developing countries, the barriers that these countries face from each other are clearly more important than they once were.
More than 70 percent of the tariff burden faced by manufactured goods
from developing countries is now imposed by other developing countries
(Hertel and Martin 2001).
The dramatic increase in exports of manufactures from developing
countries has contributed to protectionist concerns in both industrial
and developing countries, and to the emergence of new concerns about
such issues as labor standards. With so many developing nations emerging as important trading countries, reaching further agreements on multilateral trade liberalization has become more complicated.
The Uruguay Round ushered in a new era of multilateral trade negotiations (Martin and Winters 1996). For the first time, developing countries engaged comprehensively in the core business of the WTO, the
exchange of market access concessions. Developing countries were willing to "bind" their tariffs on 100 percent of their agricultural imports
and on more than 60 percent of their imports of industrial products
(Abreu 1996).' Developing countries played a pivotal role in ensuring
that agriculture was returned to GATT disciplines, that VERs were abolished, and that the highly protectionist quota regime for textiles and
clothing would be phased out. To do this, they agreed to a "grand bargain," in which intellectual property protection of primary interest to
the rich countries was introduced. The coverage of trade agreements
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was also extended to services, and many disciplines that had previously
applied only to members of plurilateral agreements were brought within
the "single undertaking" of the Uruguay Round. The WTO was established and given a much stronger system for dispute resolution.
For developing countries, an important development that was perhaps
not sufficiently noted at the time was the increase in requirements for deeper
integration-that is, rules that require the strengthening of institutions to
bring them into effect. This was most noticeable in the case of trade-related
intellectual property (TRIPs), but also in areas such as the agreement on
customs valuation. As Finger and Schuler (2001) have pointed out, the
costs of implementing these agreements can be substantial.
Despite the dramatic increases in the size of the membership, and
in the coverage of the multilateral system with formation of the WTO,
relatively few changes were made in the operation of the trading system. The consensus principle is still used for major decisions, and all
members are represented equally on the executive governing body, the
general council, as well as at ministerial meetings. While this gives
smaller developing countries much more representation than they
would have with a smaller executive body, they have much less influence than the equality of representation would imply. Logistical difficulties mean that many developing countries are inadequately represented in Geneva, and hence unable to participate fully in the wide
range of WTO activities (Blackhurst, Lyakurwa, and Oyejide 2001).
Further, size matters in many cases, particularly in areas such as dispute settlement, where only larger countries can effectively threaten to
retaliate against illegal measures. The power imbalance would be even
worse if there was no WTO, because then small countries like
Bangladesh would have to negotiate one-on-one with the United States
without a multilateral set of rules. Still, it is important to keep in mind
that developing countries have difficulty defending their legitimate
interests in the WTO, and this difficulty is one reason why they generally oppose expanding the organization's mandate to take up non-trade
issues such as labor and environmental standards.

Improved market access
The WTO has the potential to launch a "development round" of trade
negotiations at its Doha ministerial meeting (see Hoekman and Martin
2001 and wwwworldbank.org/trade for suggestions on what this might
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include). A central objective of such a round should be improved market access for developing countries. There would be large mutual gains
to improved access. We use a model to estimate these gains that is part of
the Global Trade Analysis Project (GTAP). It provides a lower-bound
estimate of the gains because its assumptions are deliberately conservative. First, it assumes that the developed countries have already fully
honored their commitments under the Uruguay Round-notably the
abolition of textile quotas. Second, it ignores benefits due to scale effects
and dynamics. Third, it ignores benefits from the abolition of anti-dumping duties, "safeguards," excessive standards barriers, and similar trade
restrictions. Fourth, it ignores benefits from liberalization of trade in
services. It is difficult to quantify the extent to which the model underestimates the likely benefits, but what has been left out may in fact yield
even larger potential gains than what has been captured. With these
limitations, the results provide some guidance as to what types of trade
liberalization offer the largest gains to developing countries.
Developing countries need better access to rich-country markets for
manufactured goods. Despite the substantial liberalization of developed
country markets for manufactures, developing countries have most to
gain from further liberalization of these markets. The model estimates
presented in table 2.1 report an annual gain to developing countries from
unrestricted access to the developed country markets in textiles and clothing of $9 billion. Recall that this already assumes that the textile quota
restrictions have been completely lifted. The gain from unrestricted access to the developed country markets for other manufactures would be
Table 2.1

Potential annual gains from improving market access ina new Development Round, 1995

(US$ billions)

Benefiting
region
Developing
countries
Rich countries
All countries

Liberalizing
region
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dothing
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Rich

9.0

Developing

3.6

Total
Rich
Developing
Total
Rich
Developing
Total

Source: Anderson and others (2000).
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$22.3 billion. Thus, the rise of manufactured exports from developing
countries has made this a priority issue for developing countries. It was
not part of the built-in agenda from the Uruguay Round, and hence
preparations for negotiations on manufactures have not yet commenced,
but the issues involved in manufactures trade are, in many respects, much
simpler than those involved in either agriculture or services.
Developing countries need better access to rich-country markets for
agricultural products. The model estimates that the gains to developing
countries from unrestricted access to the agricultural markets of developed countries and abolition of rich-country export subsidies would be
$11.6 billion per year. While the potential benefits are substantial, there
are major controversies. The countries with high agricultural protection,
mostly industrial countries in Europe and East Asia, find themselves aligned
against a North-South coalition of agricultural exporting countries. There
are major controversies about whether the goal is complete liberalization,
including elimination of agricultural subsidies. Another major source of
discord iswhether non-trade concerns, frequently labeled multifunctionality
by the protecting countries, should be allowed to affect protection levels.
In addition, there are new agriculture-related controversies about biotechnology and whether imports could be restricted under the so-called precautionary principle in the absence of scientific evidence.
Developing countries need better access to each others' markets. When
developing countries were locked into exporting only primary commodities they had relatively little potential for trade with each other. Now that
their exports have diversified, there is massive scope for increased trade
among them. Indeed, because developing countries tend to have tighter
trade restrictions than developed countries, they have even more to gain
from greater trade with each other than from greater trade with the developed countries. The model estimates that they would gain $27.6 billion
per year by opening their own markets for manufactures and $31.4 billion
by opening their own markets in agricultural produce.

Large global benefits from temporary movement of service providers
The current round of services negotiations at the WTO offers a valuable
opportunity to liberalize the temporary movement of individual service
suppliers. Many developing countries could then "export" the significant labor component of construction, distribution, environmental,
transport, and other services. If the movement is temporary, then we can
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be fairly confident that both the host and home country will gain. For
exporting countries, it is clear that both the financial and knowledge
benefits would be greatest if service suppliers return home after a certain
period abroad. And for importing countries, such temporary movement
should create fewer social and political problems than immigration.

Negotiating a Development Round
Despite the potential gains from further trade liberalization, the effort at
the Seattle ministerial meeting to launch a new round of trade liberalization was a disaster. Basically, rich and poor countries were pursuing different agendas. The recent report of the U.N. High-Level Panel on Financing for Development argues that:
The Seatde WTO ministerial meeting failed to launch a new
round, not because of the protests in the streets, but because the
major trading powers lacked the political will to accommodate the
interests of developing countries... In order for developing countries to have confidence in a new round, rich countries must deliver on commitments made in the past, such as accelerating the
agricultural trade negotiations and phasing out quotas on textiles
and clothing (p. 6).
If indeed the major obstacle to a "development round" was the lack
of political will of developed countries, it might be imagined that this is
because the developed countries would lose from liberalization. This is
simply not the case. The model estimates that the developed countries
would gain in absolute terms even more than developing countries from
enhanced global market access. Developed countries would gain about
$50 billion from improved access in the markets of developing countries
and nearly $100 billion from improved access to each others' markets.
The benefits from market access negotiations are addressed in more detail in the World Bank's Global Economic Prospects 2002.
In addition to the benefits from tariff reduction presented in table 2. 1,
developing countries could potentially gain from reductions in antidumping duties, safeguard measures, excessive standards barriers, and barriers to trade in services. The available estimates suggest that the benefits
of liberalizing services are of the same order of magnitude as those for
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goods, and those from anti-dumping, safeguards, and standards are likely
also of the same magnitude. A conservative estimate of the total impact of
industrial country barriers on developing countries is likely to be more
than $100 billion, rather than the $43 billion given in table 2.1.

Implementation concerns
Improved market access is not the only issue for a "development round".
The implementation concerns of developing countries cover a number
of issues, of which some of the more important are the slow pace of
removal of quotas on textiles and clothing, anti-dumping measures in
the industrial countries, and a desire by some countries to keep TradeRelated Investment Measures (TRIMs). In addition, there are concerns
about the implementation of the TRIPs agreement, the Customs Valuation Agreement, and with the costs of meeting many product standards.
These must be addressed before developing countries will feel comfortable engaging in a round, and many of them imply a need for significant
reforms. We take them in turn.
Unfortunately, the rules on textiles and clothing were written in a
way that allowed industrial countries to greatly delay the abolition of
their quotas. Instead of specifying the progressive abolition of quotas,
the rules specified the progressive integration of textiles and clothing
under GATT disciplines. Industrial countries were allowed to choose
the products to be integrated; almost without exception, they chose to
begin by integrating the products in which developing countries do
not have a comparative advantage. Developing countries that thought
roughly half of their exports of textiles and clothing would be integrated by 2002 found that almost all would remain restricted until
December 31, 2005-creating concerns about potential backsliding
in the industrial countries.
The anti-dumping rules of the WTO make no economic sense and
allow countries to restrict imports when there is no economic justification. Developing countries bear a disproportionate burden of these measures in both industrial country markets and other developing countries.
While Japan is seriously burdened by anti-dumping actions, Finger, Ng,
and Sonam (2000) show that some developing countries face 30 times as
many anti-dumping actions per dollar of exports as does Japan. It is clear
that some form of contingent protection is needed when countries find
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themselves politically unable to maintain an open stance, but more efficient and transparent safeguard systems that do not involve the abuses of
anti-dumping can be developed (Finger 1998).
Many developing countries have expressed concern about requirements in the Uruguay Round agreement to phase out their trade-related
investment measures. While some such measures may have an economic
justification in countervailing the anti-export bias of the trade regime,
most are merely an inefficient means of subsidizing multinational enterprises. This issue does highlight the problems associated with the traditional GATT approach of allowing time for implementation without
respect to a country's stage of development.
A number of Uruguay Round agreements, such as those on TRIPs,
customs valuation, and product standards, require developing countries
to establish new institutions or to greatly strengthen existing ones. Further, some of these agreements effectively codify the established practices of the industrial countries, rather than seeking approaches to deal
with these problems in the context of the developing countries. Finger
and Schuler (2001) conclude that the Customs Valuation Agreement
does not address the problems faced by developing countries and may
cause serious loss of customs revenue under the conditions prevailing in
many developing countries-unless a great deal is done to modernize
and strengthen the customs service. But such investments in institutions
are very expensive, and any such investment must be evaluated in the
context of the country's overall development program.
The TRIPs agreement has raised many concerns about its implications for the cost of essential drugs. While there is widespread appreciation in developing countries of the need for some form of intellectual
property protection in the emerging knowledge economy, there are concerns that current rules might price many patented drugs and other vital
patented goods out of the reach of poor people in developing countries.
This issue has been highlighted by a recent court case against the South
African government for, among other things, allowing parallel imports
of drugs in an attempt to lower prices. There is considerable flexibility in
the current WTO rules to allow differential pricing of drugs, but some
reforms may be needed to deal with the concerns of smaller developing
countries that are unable to produce drugs themselves. If more fundamental reforms are considered, Jean Lanjouw (2001) has offered an interesting proposal for how the intellectual property rights for pharmaceuticals could be altered to ensure that poor countries have access to
critical drugs at the marginal cost of production (box 2.1).
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Box 2.1 Altering intellectual property rights over pharmaceuticals to
benefit poor countries
JEAN LANJOUW (2001) PROPOSES AN INNOVATIVE

waytoamendtheinternationalsystemforIntellectual
Property Rights (IPRs) for drugs that address global
diseases. In her scheme, pharmaceutical innovators
can choose to have IPRs in either rich country
markets or poor country markets, but not both. So,
in the case of the anti-viral drugs that fight HIV/
AIDS, it would be in the interest of the
pharmaceutical companies-who did the research
and development primarily with rich country markets
in mind-to choose patents for rich country markets.
The technologies would then be freely available in
developing countries, but producers there could not
export cheap drugs back to the rich countries.
Lanjouw's point is that this system would be a very
minor disincentive to innovation because most of
the potential rents are in rich country markets. As a
result, poor countries would have access to cheap

drugs but the incentives for innovation worldwide
would still be strong. The nice thing about this
proposal is that it would not discourage
pharmaceutical companies from R&D on global
diseases for which the main market is in developing
countries. Where there is little demand in OECD
markets for an innovation, then IPRs in developing
countries can be an important incentive for firms
(based anywhere) to research and develop products
addressing the problem. Lanjouw's regime illustrates
that IPRs are important to stimulate innovation and
that it is in the interests of developing countries to
protect rights that will lead to more innovation on
their problems. On the other hand, there is nothing
in it for developing countries to protect IPRs on
treatments for AIDS or cancers that are common in
rich countries, because that research will go ahead
anyway, based on returns in OECD markets.

Participation concerns
If a new round is to be a true "development round", it must take into
account the greatly changed nature of the trade agenda following the
Uruguay Round and its implications for the participation of civil society. Before the Uruguay Round, GATT negotiations tended to be over
relatively arcane issues of tariff policy. Typically, these negotiations were
conducted by negotiators and bureaucrats without much discussion of
the issues in civil society. This has all changed with the expansion of the
numbers of countries participating in the negotiations and the deepening of the trade agenda to include behind-the-border issues such as regulation of trade in services and IPRs.
The broadening of participation by developing countries has created a participation problem for the smaller developing countries that
remains serious. Even for those smaller developing countries that have
a permanent mission in Geneva, the diversity and complexity of the
issues makes it impossible to participate effectively on more than a
small range of issues. Almost half the least developed countries are
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not even represented in Geneva, making it impossible for them to
participate fully.
Related to the participation problem is an "ownership" problem that
results when outcomes of negotiations have not been sufficiently discussed
and debated within countries for the countries to feel a commitment to
implement them fully. Cooperation between researchers in developing
countries through networks such as the African Economic Research Consortium and the Latin American Trade Network is strengthening the analytical basis for informed debate on the issues, but more is needed to build
the necessary basis for wider understanding.
Given the substantial investments involved, developing countries need
to formulate their trade policy objectives within their overall development programs. Much greater cooperation between ministries within
developing countries, and between development agencies and the WTO
at the international level, is needed. The Integrated Framework for Technical Assistance to the Least Developed Countries is an initial attempt
to integrate trade and development partners in support of the least developed countries, and may provide a prototype for deepening such cooperation in the future.
A great deal also needs to be done to build the domestic institutions
to support a "development round". For example, taking advantage of
product standards requires institutions to conduct testing and certify
the results. Administering TRIPs requires the development of patent
offices and related institutions. Development of these institutions is costly
and time consuming, unlike traditional tariff cutting, and requires a great
deal of support from development partners.

Keeping at bay the new protectionist agenda
There are various proposals to introduce new issues into negotiations.
These proposals rightly generate concern among developing countries.
In particular, they oppose the notion of using trade sanctions to impose labor and environmental standards. There is a real danger that
these would turn into new protectionist tools. Improving labor standards and working conditions is at the heart of the development process and requires a legal framework and programs of the type discussed
in Chapter 3 to be developed and expanded. Our assessment is that
measures to support these positive programs offer a great deal more
potential for improving labor standards than the use of punitive
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sanctions-especially when the risk of protectionist capture of labor
standards is taken into account.
The interaction between environmental and trade measures is a vital
issue, and one where markets frequently fail. There is a strong case for
international cooperation on these issues, particularly where they involve
international spillovers. However, in most cases, they are best dealt with in
international forums established for the purpose, or a potential multilateral environmental agency, rather than the WTO, whose focus is on trade
reform. These issues are discussed in more depth in Chapter 4.
Should there be global rules on investment? There are potentially substantial gains from the negotiation of international rules on investment.
Such rules might, for instance, address the subsidies paid to attract investors. Unbridled competition for investment frequently results in incentives that are excessively generous, and creates an environment in which
the deepest pockets-almost by definition not those of developing
countries-are successful in attracting investment. They might also help
developing countries attract investment by reducing the perception of risk
in developing countries, and hence lower the cost of attracting investment. Such negotiations might be pursued either under the rubric of a
special agreement on investment, or by building on the framework developed under GATS for trade in services undertaken by establishment within
a market (Mode 3 of GATS). Whatever the approach, it is vitally important that the issue be approached in a transparent way, with maximum
participation, and on the basis of a common understanding of the issues.
Perhaps the primary lesson of the abortive Multilateral Agreement on Investment (MAI) negotiations at the OECD is that negotiations on such
issues require widespread participation and discussion.
Should there be global rules on competition? Competition policy
issues also warrant careful consideration. Smaller developing countries,
with their smaller markets, are more vulnerable to a lack of competition
than the rich countries. While many of these problems are domestic,
and amenable to purely domestic policy solutions, others are beyond the
scope of domestic reforms. In shipping, for example, Fink, Mattoo, and
Neagu (2001) estimate that shipping costs are inflated by an average of
25 percent by the anti-competitive practices of international liner shipping firms. While the larger rich countries could deal with this problem
unilaterally, smaller developing countries are not likely to be able to do
so, and Fink, Mattoo, and Neagu recommend that stronger disciplines
on restrictive business practices be developed in the current round of
services trade negotiations at the WTO. However, care must be taken
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that competition law reflects national concerns, priorities, and institutional capacities (World Bank forthcoming).

Regional blocs
A final concern involves regional trade blocs. The regional approach to
international engagement frequently appears attractive for two reasons:
because it provides preferential access to partner markets, and because it
may be easier to make progress with a small number of partners than
with the 140 members of the WTO. These perceptions, and the increasing length of multilateral negotiations, have contributed to the dramatic
increase in the number of regional trade agreements during recent years
(figure 2.2). However, the advantages of South-South trade blocs are
typically much less substantial than they might at first appear. They risk
divisive redistributions without generating many overall gains. The companion report, Trade Blocs (World Bank 2000b), discusses this in detail.

Policies for capital flows to developing countries

A

S
DISCUSSED IN CHAPTER 1, CAPITAL FLOWS TO DEVELOPING

,A,countries have increased massively during third wave globalization, and have shifted from aid, which actually declined during
Figure 2.2
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the 1990s, to private capital. This change has also affected the
destination of capital flows. Private capital goes predominantly to large
and middle-income globalizing economies. This makes targeting aid
flows more critical. We first discuss how aid can be better targeted in
order to complement private flows. The largest component of private
flows has been FDI. We defer discussion of this until Chapter 3, where
we focus on the domestic investment climate. Financial flows, though
smaller, have been more controversial and problematic. We consider
them later in this section.

Aid flows
Low-income countries that reform have trouble attracting investment.
Here aid can play a helpful complementary role in assisting countries
that reform their policies in the hope of becoming new globalizers.
Aid reinforces the favorable effect of good policies on investment. Thus,
one of the reasons why aid raises growth in good policy environments
is that it attracts investment. Conversely, Burnside and Dollar (2000)
show that large volumes of aid going into a poor policy environment
produce little in the way of measurable growth, poverty reduction, or
improvements in social indicators.
The conclusion to be drawn is that reallocating aid could increase poverty reduction. Aid should be shifted toward the low-income reformers
and away from both middle-income countries that are able to attract private flows and countries with such poor policies that aid is unlikely to be
effective. While this may seem like commonsense advice, as recently as
1996 the world was not doing it (Collier and Dollar forthcoming a). The
allocation of aid had little relationship to poverty and no relationship to
the quality of economic institutions and policies. The authors estimate

that the impact of aid on poverty reduction could be roughly doubled by
better allocation toward poor countries and ones with reasonably sound
policies. In the past five years there has been some significant improvement in the use of aid. The concessional resources managed by the World
Bank go to low-income countries and, among these countries, are allocated toward ones with good economic governance. Some major bilateral
donors have moved in the same direction. Together with this has come a
shift away from detailed conditionality in which donor agencies try to
dictate every aspect of policy-an approach that generally did not work.
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Collier and Dollar (forthcoming b) apply this model of assistance to
poverty reduction in Africa. They conclude that a better allocation of donor assistance could significantly increase poverty reduction there. Most
importantly, the combination of African policy reform and generous, welltargeted aid could make a substantial dent in poverty. Their analysis highlights the need for greater volumes of aid, especially if large countries in
Africa such as Ethiopia and Nigeria follow through on policy reform.
The targeting of aid to low-income countries with good policies will
help currently marginalized countries that aim to participate more in
the global economy. Aid can also be helpful to those countries that, for
whatever reason, stay marginalized. But in view of the past record it
must be carefully thought through.
One of the major problems for the many marginalized countries that
are heavily dependent upon primary commodity exports is their exposure
to severe negative terms of trade shocks. New research finds that aid would
be highly effective in mitigating the growth-reducing effects of shocks ifit
was increased at such times (Collier and Dehn 2001). Again, while this
seems a commonsense use of aid, in practice aid flows have not responded
promptly to adverse terms-of-trade shocks. Streamlining the efficiency of
aid delivery (eliminating tied aid and numerous conditionalities) would
make it easier for donors to respond flexibly to shocks.
Aid can also be targeted to specific problems affecting marginalized
areas. For example, much more could be done to fund research into
treatment or prevention of malaria, tuberculosis, and AIDS. The United
Nations has called on industrial countries to provide $10 billion per
year to fight health problems of poor countries, but so far they have
pledged only $1.3 billion. While rich country incomes have grown well
during this third wave of globalization, their foreign aid has declined to
the historically low level of 0.2 percent of national income.
Another important aid issue is debt relief. Many of the marginalized
countries are burdened with heavy external debts. The HIPC initiative
is aimed at relieving this debt burden. However, it is important that debt
relief represent new resources from the rich countries and not come out
of existing aid. In general, HIPC initiative countries receive large gross
flows of aid, so that even after servicing their debts they have significant
net inflows of official aid. If their debts are forgiven but the flow of aid is
reduced by a commensurate amount, then nothing real will have happened. It is the combination of debt relief and continued high gross
flows of aid that would actually give these countries more resources for
education, health, and other services.
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Private financial flows
Third wave globalization has also been characterized by much greater
involvement of developing countries in international financial flows. As
Mundell (2000) argues, the 1970s witnessed the beginning of a new era
in the international financial system. The oil shock provided international banks with fresh funds to invest in developing countries. Initially,
these funds were used mainly to finance public debt in the form of syndicated loans. With the breakup of the Bretton Woods system of fixed
exchange rates, countries were able to open up to greater capital mobility while keeping autonomy over their monetary policies.
The globalizing developing countries have gradually lifted their restrictions on capital account (figure 2.3). However, they have been partially re-introduced in the wake of crises, notably the Asian crisis of 1997.
As a result of these policy changes and technological advance, net private financial flows to developing economies have increased sharply since
the 1970s. This greater supply of capital is a potential benefit of financial
globalization. However, while financial globalization can bring benefitsespecially for large and middle-income countries-it has also been associated in recent years with financial crises that carry devastating costs. Because of these crises, there is a perception that financially open countries
experience more volatility. Surprisingly, the evidence suggests that in the
long run volatility tends to decrease following liberalization and
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integration with world markets, probably owing to diversification of asset
portfolios and healthier development of the financial sector. However, the
fact that open economies are less volatile in the long run is of little solace if
the process of opening up temporarily increases the risk of a crisis. As a
result, we would like to emphasize the distinction that being open financially is associated with greater stability, whereas becoming open financially
is often associated with financial and exchange rate crises. Developing countries such as China and India that are relatively closed on their capital
account should therefore approach liberalization very carefully.
There is considerable debate as to whether financial crises are a greater
problem today than in the past. Bordo, Eichengreen, Klingebiel, and
Martinez-Peria (2001) study the frequency, duration, and impact on
economic output of crises during the past 120 years. They compare the
crises of third wave globalization with the two previous waves and with
the retreat of the inter-war years. They conclude that crises are more
frequent today than during the previous waves of globalization and are
comparable to the inter-war years. There is little evidence that crises
have grown longer or output losses have become larger. Bordo,
Eichengreen, and Irwin (1999) compare today's wave of globalization
with that of a century ago, taking into account the much greater degree
of integration in today's global economy. They conclude it is surprising
that financial instability is not worse. The authors conclude that the
diminished risk of financial crisis can be attributed to the development
of institutional innovations at both a global level and a local level (such
as better accounting standards and contract enforcement).
What causes these crises and what can be done to mitigate the risks?
The vast literature on financial crises stresses the importance of domestic
factors as one key determinant of crises. Caprio and Klingebiel (1997),
for example, stress the importance of both macroeconomic and
microeconomic policies in determining banking crises. Similarly, Burnside,
Eichenbaum, and Rebelo (forthcoming) argue that crises are determined
not only by typical macroeconomic indicators such as actual deficits, but
by other factors that generate large prospective deficits. A country's fiscal
situation may look good on the surface, but a prospective deficit associated with implicit bailout guarantees to failing banks can help generate a
crisis. In the countries affected by the Asian crisis, governments were actually running surpluses or negligible deficits, but had large implicit liabilities resulting from guarantees of deteriorating financial systems.
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Thus, when countries first liberalize their financial sector, volatility
and crises are more likely to arise if they have vulnerable fundamentals.
Kaminsky and Schmukler (200 lb) show that the process of opening up
leads to a more extreme cycle in financial markets. In the typical stock
market cycle of an open developing country, stock prices double during
the 18 months before the cycle peaks, and then fall 20 percent over the
first six months of the downturn (figure 2.4). For the first cycle within
three years of financial liberalization, however, stock prices triple and
then drop by 50 percent over the first six months of the downturn. Thus,
a key question for developing countries is whether they have the robust
financial institutions to manage this temporary volatility. If not, a serious crisis can ensue.
Second, crises can also be generated by errors in international financial markets. Financial markets can generate bubbles, irrational behavior, herding behavior, speculative attacks, and crashes. These can lead to
crises even in countries with sound fundamentals. For example, if investors believe that the exchange rate is unsustainable they might speculate
against the currency, which can lead to a self-fulfilling balance-ofpayments crisis regardless of market fundamentals (Obstfeld 1986). Errors can also undermine fundamentals. For example, moral hazard can
lead to over-borrowing when economies are liberalized and there are
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implicit government guarantees, increasing the likelihood of crises, as
argued in McKinnon and Pill (1997).
Third, globalization can lead to crises due to the importance of external factors, even in countries with sound fundamentals and even in the
absence of errors in international capital markets. If a country becomes
dependent on foreign capital, sudden shifts in foreign capital flows can
create financing difficulties and economic downturns. These shifts do
not necessarily depend on a country's fundamentals. Calvo, Leiderman,
and Reinhart (1996) argue that external factors are important determinants of capital flows to developing countries. In particular, they find
that world interest rates were a significant determinant of capital inflows
into Asia and Latin America during the 1990s. Frankel and Rose (1996)
highlight the role that foreign interest rates play in determining the likelihood of financial crises in developing countries.
Contagion-the spreading of crisis from one country to another-can
also be due to herding behavior. The magnitudes of recent swings in exchange rates and stock prices across countries seem to be beyond those
predicted by any fundamental linkages. Shocks were indeed transmitted
to economies where fundamental linkages are not present or strong, due
to shifts in expectations. Herding leads investors to panic and flee countries that do not necessarily share fundamental linkages. The issue of herding behavior is one of multiple equilibria. If markets regard a country's
state to be good, then large capital inflows can take place. If markets judge
the country as being in a bad state, then rapid capital outflows and a crisis
can occur. In a world of "multiple" equilibria, external shocks can quickly
force the economy to shift from a "good" to a "bad" equilibrium. When
investors suddenly become concerned about emerging markets for any
reason, Wall Street reacts and European markets follow. When investors
observe a crisis in Thailand, they react by thinking about a potential crisis
in Indonesia and Malaysia, and a crisis indeed takes place. Both industrial
and developing country markets are subject to these panics. Because investors know little about developing countries, they are probably more
prone to herding behavior in these markets. Uninformed investors are the
ones that find market changes more informative.
How can countries insulate themselves from these financial crises?
We will emphasize four options that are not mutually exclusive: exchange
rate management, supervision and regulation of the financial system,
capital controls, and international crisis management.
The choice of exchange rate regime (floating, fixed, or somewhere in
between) is a recurring question in international monetary economics.
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It has become more important with the increasing integration of financial markets. All countries face the "impossible trinity"-that a country
must choose two of the following three policies: fixed exchange rate,
autonomous monetary policy, and free capital mobility. Pursuing all three
leads to inconsistencies such that one of the three will be abandoned.
After the crises of the 1990s it has become increasingly clear that countries with open capital accounts are being pushed toward "corner solutions"-either firmly fixing their exchange rate or following a flexible
regime without pre-commitments. Which solution is best depends on
the specific country and its circumstances.
By fixing the exchange rate, countries reduce transaction costs and
exchange rate risk that can discourage trade and investment. At the same
time, a fixed exchange rate has been used as a credible nominal anchor
for monetary policy. On the other hand, a flexible exchange rate allows
a country to pursue independent monetary policy responding to shocks
through changes in the exchange rate and interest rate, to avoid going
into recession. Under the combination of fixed exchange rates and complete integration of financial markets, monetary policy becomes powerless. Any fluctuations in the currency or currencies to which the country
fixes its exchange rate will affect the domestic currency. Under a fixed
exchange rate regime, other variables must do the adjustment.
Whether countries go with fixed or flexible rates, it is important to be
firm about the choice if the capital account is open. The worst crises have
occurred in countries that have managed their exchange rates to be relatively stable without a firm commitment to the fixed rate. In Thailand, for
example, the long stability of the baht against the dollar encouraged firms
and households to borrow in dollars to make domestic fixed investmentsa highly risky situation susceptible to speculative attack.
A second important area for action is government regulation and supervision of the financial system. It is important to ensure that the financial sector is managing risk well. Government regulation and supervision should encourage financial institutions to avoid large mismatches
between assets and liabilities, such as unhedged foreign exchange borrowings invested in non-tradable sectors and short-term assets used to
finance long-term investments. These risky practices leave banks vulnerable to exchange rate depreciations and interest rate surges. Also, the
regulation and supervision should ensure that banks are sufficiently capitalized with appropriate loan classification and adequate loan loss provisions. Transparency for investors and depositors through mandatory
public disclosure of audited financial statements will help to enforce
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market discipline. The removal of explicit or implicit government guarantees and sharing risk with investors will decrease the potential for moral
hazard. FinanceforGrowth (World Bank 2001 a) discusses in more detail
the regulation of the financial sector in an integrated economy.
The recent experiences with crises and contagion highlight the importance of adequate risk management. Kawai, Newfarmer, and Schmukler
(2001) argue that one of the more important lessons of the East Asian
crisis is that highly leveraged and vulnerable corporate sectors were a key
determinant of the depth of the crisis. Currency devaluations suddenly
inflated the size of external debt (measured in terms of the domestic currency) and debt service obligations, thereby driving the domestic corporations into financial distress. High interest rates also sharply increased the
corporations' domestic debt service obligations. These vulnerabilities affected the banks with exposures to the corporations. Krugman (1999)
argues that company balance sheet problems may have a role in causing
financial crises. Currency crises lead to an increase in foreigndenominated debt, which combined with declining sales and higher interest rates weakens the corporate sector and, in turn, the financial system.
Can financial liberalization take place without the appropriate risk
management in place? This question leads to the issue of sequencing of
liberalization. Having a robust financial sector is key for a successful
globalization. But not all the conditions need to be in place before governments start to open up the financial sector. In particular, international financial services can help to strengthen the financial system so
that it is better placed to integrate with world financial markets. It is
difficult to achieve a very robust financial system while the country remains closed to foreign financial institutions.
A third policy issue concerns capital controls, which can be designed
to reduce the probability or mitigate the effects of sudden shifts in foreign capital. Various proposals suggest that international capital flows
should be restricted in very particular and judicious ways. Following the
classification in Frankel (1999), the main proposals can be divided into
several categories: (1) controls on outflows, which restrict investors to
move capital outside the country; (2) controls on aggregate inflows, which
are intended to keep capital from flowing into the country rather than
restricting the exit of capital once it is in the country; (3) controls on
short-term inflows, as were introduced in Chile, to avoid the build up of
short-term debt; and (4) controls on foreign exchange transactions, or
the so-called Tobin tax, aimed at imposing a small uniform tax on all
foreign exchange transactions, regardless of their nature.
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There is a very large literature on the effects of capital controls. On the
whole, it finds mixed results. Probably the country whose capital controls
have received the most attention is Chile, which imposed capital controls
on short-term inflows through unremunerated reserve requirements. Chile
was widely studied because it systematically put limits to capital flows in
both episodes of international capital inflows to emerging markets
(1978-81 and 1990-96). The evidence from studies including De
Gregorio, Edwards, and Valdes (1998); Edwards (1999); Gallego,
Hernandez, and Schmidt-Hebbel (1999); and Soto (1997) suggests that
controls on inflows introduce a wedge between domestic and foreign returns and allowed Chile's central bank to undertake a more independent
monetary policy. This finding holds only when external shocks were small.
Controls were not effective in preventing spillovers from very large shocks,
such as the ones observed in the midst of the Asian crisis in 1997.
The experience with capital account controls in Asia has also been analyzed in various studies. The evidence for this region is also mixed. Reisen
and Yeches (1993) examine the degree of monetary independence in Korea and Taiwan, China and find that capital mobility remained roughly
constant in the 1980s in the presence of capital controls. However, these
studies are concerned mostly with the degree of capital mobility in episodes of financial repression and do not compare these estimates with
those in periods of financial liberalization. Analyzing the more recent experience in Malaysia, Kaplan and Rodrik (2001) argue that the Malaysian
controls were able to segment financial markets and provided room for
monetary and financial policies, allowing a speedier recovery from the
crisis. They compare the recovery to what would have been possible with
a more traditional response to the crisis. China is another interesting case,
which apparendy succeeded in remaining isolated from the recent crises
although it could not avoid experiencing recent capital outflows.
The number of multicountry studies is much more limited due to the
lack of comparable data on capital control measures across countries.
Montiel and Reinhart (1999) construct a database for capital account
restrictions of 15 emerging economies during the 1990s to study the
effect of restrictions to capital inflows. They find that controls appear to
alter the composition of capital flows in the direction usually intended
by these measures, reducing the share of short-term and portfolio flows
while increasing that of FDI. Another cross-country study with a new
measure of capital account restrictions is that of Kaminsky and Schmukler
(2001 a), who find that controls work at best temporarily, with the effects diminishing over time.
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Finally, as economies become more integrated, governments have fewer
policy instruments and must rely more on international financial coordination. For example, bank regulation and supervision by one government is more difficult when liabilities and prices are denominated in
foreign currency and when the banking sector is part of an international
banking system. Also, in the midst of contagious crises, governments
tend to lack sufficient resources to stop a currency attack and an individual government can do little to stop crises that originated in foreign
countries. In these cases, international financial coordination can help
individual governments achieve their goals.
Coordination is possible on a range of policies. One of the most
important is the timely mobilization of external liquidity of sufficient
magnitude to reverse market expectations in a context of sound policies.
That liquidity usually comes from the international financial institutions, especially the International Monetary Fund (IMF). Given the magnitude of capital flows and the clustering of crises, isolated actions of
individual governments or institutions are not sufficient to gain the required confidence. A coordinated action among governments and the
international financial institutions is necessary to overcome crises and
contagion, at both regional and global levels. To minimize potential moral
hazard, it is necessary to involve the private sector so that private international investors share in the costs as penalty for excessive risk taking.
There is much that the world can do to improve the international
financial architecture to prevent and manage financial crises in a systematic way. Current initiatives include setting international standards for
transparency and dissemination of information, bank supervision and
regulation, disclosure in securities markets, accounting and auditing rules,
bankruptcy procedures, and corporate governance. New initiatives also
include private sector involvement in financing packages to complement
IMF resources and discourage moral hazard that could be associated
with bailouts.

Policies toward migration

M
G

IGRATION CAN POTENTIALLY DO MUCH TO HELP REGIONS

that do not now benefit greatly from globalization. However, while economic pressures for migration are strong and
growing, legal migration is highly restricted. Compared to 100 years
ago, the world is much less globalized when it comes to labor flows.
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Let us look at the migration policies of a number of OECD countries,
starting with the largest economy, the United States. The United States
had an extremely open policy in the late 19th and early 20 th centuries,
and large flows of immigrants, primarily from Europe. As a vast country
with a lot of room to absorb newcomers, the United States also attracted
capital flows throughout much of this period, which meant that high
levels of migration went hand-in-hand with high and rising wages.
However, by the time of the First World War and the early years
afterwards, immigration had become a controversial subject in the United
States. There was political mobilization against immigrants and a sharp
shift in U.S. policy. The change in policy can be seen clearly in the sudden
decline in the number of immigrants entering the country (figure 2.5).
After several decades of relatively restrictive migration, policies began
to ease in the 1970s and especially the 1980s and led to an expanding
volume of immigration. In contrast to the largely European immigration of the 1870-1910 wave, contemporary immigration into the United
States comes largely from Latin America and Asia. As a result, the foreign population comprised 10 percent of the U.S. population in 1998
and a somewhat larger share of the labor force (reflecting the fact that
most migrants move in order to work). If one adds in the estimated 5
million undocumented workers in the Unites States, then migrants make
up about 12 percent of the U.S. population.
U.S. immigration policies are quite complex. Some migrants are allowed in to fill specific labor needs. Some of these shortages in the U.S.

Figure 2.5
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economy are in high-tech fields, leading to selective immigration of highly
skilled engineers and medical professionals. But other shortages are in
low-skilled areas (73 percent of all workers employed in crop production are immigrants), allowing immigration of unskilled workers from
developing countries. Finally, U.S. law puts considerable weight on family
connections. Now that there are sizeable numbers of Latin American
and Asian emigrants who have settled in the United States, the family
connections lead to immigration of a diverse group of people. The average immigrant into the country is less skilled than the average American, so that on balance migration brings the level of skills in the United
States closer to the world average.
Migration is a controversial topic in rich countries, for both economic
and social reasons. On the economic side, theory suggests that a large
inflow of low-skilled workers from the South would put downward pressure on wages for those native workers without a high degree of education. A number of studies of individual U.S. cities find very small estimated effects of immigration on wages, but these studies are problematic
because they treat the city as a closed economy that has an exogenous
inflow of migrants. There is in fact a lot of city-to-city movement of
Americans, which would render these estimates suspect. For example, if
migrants are attracted to a particular location because of family connections and native workers then move away to other locations in response
to downward pressure on wages, one would find similar wage trends in
cities receiving immigrants and cities not receiving immigrants, but it
would be incorrect to infer that immigration has no effect on wages.
Borjas, Freeman, and Katz (1997) correct for this problem by looking at the nationwide effects of immigration. Their first finding of interest is that overall immigration increased the unskilled labor supply by 21
percent and the skilled labor supply by 4 percent between 1975 and
1995. So, despite some bias in U.S. law toward high-tech workers, the
overall weight of U.S. immigration is tilted clearly toward unskilled
workers. The second finding of interest is that the estimated effect of
these labor supply changes was to decrease the relative wages of unskilled
workers by 5 percent. That may not sound like a large number, but it
was 44 percent of the widening wage gap between skilled and unskilled
workers. The evidence is consistent with the view that technological
change has shifted the relative demand for labor toward higher-skilled
workers, so that even without immigration there would have been a
decline in the relative earnings of unskilled workers. The inflow of a
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large number of unskilled migrants at the same time pushed the relative
wage down further and exacerbated mounting inequality.
From this, it is easy to see why immigration is controversial economically. An inflow of unskilled workers from the South will benefit highly
skilled workers in the North. Their jobs are not threatened by these
immigrants, and the presence of immigrants will lower prices for many
things that the skilled workers consume (including food, restaurant and
hotel services, and personal services-all areas of the economy in which
unskilled workers tend to congregate). On the other hand, the same
inflow will reduce real wages of unskilled northern workers from what
they would be otherwise.
Immigration policies of OECD countries toward workers from developing countries vary substantially. One reflection of this is the variation in the share of legal immigrants from developing countries in
OECD populations. For the G-7 countries, the share varies from about
10 percent in Canada to 8 percent in the United States, 6 percent in
Germany, 3 percent in France, and 2 percent or less in the United
Kingdom, Italy, and Japan (figure 2.6). In most of the rich countries,
policies explicitly discriminate in favor of educated immigrants, encouraging so-called "brain drain" from the South. RecentJapanese economic plans, for example, note the policy of readily accepting foreigners possessing technological expertise but discouraging immigration of

Figure 2.6 Developing country migrants relative to total population in
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low-skilled workers. European policies generally aim to address labor
shortages in high-tech and service industries.
Because immigration is very attractive economically and also highly
restricted, there is naturally growing illegal immigration and trafficking in human beings. For the United States, there is an estimated net
inflow of about 300,000 undocumented workers per year. But that
figure is for the net increase in the stock of undocumented workers.
Many more cross temporarily into the United States. In 1999 U.S.
authorities apprehended 1.5 million illegal immigrants along the Mexican border. The great majority sent back to Mexico attempt to cross
again within 24 hours.
Illegal migration into the EU has soared ten-fold in the 1990s, from
an estimated 50,000 per year in 1993 to half a million in 1999 (figure
2.7). This illegal trade in people has become big business, with estimated revenues of $10-12 billion per year. Smugglers charge as little as
$500 for a short hop across a single border (for example, Morocco to
Spain). The price for a complex journey-for example, from East Asia
to Western Europe-can go as high as $70,000.
Illegal immigrants are vulnerable to exploitation. Bolivians trying
to enter Argentina, for example, must carry at least $1,500 (an attempt to distinguish tourists from undocumented workers). Not surprisingly, a new market has sprung up in which Bolivian migrants can
borrow the $1,500 for one hour to cross the border-for a fee of 10
percent (Stalker 2000).

Figure 2.7
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The pressures for migration of unskilled workers will become even
stronger because of demographic factors. Each year, 83 million people
are added to world population, 82 million of them in the developing
world. Population pressures affect wages and hence migration, in the
intuitive direction. Higher rates of population growth, other things equal,
are associated with more out-migration.
Most of the increase in the working-age population in the next 15
years will occur in South Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa, the two regions
in which poverty is currently concentrated (figure 2.8). At the same
time, the working-age population in Western Europe and Japan will
decline, given current birth rates and immigration policies. In Japan
and the EU, the ratio of workers to retirees will decline from five to
one today to three to one in 2015, without greater migration, putting
a strain on social security systems. Potentially, there is mutual
Figure 2.8
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economic benefit in combining the capital and technology of the
OECD economies with labor from developing countries. To some extent that can occur through flows of capital and production to developing countries. But we have emphasized above geographic factors that
make it unlikely that capital flows and trade will eliminate the economic rationale for migration. Too many locations in the developing
world have poor institutions and infrastructure that will not attract
production, plus some of the existing production networks in the industrial countries are too deeply rooted to move (for example, Silicon
Valley and its links to nearby universities). Institutional and policy
reform and infrastructure investments in lagging developing countries
could address the former concern and reduce, though not eliminate,
economic pressures for migration.
Migration is the most under-researched of the global flows. As a result, we want to be cautious about drawing conclusions about the effect
of migration. But it seems that out-migration can benefit developing
countries, especially if migration policies stopped discriminating in favor of highly skilled workers, leading to the "brain drain" effect. Suppose that there were more freedom for both unskilled and skilled workers to migrate from South to North. The outflow of unskilled migrants
would benefit sending countries by raising wages for those who remain
behind and by generating a flow of remittances. The outflow of more
skilled workers would also generate remittances and is likely to have
spillover effects on trade and investment between sending and receiving
countries. In the rich countries, this migration will reduce wages of unskilled workers from what they would be otherwise. But keep in mind
that the demographic trends in rich countries will lead to rising relative
wages for unskilled labor in the absence of more migration. Thus, there
is good potential for increased flows of unskilled workers to the rich
countries in an environment of stable relative wages.

Summary of recommendations

IT

IS IMPORTANT TO LAUNCH A NEW ROUND OF TRADE

negotiations to maintain the momentum of global economic
integration. Developing countries would benefit a lot from
decreased protection in the rich world and from reducing their import
tariffs and non-tariff barriers against each other. A "development round"
of trade negotiations should focus on market access. Poor countries
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have a good argument that labor and environmental standards cannot
be improved through trade sanctions. More generally, developing
countries should be given more scope and freedom to develop
institutions that work for them, and trade agreements should refrain
from imposing a single institutional model.
Concerning the international financial architecture, the frequency
and depth of international financial crises can be reduced through
better international coordination concerning transparency and information disclosure and crisis management. We support efforts to involve the private sector in crisis workouts to ensure that private lenders bear some of the cost of crises and so that private lenders have
good incentives to avoid excessively risky lending. At the same time,
international efforts, led by the IMF, to mobilize liquidity for countries with sound policies facing short-run shocks or contagion are critical for the smooth operation of the international financial system.
Developing countries can do a lot to reduce the risks of crisis through
good exchange rate management and supervision and regulation of
the financial system. We support the move by many countries to use
the international market for financial and accounting services to help
strengthen domestic financial infrastructure. Foreign aid is critical as
a financial flow to the poorest countries. Rich countries should increase their aid and target it to low-income countries with sound policies and to problems of poor areas such as health challenges, connectivity, and agricultural technologies.
Migration will also have to be part of the solution for the large number of people living in poor locations. Within large countries (China,
India) or continents such as Africa, there will be growing pressure for
people to move from poor rural areas to towns and cities. There is room
in the world economy for more manufacturing/service agglomerations,
and these are likely to appear along coasts or major rivers, provided that
there is a good investment climate to attract production. There will also
be mounting pressures for migration from south to north, especially of
unskilled workers. Rich countries should avoid immigration policies that
focus exclusively on "brain drain" migration of highly skilled workers
from south to north. Such policy will continue to drive unskilled workers into illegal migration, which has increased dramatically in the 1990s.
With the aging of populations in rich countries and the surge in population in the areas where poverty is currently concentrated (South Asia
and Africa), more freedom for unskilled workers to migrate to the north
could be mutually beneficial.
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Note
1. That is, to enter into a commitment not to increase their tariffs above a specified level recorded in a
schedule of concessions at the WTO.
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CHAPTER THREE

Strengthening Domestic
Institutions and Policies
OOD POLICY IS ABOUT IDENTIFYING AND

supporting the driving forces for poverty reduction, while at the same time identifying and
meeting the risks. Those developing countries
that are successfully integrating with the
global economy are doing so not just because of
relatively open trade and investment policies, but also because of effective
policies and institutions in other areas. Whether closed or open,
developing economies need such policies and institutions. In this chapter
we consider the investment climate for firms, and labor market and social
protection policies for workers. These will affect the extent to which a
developing economy integrates with the world and the benefits it receives
from this integration.
The next section looks at micro evidence about how openness to foreign trade and investment affects firms. Better collection of data from
firms in developing countries has given rise to a burgeoning literature
that studies these firm-level effects of openness. In particular, we document four stylized facts about economies that are relatively open to foreign trade and investment. First, open economies tend to have more
competition and firm turnover ("churning"). Liberalization leads to the
exit of many firms, and to higher entry rates as well. Second, the presence of imports leads to a more competitive market and lower price-cost
mark-ups. Third, there is some evidence of technology spillovers from
foreign trade and investment raising productivity of domestic firms.
Fourth, there can be learning and threshold effects of exporting that
create a better environment for productivity growth.
Individual cases and firm-level studies reveal that developing country
firms can be competitive. However, firms are often hampered by a poor
investment climate-inefficient regulation, corruption, infrastructure
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weaknesses, and poor financial services. In the second section we look at
the investment climate. A recent study of India concludes that it is possible to measure the quality of the investment climate through firm surveys. With the same trade and macro policies (which are set at the national
level), Indian states are getting widely different results from liberalization.
"Good climate" states have more efficient regulation and better infrastructure, while "poor climate" states lag behind. Not surprisingly, the good
climate states are getting more foreign investment and more domestic
investment. If effective institutions are needed to get strong benefits from
openness, should countries wait until they have such institutions to open
up? Not necessarily. One of the reasons why liberalization of trade in services is so important is that developing countries can use this market to
improve the investment climate: allowing foreign firms to provide financial services, telecommunications, and power can be a good strategy for
strengthening the investment climate. A final issue we take up is targeted
efforts to attract foreign investment. In the context of a good investment
climate targeted efforts can work by overcoming the coordination
problem-getting many investors to come to the same place at the same
time. However, governments often try to attract investment through subsidies and tax holidays to compensate for defects in the investment climate. Such an approach is usually unsuccessful and also discriminates
against domestic firms. Deficiencies are better remedied than offset by
subsidies. The really successful cases-Taiwan, China is a good examplehave created an environment of good governance and good infrastructure
in which both foreign and domestic firms can be competitive.
Together with greater "churning" of firms comes higher labor market turnover, one of the most controversial aspects of global economic
integration and the topic of the following section. In the long run
integrating with the world economy benefits workers. The growth of
wages in the more globalized developing countries identified in Chapter 1 has been far higher than in the rich countries or in the less globalized countries. But that average result disguises the fact that some workers are likely to lose rents that they were sharing from import protection
and may suffer permanent income loss. Further, the short-run effects
of opening can be quite different from the longer-run effects. In the
short run the real wages of formal sector workers are reduced by trade
openness and increased by direct foreign investment. Thus, in an
economy that liberalizes trade and gets little foreign investment (either because the investment climate is weak or simply because there is
a lagged response from investors), opening up can lead to temporary
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declines in formal sector wages. Also, openness seems to increase the
skill premium (the higher wage that educated workers receive). Finally,
there can be a mismatch in the timing of job destruction and job creation so that unemployment remains high for some period after the
initiation of reform. These findings lead to the conclusion that globalization brings winners and losers in the labor market.
For workers to prosper in the more open economy requires different
types of social protection, and this isthe topic of the final section. Onetime compensation programs can address the needs of those workers
who lose badly. The fact that skill premiums seem to be on the rise
everywhere highlights the importance of a good education system that
provides opportunities for all. As for the insurance needs of workers,
unemployment insurance and severance pay schemes can be effective for
formal sector workers. However, the poorest people cannot be reached
by such schemes because they are in the informal sector or self-employed
in agriculture. They are better reached by public works programs that
provide pay or food for work. The nature of social protection will have a
large effect on the benefits of opening up. Countries with rigid labor
markets and large public employment have benefited less from economic
reform, including trade liberalization. Finally, we emphasize that countries have taken a variety of approaches to providing social protection,
raising doubts as to whether there are any advantages to imposing a
standard set of labor regulations through WTO sanctions, as some have
proposed. We agree with developing countries that this approach is most
likely to turn into a new form of protectionism that restricts opportunities for low-income countries and hence tends to keep wages in the developing world low and labor conditions there poor.

Open economies have more competition and firm
turnover

A

S DEVELOPING COUNTRIES HAVE LIBERALIZED FOREIGN TRADE

and investment, their firms have been exposed to more
competition from around the globe. For many developing
countries, imports relative to national income have increased significantly.
Furthermore, FDI is a large share of total investment in many economies.
This is especially true for the big emerging market economies that receive
the bulk of foreign investment. For the 10 emerging market economies
that were the top recipients of FDI, FDI as a share of total investment
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increased from about 2 percent in 1970 to 17 percent in 1997 (figure 3.1).
For other low- and middle-income countries FDI has also increased
significantly, to about 10 percent of total investment. What is the effect of
this growing competition on domestic firms? Chapter 1 presented evidence
of dynamic benefits from openness that increase the growth rate of the
economy. In this section we go down to a more micro level and look at the
evidence concerning how openness affects firms in four significant ways.
Firm turnover. Developing countries often have large productivity
dispersion across firms making similar things: high productivity and low
productivity firms co-exist. A consistent finding of firm-level studies is
that openness leads to lower productivity dispersion (Haddad 1993;
Haddad and Harrison 1993; Harrison 1994). High-cost producers exit
the market as prices fall; if these firms were less productive, or were
experiencing falling productivity, then their exits represent productivity
improvements for the industry. While the destruction and creation of
new firms is a normal part of a well-functioning economy, attention is
too often simply paid to the destruction of firms, missing half the picture. The increase in exits is only part of the adjustment-albeit the
most painful part. However, unless there are significant barriers, the other
side is that there are new firms entering the market. The exits are often
front loaded, but the net gains over time can be substantial.
Wacziarg (1998) uses 11 episodes of trade liberalization in the 1980s
to look at the issue of competition and entry. Using data on the number
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of establishments in each sector, he calculates that entry rates were 20
percent higher among countries that liberalized compared to ones that
did not. This estimate may reflect other policies that accompanied trade
liberalization such as privatization and deregulation, so this is likely to
be an upper bound of the impact of trade liberalization. However, it is a
sizeable effect and indicates that there is plenty of potential for new
firms to respond to the new incentives.
Second, the evidence indicates that while exit rates may be significant, net turnover rates are usually very low. Thus, entry rates are usually
of a comparable magnitude to the exit rates. Using plant level data from
Morocco, Chile, and Colombia spanning several years in the 1980s, when
these countries initiated trade reforms, indicates that exit rates range
from 6 to 11 percent a year, and entry rates from 6 to 13 percent. Over
time, the cumulative turnover is quite high, with a quarter to a third of
firms having turned over in four years (Roberts and Tybout 1996). While
the turnover rates are high, they are comparable to those of rich countries. Dunne, Roberts, and Samuelson (1989) report that in the United
States, during any five-year period, about 35 percent of manufacturing
plants will dose. The phenomenon is more common among new and
small firms, but even among firms with more than 250 employees, 16
percent will close (Bernard and Jensen 2001).
Third, overall exit and entry rate fluctuations are dominated by changes
in the business cycle rather than by changes in trade and industrial policies. While the adjustments coming from liberalization are real, the costs
should be put in context. The evidence from six semi-industrialized countries shows that the effect of fluctuations in macroeconomic conditions
are more significant than the effects of trade liberalization on entry and
exit rates (Roberts and Tybout 1996).
The higher turnover of firms is an important source of the dynamic
benefit of openness. In general, dying firms have falling productivity
and new firms tend to increase their productivity over time (Liu and
Tybout 1996; Aw, Chung, and Roberts 2000; Roberts and Tybout 1996).
In Taiwan, China, Aw, Chung, and Roberts find that within a five-year
period, the replacement of low-productivity firms with new, higherproductivity entrants accounted for half or more of the technological
advance in many Taiwanese industries.
Market structure and prices. Barriers to entry-including explicit restrictions on foreign ownership or trade barriers-can foster conditions
where domestic firms retain monopoly power. The opening of the domestic market to FDI or imports can thus help to break local abuses of market
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power. This can have three related effects. One is that the market structure
can change, with more firms producing goods if local monopolies are broken up. Second, if barriers to entry are lower, resources tend to move to the
most productive areas and greater innovation is encouraged. Third, prices
will likely come down as competition increases.
The effects of foreign investment on market structure are complex.
Blomstrom and Kokko (1996) conclude that the balance of the evidence
indicates that multinational corporations (MNCs) are more likely to crowd
out local firms in developing countries, leading to higher concentration
ratios on the production side. But they go on to point out that some
increase in concentration ratios on the production side may not be a bad
thing-particularly if it means there is better exploitation of scale economies. Provided a significant number of competitors remain, a decrease in
the total number of producers may not be detrimental. If imports are
produced more cost effectively than the domestic producers, some domestic products will be driven out of that range of goods. Thus, it is possible
that concentration of domestic production increases, while the range of
goods increases and the price of goods declines. In this case greater concentration is consistent with greater productivity and lower prices.
Increased concentration as a result of foreign investment is more of a
worry if protectionist trade policies are in place. Tariffs give MNCs an
incentive to "jump" the tariffs and produce locally. However, once behind
the protective barriers, they can use them to shore up their own monopoly
position. Thus, the best means of ensuring that such a MNC faces competition is the same as if it were a locally owned monopoly: expose it to
pressures from rivals abroad. Liberalized trade can be one of the most
effective means of ensuring against market power. Such a solution is most
effective for traded goods. But even in areas such as non-traded services,
openness to foreign bids can be a disciplining force.
The evidence is clearer for the effect of trade liberalization on market
structure and prices. Many authors find that greater openness to trade
leads to lower mark-ups. Some studies focus on the relationship of price
mark-up and import penetration or tariff levels, looking across industries
at a point in time. More convincing studies have tested the "imports as
discipline" hypothesis by looking at changes in mark-ups as countries liberalize trade (Levinsohn 1993; Roberts and Tybout 1996). Both types of
studies find a negative relationship between openness and mark-ups.
Data from Mexico show that with the liberalization of the late 1980s,
mark-ups fell dramatically, particularly in industries with greater market
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concentration and a high proportion of large firms. Grether (1996) finds
that a reduction in tariffs of 1 percent would lower mark-ups by up to
1.5 percent for large firms in more concentrated industries. In Chile,
sectors with the greatest import penetration had the lowest price-cost
mark-ups (figure 3.2).
Technology transfer and spiliovers. FDI is distinct from the simple
movement of capital across borders, a point industrial economists highlighted 30 years ago. Faced with options of servicing the foreign market
through exports or by investing more passively with equity instruments,
the question is why some firms decide to establish production facilities
abroad, and why it is so important to maintain control of these affiliates.
The insight is that such firms possess some intangible asset-design,
technology, managerial skills, or brand image-that not only makes a
foreign affiliate profitable, but that warrants maintaining control of such
an entity for fear of losing the intangible asset. It is precisely the existence of this intangible asset that makes FDI attractive to host countries.
It is the potential for spillovers from the assets or for the diffusion of
such an asset to local producers that has made many policymakers eager
to seek out foreign investors.
It is understandable why so much emphasis is placed on the potential
for FDI to provide a mechanism for technology transfer when one looks
Figure 3.2
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at the dominant role multinationals play in research and development and
in generating new technologies. More than 80 percent of FDI originates
from six countries-the United States, the United Kingdom, Japan, Germany, Switzerland, and the Netherlands. These countries are also the ones
that dominate technology production. From 1970 to 1998, between 90
and 98 percent of all technology licensing and royalty payments were made
to these six countries. From 1970 to 1985, more than 80 percent of payments on royalties, licenses, and patent rights to the United States were
made by foreign affiliates of U.S. firms. For Germany, more than 90 percent of the payments from developing countries came from its own affiliates, while the figure for Japan was 60 percent (UNCTC 1988). These
numbers underscore both the importance of MNCs as a source of research and development, and that an important part of all formal technology transfers are closely tied to FDI.

Studies in Uruguay, Mexico, and Morocco have shown that firms in
sectors with a large multinational presence tend to be more productive
(Kokko 1996; Haddad and Harrison 1993). However, in Venezuela,
domestically owned firms did worse as MNC presence rose. This could
be attributed to MNCs' initial lower local content of inputs, their siphoning off domestic demand, and their ability to hire away higherquality labor through higher wages (Aitken and Harrison 1999). It should
also be noted that as local content tends to increase over time, the potential for positive effects grows (McAcleese and McDonald 1978).
It is not likely that mere foreign presence is sufficient for spillovers. It is
even possible that a large foreign presence is itself a sign of weak domestic
firms, that local firms were not able to compete or absorb spillovers and so
surrendered significant market share to foreign firms. What seems to be
crucial is the nature of the interactions between foreign and local firms.
Thus, the potential for spillovers will be greater if an affiliate of a MNC
actively engages with and competes with local firms.
Kokko (1994) tests the hypothesis that spillovers should not be expected in all industries. For industries where MNCs produce in "enclaves," where neither products nor technologies bear much resemblance
to local competition, there would be little spillover. However, if the competition ismore direct, there are more opportunities for learning. Using
Mexican data, he finds evidence of spillovers for non-enclave industries.
Thus, high local competence and a competitive environment are both
likely to raise the capacity of local firms to absorb technology spillovers
from a greater foreign presence in the domestic market.
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Studies also show a positive correlation between access to imported
inputs and productivity (Handoussa 1986; Tybout and Westbrook 1995;
Hallward-Driemeier, larossi, and Sokoloff 2000) Using data on 3,000 firms
from Indonesia, Korea, the Philippines, and Thailand, Hallward-Driemeier
and others find that foreign exposure significantly raises productivity. The
use of foreign inputs is one such measure. It is also striking that the degree
of benefits is greatest where the economy is the least developed.
Trade can be a way of importing the research and development carried out by the exporting country. Several papers examine the theoretical and empirical implications of a model where countries of the North
conduct R&D and export to the South (for example, Coe, Helpman,
and Hoffmiaster 1995). They estimate that spillovers of R&D from the
North through trade are substantial: increasing the R&D stock in the
North by $100 can raise output in the South by $25. Other papers
using OECD data also find R&D spillovers through direct bilateral trade
flows and through indirect channels of trade passing through third countries (Lumenga-Neso, Olarreaga, and Schiff 2001).
Attracting a multinational can also be a means of improving the quality
of inputs. Their local suppliers can improve their productivity as discussed
above. But, in addition, evidence shows that MNCs often encourage suppliers to relocate with them. The corollary of MNCs' local content rising
over time is that their suppliers also diversify, providing high-quality inputs for the broader local market (Hallward-Driemeier 1997).
As the importance of intra-industry trade continues to grow, the
ability to acquire imported inputs will be key to attracting new foreign
firms interested in establishing an export platform. But allowing greater
access to high-quality inputs can raise the productivity of all firms, not
just the narrower set of exporting firms. For the benefits to be widely
realized, it is important not to restrict the ability to import to a subset
of firms such as those in export processing zones. Particularly for more
backward countries, reform in this area holds some of the best promise
for productivity improvements.
Learning and threshold effects of exporting. Of all the means of
increasing competition with foreign firms, removing barriers to exports
is most clearly beneficial for domestic firms. By selling abroad, firms can
better exploit economies of scale as their market increases. They are also
more exposed to new technologies and innovative means of production
and face steeper competition, forcing them to be as efficient as possible.
It is well accepted that firms that export are more productive on average
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than firms that serve only domestic markets. However, there has been a
debate about whether it is the experience of exporting itself that contributes to this greater productivity or whether it is simply that more efficient firms self-select to become exporters. There have been some studies testing whether there is "learning by exporting." Bernard and Jensen
(1999) find that while the level of productivity is higher for exporters,
exporters' productivity growth is not significantly different from nonexporters'. While they find little evidence of "learning by exporting" for
U.S. firms, they do find fixed costs of exporting so that there is a role for
a firm's past export history affecting today's export decision.
Clerides, Lach, and Tybout (1998) look at Colombia, Chile, and Morocco. Other than the apparel and leather industries in Morocco, they
argue that the evidence supports the self-selection hypothesis rather than
that of learning by exports. However, they provide evidence that exports
do provide an alternative source of spillovers. They find that if many firms
in a region are exporting, all firms in the region tend to enjoy lower average costs. Bigsten and others (2000) point out that the strongest test would
be to look at the evidence from small, technologically backward, and more
closed economies. Firms in these environments would be those most likely
to benefit from greater exporting opportunities. They would be able to
realize greater scale economies and be exposed to new technologies and
product types, and the effect would be greatest for firms as they first entered export markets. Using data from four African countries (on average
11 times smaller than those in the study by Clerides and others), they do
find evidence of both self-selection and as well as significant learning effects. Kraay (1999) also finds significant learning effects among Chinese
enterprises. However, he finds that the effect is stronger among more established exporters relative to new entrants. This is consistent with there
being a number of fixed costs associated with entering export markets so
that it takes time to realize the benefits of exporting.
Hallward-Driemeier, larossi, and Sokoloff (2000), using data from
five East Asian countries, also modify the self-selection interpretation.
Firms that export are indeed more productive. Rather than gaining further productivity benefits once they have already entered export markets, the benefit comes as firms try to pass the threshold and enter such
markets. They find evidence that it is in aiming for export markets that
firms undertake steps necessary to improve their productivity. They document the differences between firms that export and those that do not on
a number of behaviors that are consistent with raising productivity, including training, using foreign technology, imported inputs, and capital
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intensity. As much of the productivity gains may be realized before actual entry into export markets, the measured learning effects are lower.
They also find that the productivity differential between exporters and
non-exporters is wider, the lower the country's per capita income, reinforcing the point that the greatest benefits of encouraging exports will
be realized among the less developed countries.

The investment climate affects the benefits of
openness

F

_IRM-LEVEL STUDIES DOCUMENT THE POTENTIL FOR OPENNESS

to support productivity growth at the micro level. Entrepreneurs with good ideas can exploit them over a large market. They
can get access to the best machinery and inputs and be exposed to a
competitive environment that encourages efficiency. We emphasize the
word "potential," because reaping these benefits fully will depend very
much on what we call the "investment climate." By investment climate,
we mean the regulatory framework for starting up firms and expanding
production, the quality of supporting infrastructure (including financial
services, power, transport, and communications), and the overall
economic governance (such as contract enforcement, fair taxation, and
control of corruption). A location with a very poor investment climate
that liberalizes foreign trade and investment is likely to get imports but
not much investment and exporting. The evidence cited above shows
that openness can support innovation and productivity growth, but clearly
there are other important ingredients as well. There are numerous
examples of the regulatory burdens facing firms in developing countries.
One widely cited example was provided by the attempt of the Institute
for Liberty and Democracy in Peru to register a fictitious garment plant
in the 1980s. It took 289 days to register the factory and the equivalent
of 23 months of minimum wages to complete the task (De Soto 1989).
In this section we look at some of the factors that make up a good
investment climate, how locations can improve their investment climates,
and other ways in which governments try to support their firms to be
more productive and competitive.
Some insight into the important elements of the investment climate
comes from a recent Confederation of Indian Industries-World Bank
survey covering 1,000 private firms in 10 Indian states.' India is a particularly interesting case study as it committed itself to substantial trade
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and investment liberalization in the early 1990s. Many policies are controlled at the state level, however, so there is substantial variation in the
investment climate across the country. Since India is home to the largest
number of people subsisting on $1 a day or less, the potential for improving the competitive environment as an effective poverty reduction
tool is enormous.
Entrepreneurs in the survey were asked to identify the best and worst
climate states, and to give an estimate of the cost savings of operating in
different locations. The first finding of interest was that there were consistent views Maharashtra was widely recognized as providing the "best"
investment climate, while West Bengal and Uttar Pradesh were seen as
offering poor investment climates. Three relatively low-income states
were seen as having quite good investment climates: Andhra Pradesh,
Tamil Nadu, and Karnataka. The entrepreneurs perceived an overall cost
saving of 30 percent between the best and worst states, a large competitive disadvantage for firms to overcome.
Quantitative information from the survey shows that the cost estimate
of the entrepreneurs is quite accurate, indicating that investors are well
informed about the investment climate. Controlling for sector and size,
value added per worker is about 30 percent higher in the good investment
climate states compared to those with a poor investment climate. Much of
the difference in value added is accounted for by differences in total factor
productivity. It is instructive to relate these differences in productivity to
various measures of the investment climate. We will highlight three areas.
The first is the relative supply and cost of infrastructure services. Electricity costs are a prime example. In Uttar Pradesh 98 percent of firms have
their own generator, while less than half do in Maharashtra. Particularly
for small and medium firms, this represents a large burden. Reliance on
the public grid is much lower in low investment climate states owing to
frequent power interruptions. As self-generation is more expensiveespecially for smaller-scale enterprises-there are enormous variations in
the share of electricity in total costs.
Another source of bottlenecks is the regulatory environment. There are
important health and safety regulations that must be observed and a certain number of factory inspections on these grounds is desirable. However,
the number of regulations and visits can become excessive. They not only
represent opportunity costs for managers for the time spent with the officials, but can also be a source of corruption. The survey found that firms
in poor climate states on average received twice as many visits as those in
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good climate states. Another important area of regulation concerns labor
relations. India has had particularly stringent rules designed to protect
workers, so that firms with more than 100 employees must be granted
state government permission before laying off any workers. The extent to
which these regulations hamper firms varies across states, with extreme
lack of flexibility leading to lower productivity.
Because India has macro and trade policies set at the national level, it is
a good case to highlight the effect of the investment climate at the micro
level. Some states within India have better regulatory and infrastructure
environments and these states are getting more foreign investment, more
domestic investment (figure 3.3), and more growth. We should emphasize that an effective investment climate at the micro level is important,
whether or not a country is open to foreign trade and investment. But a
location that is open to the global economy, yet hampered by a poor investment climate, will not benefit much from globalization.
If effective institutions are needed to get strong benefits from openness, should countries wait until they have such institutions to open up?
Not necessarily. One of the reasons why liberalization of trade in services
is so important is that developing countries can use these markets to improve the investment climate. Allowing foreign firms to provide financial
services, telecommunications, and power can be a good strategy for
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strengthening the investment climate. Also, openness to trade and investment can reduce corruption, and controlling corruption is a key part of
building a good investment climate.
Services account for almost two-thirds of global GDP and only 20
percent of global trade. Many services, by their nature, are non-traded
goods. They either require extensive contact with the provider, are intangible, cannot be stored, or require immediate use. Much of the foreign participation would thus be through foreign direct investment. FDI
in services had lagged far behind that of manufacturing, although the
increase in privatization, particularly in Eastern Europe and in Latin
America, has led to substantial increases in FDI in services. The composition of the service investments is also encouraging: the vast majority
are indeed in areas that are inputs to other businesses. In the late 1990s
financial services, telecommunications, and infrastructure were among
the top sectors attracting foreign investors, and dominated the inflows
through mergers and acquisitions in developing countries.
Mishkin (2001) argues that foreign banks enhance financial development for at least three reasons. First, foreign banks have more diversified
portfolios as they have access to sources of funds from all over the world,
which means that they are exposed to less risk and are less affected by
negative shocks to the home country economy. Second, foreign entry
can lead to the adoption of best practices in the banking industry, particularly in risk management but also in management techniques, which
leads to a more efficient banking sector. Third, if foreign banks are important in the banking sector, governments are less likely to bail out
banks when they have solvency problems. A lower likelihood of bailouts
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America Europe

encourages a more prudent behavior by banking institutions, an increased
discipline, and a reduction in moral hazard.
Regarding foreign bank entry, Claessens, Demirgiiu-Kunt, and
Huizinga (1998) show that the competitive pressures created by foreign
banks lead to improvements in banking system efficiency in terms of
lower operating costs and smaller margins between lending and deposit
interest rates. Demirguc,-Kunt, Levine, and Min (1998) contend that
foreign bank entry tends to strengthen emerging markets' financial systems and lower the probability that a banking crisis will occur. The internationalization of financial services has grown rapidly in developing
countries. In East Asia, Latin America, and Eastern Europe the share of
total bank assets controlled by foreign banks increased several-fold dur-
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Examples show that foreign participation can contribute substantially
to lower prices and improved delivery of other business services as well.
Hoekman and Primo Braga (1997) document how increased competition in the provision of port services in Veracruz, Mexico, reduced costs
by 30 percent and increased container turnover by 50 percent within
one year. Privatization and foreign participation in Aeromexico and
Mexicana raised labor productivity by 50 to 100 percent. Argentina also
saw marked improvements in telecommunication services in the 1990s
with FDI in the privatized market (World Bank 1997).
However, greater openness on service provision also raises special challenges. Many service areas are natural monopolies, and because they are
non-traded it is less clear how to bring foreign competition to discipline
behavior. One route is through negotiations on license renewals. However, if too much uncertainty revolves around the terms of agreements,
investors will be unwilling to undertake the substantial fixed costs involved with establishing their operations.
If governments have decided to privatize, they still must determine
whether to allow foreigners as bidders. Another decision is whether to
structure the industry as a monopoly or with competition. It is thought
that competition among service provides will foster greater investment
than under monopoly providers, leading to faster, cheaper- and higherquality provision. However, the potential costs include a loss of scale
economies and reduced potential for cross-subsidies across locations or
groups. There is also the potential that the proposal to introduce competition will lower government revenue from the sale as bidders see less
opportunity for profit and so will offer a lower price to compensate for
the risk. Bidders may also ask for a "temporary" exclusive license-an
arrangement that may be politically difficult to change and may later be
seen as no longer efficient, depending on the investment pattern of the
incumbent in the intervening time.
In their analysis of privatization of telecommunications in Africa,
Haggarty and Shirley (2000) show that countries are more likely to choose
competition if historically service has been poor, access has been limited
relative to other countries in the region, and profitability has been low.
Poor service will help push governments to consider more drastic changes,
and public opinion is less likely to favor the incumbent with a poor
track record. If prior access has been limited, there is also more scope for
a rival to enter and challenge a dominant position. Foreign bidders offer
additional expertise and often higher-quality services. However, they are
also more likely to ask for exclusive contracts. In assessing the trade-offs,
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officials must determine their ability to regulate the foreign firm to ensure that quality does improve and mark-ups are not excessive.
One area of government services that has received particularly widespread criticism is customs administration. This has long been seen as one
of the agencies most likely to be corrupt. In recent years private companies
have offered contracts to do pre-shipment inspections to provide an independent verification of the value of imports. While such contracts have
the potential to reduce corrupt behavior, they are not foolproof Aside
from the obvious danger that private sector employees themselves could
be open to bribes, exporters still know that there are odds of not being
caught, or that import officials would be open to bribes when reconciling
reports. Again, the quality of domestic institutions still matters in the likely
success of these contracts Johnson 2001). If indeed other agencies are less
corrupt, such contracts with a private firm could provide a useful means of
bringing customs administration more into line.
Given the concerns regarding market power in non-traded service
sectors, government regulation and oversight will be important to ensure that quality services continue to be offered at reasonable prices.
Privatization itself is not a sufficient guarantor of improvements; the
nature of the regulatory framework will be important to ensure that
benefits are indeed realized. But there is substantial evidence showing
the potential for reliance on the international market itself to bolster
weak institutions, thereby strengthening the very framework needed to
maximize the benefits of wider liberalization.
Finally, many governments support individual firms or industries to
try to help them compete. Protection against imports has been tried as a
way to help firms become competitive: the "infant-industry argument."
The fact that most developing countries have chosen to reduce import
barriers suggests that they have concluded that this strategy never worked
very well or at best has outlived its usefulness. To this we would add that
another stylized fact about removing protection is that typically the longprotected firms have not become efficient and do not in fact survive in
the more competitive environment. The experience of the Indian machine tool industry provides a case in point. It was long protected with
100 percent tariffs on imports-an "infant-industry" strategy designed
to give firms time to "grow up" and become competitive. However, when
import tariffs were slashed in the early 1990s as part of the overall liberalization, Indian firms were not competitive. Taiwanese producers quickly
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came in and took a third of the market. Since then the Indian industry
has been adjusting. It has largely won back most of the lost domestic
market and is now struggling to export. A recent benchmarking study of
the industry shows how: productivity of Indian firms making computernumerically controlled (CNC) lathes varies enormously (figure 3.5). The
best firms have productivity close to the level ofTaiwanese firms in making a standard lathe (7.5 kW)-but Indian wages for the skilled labor
used in this industry are one-sixth of Taiwanese wages. So, the best Indian firms are highly cost competitive in the 7.5 kW machines and close
to competitive for the larger 11 kW machines. Who are the competitive
Indian firms? New entrants-not the old, protected firms. As discussed
earlier, opening up this sector is likely to lead to a reduction in productivity dispersion among Indian firms, with the low-productivity firms
closing or merging with more successful ones.
As protection has declined as a means of support, many governments
have adopted support for exporters by means of EPZs. The number of
such zones has mushroomed, from only a handful in the 1970s to more
than 500 in 73 countries by 1995. Potentially, these zones can help to
overcome the coordination problem-getting many firms to invest in
the same place at the same time. They also provide a source of foreign
exchange and employment and offer the possibility of technology
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spillovers, training, and demonstration effects. Most EPZs require extensive infrastructure investments, and many firms producing there receive tax holidays as well as subsidized land or utilities. Domestic firms
not located in a zone are denied the benefits those in the EPZ receive
and are thus at a competitive disadvantage. There is a wide range of
experience among countries, and some, such as Mauritius, have made
the system work well. Sometimes they are costly and ineffective. Their
potential for coordination is a useful supplement to an effective investment climate, but they do not work well as a compensation for major
deficiencies in the investment climate.
The technological spillovers appear to be the most difficult benefits
to achieve. The extent of such spillovers depends heavily on the links
that the EPZ has with local firms. Backward linkages can develop if
there is sufficient reliance on local suppliers. Many firms in EPZs are
motivated largely by the prospect of cheap labor, and production processes are thus labor intensive and often require low skills, reducing the
potential for significant training or opportunities for learning by doing.
Unless carefully designed to encourage linkages between firms inside
and outside the EPZ, the potential for spillovers is limited, and reforms
designed to remove barriers to exporting more generally are likely to
have greater beneficial results. A further justification is sometimes put
forward: that an export zone is the "best feasible option." Policymakers
may recognize the benefits of dismantling various protectionist policies,
but because of political pressures feel that broad liberalization is not
feasible. Creating an EPZ at least allows for some firms to benefit from
the relaxation of import tariffs or other restrictions. Each country is different, and in some cases EPZs may be the best option for integrating
with the world market.
A related question is whether countries should be actively trying to
recruit foreign firms to locate in their countries. Small, low-income
countries are insufficiently noticed by large MNCs. Private foreign investment is related to perceptions of country risk, but these perceptions
are often inaccurate. The published ratings such as those by InstitutionalInvestor, which are based on polls of investor opinion, are systematically less favorable to Africa than is justified by the fundamentals (Ul
Haque, Mark, and Mathieson 2000). Consistent with this bias in opinion, Jaspersen, Aylward, and Knox (2000) find that FDI to Africa is
systematically lower than would be predicted by the fundamentals. A
new element of corporate responsibility for MNCs is to look beyond
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China and other emerging markets. Major companies could make a
substantial difference if they located in small economies, without reducing their profitability.
In response to this problem many governments grant tax breaks or
provide subsidized industrial estates to foreign firms. As with EPZs, such
methods can address the coordination problem and thus be a useful
supplement to an effective investment climate. Particularly if there are
agglomeration effects, such that attracting an initial foreign firm brings
additional foreign firms, the rationale for such a policy could be sound.
However, as with EPZs, it is not clear how much countries should engage in this process. There is a real danger of suffering the "winners'
curse" if the host offers too generous a package to prospective FDI firms.
In their bid to attract a foreign firm the costs incurred may far outweigh
any spillover benefits the multinational's domestic presence will generate. Using subsidies to compensate for a difficult investment climate can
be very expensive. Argentina in the 1980s offers one extreme example. A
special production zone was created in Tierra del Fuego to assemble electronic goods. Firms were given generous tax breaks and tariff subsidies.
As the domestic market was highly protected, firms were able to charge
prices that exceeded international ones by 150 to 400 percent. The business was so profitable that firms (both foreign and domestic) established
plants in the zone, imported finished goods from Japan to Panama where
they were disassembled, and imported these parts to Argentina where
they were reassembled. By 1990, this program was estimated to have
cost the treasury 0.5-1.0 percent of GDP (Newfarmer 2001). More generally, Lall and Streeten (1977) studied 90 foreign investments and found
that more than a third reduced national income, and Encarnation and
Wells (1986) had similar findings in their study of 50 projects. Until the
extent of externalities is better known, our recommendation is to avoid
courting foreign firms too vigorously.
Overall, there are examples of successful targeted promotions that
have led to broader spillovers to the larger economy. However, too
often the costs outweigh the benefits. Additionally, the danger of
introducing new distortions and rent-seeking opportunities will fuel
interest groups, making the political decision to reverse course that
much harder. Policies that emphasize improving infrastructure and the
investment climate more generally offer benefits that are open to all
firms. This will promote greater efficiency and encourage more entryof both local firms and foreign investors.
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Integration with the world economy affects
employment and wages
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issue: the welfare of workers and the need for good labor
market and education policies. If much of the productivity
benefit of greater global integration comes through more competitive
product markets and "churning" of firms-this raises obvious concerns
about workers. What is the effect of external liberalization on wages,
skill premiums, unemployment, job security, and gender differentials?
And what policies and programs are necessary to ensure that workers
benefit from openness?
In the long run integrating with the world economy raises wages.
Freeman, Oostendorp, and Rama (2001) find that the growth rate of
wages has been twice as rapid in the globalizing developing countries
identified in Chapter 1, as in the less globalized countries, and faster
than in the rich countries as well (figure 3.6). The data used in this
study, originally collected by the International Labor Office through its
October Survey, have rarely been used for research purposes because of
comparability problems. Freeman and Oostendorp (2000) standardized
the data in a comparable format (monthly wages of men in U.S. dollars). The occupations considered by the October Survey are quite narrowly defined (for example, bricklayer), so this is a unique source for
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examining the effect of integration on wages properly measured. Figure
3.6 reports the average change in wages for a large number of specific
occupations. This evidence shows that workers benefit strongly from the
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faster growth that accompanies integration.
Freeman, Oostendorp, and Rama (2001) also examine the timing of
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wage effects and the differential impact of trade and investment. They
find that trade openness reduces wages in the short run, while direct
foreign investment increases them. They estimate that the effect of greater
trade on wages is negative for the first three years (figure 3.7). Thus, in
an economy that liberalizes trade and gets little foreign investment (ei-
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lagged response of investors), opening up can lead to temporary declines in formal sector wages.

Several studies find that openness-especially to FDI-increases the
return to education and raises the skill premium (the extra pay that skilled
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Figure 3.7
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workers get relative to unskilled workers). The skill premium is usually
measured as the increase in labor earnings associated with an additional
year of formal education, for the average worker. This increase is also
known as the return to education. Several case studies have found that the
skill premium has increased in specific developing countries during periods of trade liberalization. Robbins (1997) examined wages in Colombia's
seven principal cities between 1976 and 1994. He found that growth in
the supply of skills lowered, and trade liberalization and real devaluation
raised, wage dispersion. Robbins and Gindling (1999) present evidence
that trade liberalization in Costa Rica led to an increase in the relative
demand for more-skilled workers. Green, Dickerson, and Arbache (2000)
examined the level and dispersion of wages, the skilled wage premium,
and employment composition before and after trade liberalization in Brazil. They found a rise in the returns to college education and a decrease in
the returns to intermediate levels of education. Beyer, Rojas, and Vergara
(1999) showed that a positive relationship existed between returns to education and openness in Chile during 1960-96. They found that the earnings gap between college graduates and workers with primary education
decreases with the share of the labor force that has college education,
increases with openness, and decreases with the relative price of tradable
goods (more specifically, textiles).
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So, we take it as a stylized fact that the skill premium has risen in
many developing countries. At first glance this may seem surprising. If
unskilled labor is taken as the most abundant factor in developing countries, then one might think that trade liberalization would reduce the
skill premium in these countries. There are a number of reasons why
that might not be the case. First, the studies we are talking about deal
with formal sector wages. If workers in protected industries are sharing
in the rents from protection, then their wages are not typical of what an
unskilled worker can earn. Liberalization may easily result in the loss of
wages for workers in protected sectors.
Second, a common difficulty in many of these studies is to disentangle the effects of globalization from those of other shocks and policy
reforms. We have emphasized that the globalizing developing countries
are typically pursuing a range of reforms at once. Behrman, Birdsall, and
Szekely (2000) address this difficulty by considering a variety of policy
reform indicators across 18 Latin American countries over the period
1980-98. These indicators are also combined in a composite reform
index. Behrman, Birdsall, and Szekely find that reform overall has had a
short-run disequalizing effect of expanding wage differentials, although
this effect tends to fade away over time. This disequalizing effect is due
to the strong effect of domestic financial market reform, capital account
liberalization, and tax reform. On the other hand, privatization contributed to narrowing wage differentials, and trade openness had no effect.
A third reason why the movement of the skill premium may be
counter-intuitive is that, while there is evidence that countries do in fact
export through trade their abundant factors, there are many factors of
production and many countries, so the effect of this trade is complicated. Suppose, plausibly, that the technology embodied in direct foreign investment and skilled labor are complements. Then one important effect of trade and investment liberalization together could be to
significantly raise demand for selected skilled workers-such as engineers, accountants, and finance specialists. Some evidence for this view
is found in Feenstra and Hanson (1997). They analyze a panel of nine
industries across Mexican states and conclude that outsourcing, under
the form of maquiladoras,is associated with an increase in the relative
earnings of non-production workers compared to production workers.
A quasi-experiment on the effect of the overall liberalization-cumglobalization package is the dramatic transition experienced by formerly
planned economies in recent years. Countries in Eastern Europe and the
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FSU, as well as China and Vietnam, were suddenly confronted with the
unleashing of market forces, openness to trade, and FDI. The result was
a dramatic increase in the returns to education (figure 3.8). The observations in this figure are drawn from a variety of studies, using data sets
with different coverage and relying on a variety of econometric techniques. As a result, the estimated returns may not be strictly comparable, not even within the same country. However, there is an upward
trend in all the countries considered. In some, the implicit effect of the
transition on wage inequality is remarkably large. For instance, if the
estimates for the Czech Republic are taken literally, the wage gap between a college-educated person and a worker with primary education
increased by roughly 60 percentage points in less than one decade.
The experience of the transition economies should be seen as an
upper bound, however. Their initial returns to education were abnormally low as a result of the deliberate earnings compression pursued by
socialist regimes. For most developing countries confronting globalization, the initial wage inequality by skill is much higher and its probable increase much lower. More important, the increase in the returns
to education is likely to be offset over time by an increase in the relative supply of educated workers. Average schooling is increasing in
developing countries, and the high wage premium for college-educated
workers provides an incentive to seek additional education. As a result,

Figure 3.8
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the relationship between globalization and increased returns to skill
should become weaker, or even vanish, in the longer run.
The extent to which a higher skill premium does or does not persist
will depend, among other things, on tax, expenditure, and education policies. Progressive taxation plus significant cost recovery in universities can
reduce any incipient rise in inequality associated with opening up. Public
funding of universities, especially in the absence of progressive taxation,
will tend to exacerbate inequalities. It is beyond the scope of this report to
go into detail about education policies, but a rise in the return to education is not necessarily a bad thing, provided that there are good educational opportunities for all levels of society. If not, globalization may lock
in new inequalities. An issue we will emphasize in the next chapter is that
countries and communities have plenty of freedom to design tax, expenditure, and education policies that promote equality.
Some evidence that in the long run most countries see an adjustment
of the supply of skilled workers in response to the higher returns comes
from the cross-sectional evidence on the returns to education and openness of the economy. Again, the estimated returns are not strictly comparable across studies, as they use different data sets, consider different control variables, and rely on different econometric techniques. But as long as
the study-specific biases are independent from the openness of the economy,
the pattern discerned in these studies should be basically right. Rama
(2001 b) finds that, cross-sectionally, returns to education do nor rise with
openness. If anything, they fall. Also, the dispersion of the returns seems
to be smaller in more open economies, where the average wage premium
is less than 10 percent per additional year of education. Much higher returns can be found in selected closed economies. Taken together, all this
evidence suggests that opening up to foreign trade and investment may
well lead to a higher skill premium and greater wage dispersion in the
short run, but these effects are not likely to persist in the long run and,
most importantly, can be addressed through other policies.
Another important point about wage inequality is that exposure to
market forces can reduce the gender gap in earnings that is found in all
countries. This gap can be measured as the difference in earnings between men and women that cannot be explained by differences in educational attainment or work experience. In Vietnam, at the beginning
of the reform process, this gap was close to 39 percent in the private
sector and 29 percent in state-owned enterprises. Five years later, in
1997-98, it had shrunk to 26 percent and 19 percent, respectively
(Rama 200 la). A similar change was found in Mexico, in the context
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of trade liberalization. Artecona and Cunningham (2001) showed that
the gender gap in earnings declined more in sectors that were more
exposed to foreign competition. This evidence is admittedly scattered,
but it is consistent with a non-competitive model of the labor market,
where employers have some bargaining power to set wages and can
therefore discriminate against women. Globalization, and the reform
efforts associated with it, increase competition in product markets.
This additional competitive pressure could reduce the scope for employers to set wages and discriminate against women.
Aside from effects on wages, the effects of globalization on employment are also obviously important. A series of case studies on the effects
of trade liberalization shows a considerable dispersion of the net impact
on employment. In Morocco, for example, employment in the average
private sector manufacturing firm was basically unaffected by trade liberalization (Currie and Harrison 1997). The shift in labor demand was
modest in Mexico as well (Revenga 1997). But in Uruguay, in a period
when trade union activities were banned, the decline was substantial.
During that period, reducing the protection rate within a sector by 1
percent led to an employment reduction of between 0.4 and 0.5 percent
within the same year. The employment effect became much smaller when
trade union activities were allowed (Rama 1994).
Small declines in employment may hide substantial job churning,
however. The contrast between studies at the industry level and at the
firm level is revealing in this respect. Seddon and Wacziarg (2001) used
industry-level data to examine the impact of trade liberalization episodes on movements of labor across sectors. Their study found some
labor reallocation between narrowly defined manufacturing activities.
But the estimated effects were statistically insignificant and small in
magnitude. On the other hand, Levinsohn (1996) used firm-level data
to examine the pattern of job creation and job destruction in Chile during trade liberalization. While net employment in manufacturing fell by
about 8 percent, in all years in this period about a quarter of all workers
changed jobs. However, the effects of trade liberalization itself appear to
be modest compared to those due to macroeconomic shocks.
Globalization also affected the nature of jobs in formerly protected sectors. In Morocco there were significant employment losses in specific groups
of firms, which started to rely more on low-pay, temporary workers. The
share of temporary employment in manufacturing rose by nearly 20 percentage points between 1984 and 1990. In Mexico trade reform reduced
the rents available to be captured by firms and workers. As a result, an
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average tariff reduction of 20 percentage points led to an implied wage
reduction of more than 5 percent. In Uruguay trade liberalization was
associated with lower wages in the period when trade unions were not
active, despite the considerable reduction in employment. In the period
with active unions, the membership rate was strongly correlated with tariff barriers and concentration at the industry level. This correlation suggests that workers in protected sectors enjoy higher wages than their counterparts in sectors exposed to foreign competition.
Overall, these studies show that there was pervasive rent sharing between the protected enterprises and their workers. The removal of trade
barriers makes workers lose those rents, either because they lose their
jobs altogether, or because the rent attached to their jobs becomes smaller.
This interpretation is consistent with the one offered for the effect of
globalization on the gender gap in earnings. In both cases increased competition in product markets appears to reduce the size of labor market
rents enjoyed by either employers or employees.
While globalization results in some workers losing their jobs, it leads to
substantial job creation as well. The most visible part of this creation is
associated with FDI-in some cases in export processing zones. EPZs have
been a powerful engine for generating employment in a number of countries. The case of Mauritius is outstanding: EPZs account for 17 percent
of employment. But the share is considerable in several other countries as
well, especially when taking into account that agricultural activities and
the informal sector still employ a considerable share of the labor force.
EPZ employment shares in the mid- I 990s were 5 percent in the Dominican Republic and 2-4 percent in Mexico, Honduras, and Costa Rica.
Most of the jobs in EPZs are held by women. In the Caribbean zones
approximately 80 percent of the workforce is female, and the percentage
is almost as high in the Philippines. This female bias is especially strong
in garment production. The pattern is similar in countries that have not
relied massively on EPZs, but where exporting firms have tapped local
labor markets, attracting workers from surrounding villages. Industries
such as textiles and electronics have massively hired young, literate, largely
single women, who frequently ended up earning more than in traditional sectors like agriculture and cottage industries (World Bank 2001 b).
This female bias has been observed even out of the wage sector. Evidence from Ghana and Uganda reveals that women had substantial economic mobility in response to economic reforms. In these two countries
rural women became increasingly engaged in non-farm employment
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activities, moving into the non-farm sector at faster rates than men (World
Bank 200 lb).
To the extent that globalization does translate into significant job creation in developing countries, the potential impact on poverty can be dramatic. But this impact depends significantly on where job creation occurs.
In China much of the impetus for the rapid economic growth during the
1980s came from a tremendous expansion of rural township and village
enterprise activities. These firms often emerged out of the communitylevel structures that had been in place before the introduction of the household responsibility system in agriculture in the late 1970s and typically
became involved in labor-intensive, export-oriented manufacturing activities (Byrd and Lin 1990). The inroads into rural poverty that were
achieved in China during this period were nothing short of remarkable
(World Bank 2000c). In other parts of the developing world a similarly
strong negative relationship between poverty and growth of the rural, nonfarm sector has been observed. Even where non-farm employment opportunities accrue primarily to the relatively educated and skilled (and thus
non-poor), benefits to the poor are often still discernable. This is due to
the relationship between the wage rates earned by agricultural laborers in
rural areas, who are generally highly represented among the poor, and the
tightening of rural labor markets, which generally accompanies an expanding non-farm sector (Lanjouw and Lanjouw forthcoming).
While globalization prompts both job destruction and job creation,
the timing of these two processes might not be synchronized. In such
diverse countries as Chile, Mauritius, Poland, and Sri Lanka unemployment remained stubbornly high for several years after the launching of
economic reforms. In the long run open economies do not appear to have
higher unemployment rates. In Latin America, during two decades of increased exposure to foreign trade and international capital movements,
there was only a mild upward trend in unemployment rates. The increase
was dramatic in a few countries, such as Argentina, Colombia, and Paraguay. But the median rate grew by only one percentage point (World Bank
2000a). This relative stability stands in contrast to the popular perception,
as reflected in opinion polls. Risk of unemployment ranks as one of the
main concerns voiced by those surveyed, in most of the region.
The overall picture is that globalization leads to higher wages in developing countries, indicating that workers share in the benefits of higher
productivity, but some people do lose out, especially in the short run.
We emphasized in Chapter 1 that opening up does not systematically
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lead to higher household income inequality, indicating that the losers do
not come disproportionately from the poor. Some of the losers will be
formal sector workers who are relatively high up in the income distribution. Conversely, some of the winners will be poor people who get new
jobs created by globalization. But some of the winners will also be highly
educated engineers and accountants, and some of the losers are bound
to come from the ranks of the poor. The diffuse nature of the potential
losers highlights the need for extensive systems of social protection.

Social protection in globalizing economies

A

S
GLOBALIZATION CAN CREATE LOSERS AS WELL AS WINNERS,

,A,it

is important to identify what can be done to reduce and
mitigate the adverse impact of reforms aimed at integrating the
economy more closely with the rest of the world. A large array of
government interventions has been tried in the developing world, and
the lessons learned in one country could prove useful in others. Some of
these interventions are intended to help workers cope with losing their
jobs. Others could be used to limit the negative effects of globalization
on specific groups of workers and households.
First, a major reform program may have some identifiable big
losers-workers earning large rents from protection. Even though these
groups are not typically poor, it can be socially efficient to provide
significant one-time compensation in order to make reforms move more
smoothly. Otherwise, big losers will be vocal and concentrated opponents of reform.
Second, permanent programs to help workers cope with job loss may
be established-the most obvious example being unemployment insurance. A growing number of voices advocate setting up of this kind of
program in middle-income developing countries. This contrasts with the
widespread criticisms of unemployment insurance in some industrial societies, where several studies have shown that long-lasting unemployment
benefits encourage the unemployed to stay out of a job. Analysts who
extrapolate from this developed country evidence to the situation of the
new globalizers suggest that governments should introduce a mandatory
savings account program instead of bringing in unemployment insurance.
Such savings plans can be part of the old-age pension system, with pension benefits dependent on past contributions. Workers are able to add
any unused savings to their old-age pension account and to run down
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their old-age pension entitlement in the event of job loss. However, extrapolation from rich country experience may not be justified. Both the
adverse incentive effects of unemployment insurance and the merits of
individual savings accounts might be much less than anticipated in lowincome societies. When the informal sector is large, as in nearly all poor
countries, it is very difficult to monitor that the beneficiaries are really
unemployed. Therefore, unemployment benefits at worst create an incentive to stay out of the formal sector, not to stay out of a job. As regards
mandatory savings accounts, they do not involve any risk pooling, only a
spreading of the earnings loss from unemployment over the life cycle. If
workers become unemployed while they are still young and exhaust their
pension account, they might not have enough resources to cope with losing a job. If they are allowed to run their pension account into debt, they
face an incentive to become unemployed, take on as much debt as possible, and withdraw from the formal sector to avoid repaying their debt.
Neither unemployment insurance nor mandatory savings accounts
programs reach the poorest workers. Table 3.1 summarizes the findings
of a comparative study on income support programs for the unemployed
in Latin America (World Bank 2000a). This region has experience with
a variety of programs, and can be seen as a laboratory by other middleincome countries. Table 3.1 shows that, among the workers covered by
unemployment insurance in Brazil and by mandatory savings accounts

Table 3.1

Income support programs for the unemployed

Program and
country
Public works in
Argentina
Training in Mexico
Severance pay in
Peru
Unemployment
insurance in Brazil
Individual accounts
in Colombia

Workers
legally
covered by
the program

Spending
per
beneficiary
(US$)

In principle, all
Eligible on age,
education
Salaried, wirh
given seniority
Salaried in
social security
Salaried in
social security

3,100
393
760
664
-

Cost
of the
progran
falls on
Taxpayers
Taxpayers
Workers and
employers
Workers and
employers
Workers

Poorest

Share of beneficiaries by
earnings or consumption quintile (%)
Middle
2nd poorest
2 ,d richest

Richest

78.6
69.9

15.3
15.5

3.5
8.1

2.1
5.0

4.7

9.5

28.6

33.3

23.8

10.6

24.6

19.1

25.1

13.6

0.0

4.3

n.a.

19.1

76.6

0.4
1.5

Not available.
n.a. Nor applicable.
Source: World Bank (2000a).
-
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in Colombia, very few belong to the population group with the lowest
earnings or consumption. However, both these income support programs
are well suited for workers in protected industries, who are usually enrolled in a social security program.
A third type of social protection is income support programs tailored
to reach the poorest workers. Public works, like the Maharashtra employment guarantee scheme in India and the Trabajarprogram in Argentina, are among them (Ravallion, Datt, and Chaudhuri 1993; Datt
and Ravallion 1994; Jalan and Ravallion 1999). Some training programs
for the unemployed, like Probecatin Mexico, also fall in this category
(Wodon and Minowa 2001). One common feature of these programs is
that participants do not need to be enrolled in any social security program. Another important feature is the self-selection of their participants. Well-designed public works programs pay less than the average
labor earnings of those unskilled workers who do have a job. As a result,
only those really in need are willing to take them.
The main difference between these programs is the nature of the activities the beneficiaries must undertake. In one case they are requested
to do physically demanding, full-time work. In the other they have to
take full-time training. The actual productivity of these activities is subject to debate, and the non-labor component of their cost can differ
substantially. But both kinds of programs seem well geared to help informal sector workers cope with job loss. As table 3.1 shows, most of
their beneficiaries belong to the poorest population groups.
In between these two extremes mandatory severance pay is the most
common income support program available to the unemployed in developing countries. In this program an employer is liable to pay a certain
amount of money to a worker dismissed due to no fault of his or her own.
The amount is usually related to the last salary of the worker and his or her
seniority in the job by a formula typically involving a minimum seniority
and a maximum payment. This program does not require the involvement of a social security agency. Compliance is complaint driven, which
often overburdens labor inspectors but is probably cheaper than running a
full-blown unemployment insurance program. Mandatory severance pay
makes the employer assume the role of an insurer. If that the firm goes
bankrupt, workers usually have priority over other creditors.
One potential problem with mandatory severance pay is that it may
discourage hiring. This program raises separation costs in bad times,
which can make employers reluctant to recruit in good times. In its extreme form, mandatory severance pay becomes equivalent to lifetime
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job security. In the cases of India and Zimbabwe it has been shown that
lifetime job security reduces labor demand in the formal sector (Fallon
and Lucas 1991). In a similar vein a cross-country study by Heckman
and Pages (2000) shows a link between high separation costs and low
employment-to-population ratios, at least for young workers. However,
a study focusing on the change in earnings experienced by Peruvian
workers as they move from jobs covered by severance pay to non-covered
jobs, or vice-versa, suggests that workers may "pay" for coverage through
lower wages (MacIsaac and Rama 2001). If part of the burden falls on
workers, the adverse employment effect could be alleviated or even offset. Table 3.1 shows that mandatory severance pay, much the same as
unemployment insurance, benefits mainly higher-income workers.
Finally, active labor market programs are often set up to help unemployed workers find new jobs. Training, counseling, placement services,
and assistance in job search are among the most common examples.
While active labor market programs of this sort are quite popular with
governments, trade unions, and the general public, their effectiveness
seems limited. For instance, Mexico's Probecatappears to be effective at
providing income support to the unemployed, but not at improving
their earnings ability (Wodon and Minowa 2001). The effectiveness of
these programs is difficult to assess, as participants are self-selected.
Workers who are more eager to succeed, or more able to learn, are more
likely to participate. It is therefore difficult to disentangle the effects of
the program from those of the ability of its participants. In any event the
effects uncovered appear to be generally modest, and concentrated in
relatively narrow subsets of participants (Fretwell, Benus, and O'Leary
1999; Gill, Fluitman, and Dar 2000).
For some workers, the negative effect of globalization takes the form
of a drop in earnings, rather than a job loss. The minimum wage is a
potential way to circumscribe this drop. However, the actual impact of
this intervention is often exaggerated. To begin with, minimum wages
are not directly relevant for the self-employed and those working in household industries. In many developing countries this group represents a
majority of the labor force, and it includes most of the poor. As regards
salaried workers, many among those who may suffer from trade liberalization and deregulation earn substantially more than the minimum wage.
The latter might thus be ineffective in their case.
Another important shortcoming of minimum wages as effective means
of social protection in developing countries is the limited ability of governments to enforce them. Several case studies show that compliance is
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partial at best, even in countries with a relatively high administrative
capacity (Gindling and Terrell 1995; Maloney and Fajnzylber 2000). As
a result, attempts to raise labor earnings through minimum wage hikes,
as in Indonesia during the early 1990s, have been quite ineffective (Rama
2001c). The flip side of weak enforcement is that the disemployment
effects of minimum wages have been modest, too. In Mexico the minimum wage is so low compared to the average wage of formal sector
workers that its variation has no noticeable impact on employment. Even
in Colombia, where minimum wages are much higher, the estimated
disemployment effects are only about one-tenth of those found in industrial countries (Bell 1997).
Rodrik (1998) finds that bigger governments, and especially bigger
public sector employment, can be used as a substitute for insurance or
other forms of social protection. He shows that a positive correlation
exists between an economy's exposure to international trade and the
size of its government. This correlation holds for most measures of government spending, in low- as well as high-income samples, and is robust to the inclusion of a wide range of controls. His explanation is that
government spending plays a risk-reducing role in economies exposed
to a significant amount of external risk. One piece of evidence in favor
of this interpretation is that the relationship between openness and government size is strongest when terms-of-trade risk is highest.
A similar correlation exists between government employment and
openness (Rodrik 1998). "Secure" jobs in the public sector could thus
be seen as a form of insurance against the external risk faced by the
economy, especially when those who hold those jobs transfer resources
to their extended families. But this interpretation is to some extent problematic. While some public sector jobs might have been created with the
deliberate goal of providing income security, other explanations are equally
plausible. Preliminary work with an expanded version of the database
used by Rodrik suggests that the political regime, income inequality,
and the degree of ethno-linguistic fractionalization are good predictors
of the share of the labor force employed by the public sector (Chong and
Rama 2001). An inflated public sector can have large detrimental effects
on economic performance, as discussed below.
How a government goes about providing social protection will have a
large effect on how its economy performs and how much its people
benefit from global integration. A cross-country study of economic
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growth during periods of economic reform found that some of the government interventions discussed in the previous section can lead to poor
performance, while others are relatively benign (Forteza and Rama 2001).
Countries with large public sector employment got poor results from
reform, while the level of minimum wages or the generosity of social
security benefits did not appear to have any adverse effect. These results
are consistent with a "political" interpretation of the role of public sector
employment in the reform process. In developing countries a large portion of the formal sector is often made up of public sector employees.
Workers in protected industries also tend to be unionized. These two
groups stand to lose from reforms such as trade liberalization, market
deregulation, or privatization of state-owned enterprises. The more powerful they are, the more likely that reforms will be first delayed, and once
they are adopted, implemented only half-heartedly. This political interpretation suggests that the payoffs to the compensation of those who
stand to lose from globalization can be large. It also implies that using
public sector employment as an insurance mechanism against increased
economic volatility carries the risk of entrenching the forces that oppose
reform. On the other hand, minimum wages and generous social security benefits do not appear to be costly.

The last labor issue that we take up concerns core labor standards. All
175 members of the International Labour Organisation have endorsed
core labor standards, as a result of their acceptance of the "Dedaration on
Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work." These standards include a
ban on abusive child labor. Obviously, this ban is not successfully enforced
in very poor countries. Why? There is pervasive evidence that poverty is
the primary cause of child labor. Household surveys show that, within
developing countries, child labor declines sharply with family income. In
Vietnam, for example, the extent of work by children aged 6 to 15 had a
clear relationship to household income in a 1993 survey (figure 3.9). (Most
of this work is on the family farm.) The figure also shows the 1998 extent
of child labor for the same households. During the period that Vietnam
was opening up to the global economy there was a sharp drop in child
labor. Why? The change can be explained almost completely by the increase in household income. Over this relatively short period of time the
income of the poorest 10 percent of the population increased more than
50 percent in real terms, which led to a sharp decline in child labor (and a
corresponding increase in school enrollment rates).
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Figure 3.9

Child labor and household consumption levels in Vietnam
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Figure 3.10 Bangladesh's
Food-for-Education (FFE)
program and child labor

This finding sheds important light on the current debate about
core labor standards. Developing countries fear that trying to enforce
labor or other standards through WTO sanctions will become a new
form of protectionism that will limit their trade. With fewer trading
opportunities the income of poor families will fall, increasing child
labor. Thus, an apparently well-intentioned policy, such as trade sanctions against poor countries that have child labor, could easily backfire and result in more child labor.
Another important point is that developing countries are address-
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For example, Bangladesh's Food-for-Education (FFE) program, which
provides poor families with food as long as they send their young children to school, has resulted in a drop in child labor (figure 3. 10). There
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proved schools lead to less child labor. Thus, there are positive programs to address this important problem, and we do not just have to
wait for incomes to rise to abolish abusive child labor. These programs,
however, do require resources.
This evidence raises serious concerns about the proposal to regulate
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child labor or other labor issues through WTO sanctions-in other words,
to allow rich countries to bring unfair trade practice suits against poor
countries if there is evidence of child labor. It is very unlikely that such
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sanctions would reduce child labor as long as the underlying problem of
poverty is not addressed. However, were the ban to be enforced on poor
families, they would be worse off if no other assistance were provided.
Developing countries have a good argument that there is a danger that
labor standards could become a new form of protectionism against
poor countries-with the ironic effect of increasing poverty and hence
child labor. We emphasized in Chapter 2 that poor countries have difficulty defending their interests in the WTO, so that there is potential for
these standards to be used against them to restrict their trade. If first
world citizens care about child labor, it would be more constructive if
they contributed money to support programs to improve schools and
help poor families send their children to those schools.
More generally, there are two complementary strategies to raising labor
standards. The first is to support the fundamental processes of growth that
will raise labor productivity. This raises wages, not just in the firms that
happen to export, but across the economy. The second is to support specific measures of social protection that benefit workers both directly and
by strengthening their bargaining power. For example, health and safety
standards should be set at a level where they can be enforced across the
economy, not just in export enclaves. The imposition of sanctions and
penalties by rich countries on the exports of poor countries would be a
form of taxation, threatening these strategies rather than supporting them.

Summary of recommendations

T

O

STRENGTHEN THE POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF OPENNESS,

developing countries need a good investment climate in
which firms can start up and prosper. A good investment climate
is particularly important for small and medium enterprises that will create
the bulk of new jobs. Elements of a sound investment climate include
efficient but streamlined regulations for entry and exit, a healthy financial
system, good infrastructure, and good economic governance (contract
enforcement, tax administration, safeguards against corruption). Many
successfully globalizing developing countries are using the international
market for services to strengthen the investment climate. Foreign trade
and/or investment can help develop financial services, accounting,
telecommunications, power, ports, customs administration, and other
critical areas of infrastructure.
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Integration with the global economy increases the return to education.
This can be a good thing, provided that that there is a sound education
system providing services to all. The rapid growth in new globalizing economies generates resources that can be used to strengthen the delivery of
education and health services, so that the poor can participate in this growth
and benefit from it. A good education system that provides opportunities
for all is critical for success in this globalizing world.
The more dynamic environment calls for new types of social protection. To get reforms underway may require one-time compensation
schemes for workers who would otherwise lose in a big way. Welldesigned unemployment insurance and severance pay systems can provide protection to formal sector workers in an environment that will
now have more entry and exit of firms. But the poorest people are better
reached through self-targeting programs such as food-for-work schemes.
Social protection is important not just to help individual families that
lose in the more dynamic economy, but also to create a solid social foundation from which people-especially poor people-feel comfortable
taking risks and pursuing entrepreneurship.

Note
1. This study provides a wealth of information of
firm characteristics and the impact of government policies and the business environment on firm performance.
It is a blueprint for studies that the World Bank will be
supporting in additional countries in the coming years.
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Such databanks will provide for international comparisons, allowing for quantitative measures to complement
existing qualitative rankings. For more information and
access to the data, please visit the webpage: http://
www.worldbank.org/research/facs/.

CHAPTER

FOUR

Power, Culture, and the
Environment
LOBALIZATION IS NOT JUST AN ECONOMIC

phenomenon. It changes power relationships,
cultures, and the environment. This
chapter considers these effects.

Globalization and power

G

LOBALIZATION CHANGES POWER RELATIONSHIPS. AT THE

level of international relations, it changes the power of
developing countries relative to that of developed countries.
At the level of domestic politics, it changes the power relations between
government, business, and civil society. Most fundamentally, it changes
the prospects for peace-both within countries and between them.

Globalization and the international distribution of power
Undoubtedly, the first two waves of globalization-the period up to 1980increased the power of the rich countries relative to others. This was a
concomitant of widening inequality between countries. As discussed in
Chapter 2, international institutions such as the GATT were created by
and for rich countries. Even during this period, the club of rich countries
was open to new non-western members: Japan became a major global
force. However, the global institutional architecture inherited from this
period is unsatisfactory and gives too little power to developing countries.
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During the third wave of globalization, economic power is shifting
away from the industrial countries for the first time in more than a century. The economies of the new globalizers are growing far more rapidly
than those of the OECD economies: China and India are set to become
major economic powers. Developing countries have a strong interest in
the evolution of the global architecture because it curtails the imbalance
of power. For example, the WTO offers weak countries their best prospect of forcing powerful countries to adhere to international rules rather
than just doing whatever happens to suit them. It is the weak, not the
strong, who are advantaged by rule-based systems of conduct.

Globalization and the domestic power of government
In some respects globalization restricts the choices open to a government.
However, it is sometimes suggested that in order to succeed the new
globalizers have only one choice-to model themselves on the pattern of
limited government that characterizes the United States. The most obvious reason why successful globalization presents choices much greater
than this is that many countries have already succeeded with a diversity
of strategies. Consider two important dimensions of development: government expenditure as a share of GDP and the distribution of income.
A number of highly open industrial economies have per capita incomes
approximately equal to that of the United States. Among those countries
with approximately the same living standards as the United States, five
stand out as having radically more equal distributions of income: Austria,
Belgium, Denmark, Japan, and Norway. All have Gini coefficients of
around or below 0.25, contrasting with 0.41 in the United States. Like
the United States, all these societies have provided an effective dimate for
private economic activity for a long time, but they differ in the role they
assign to government. The share of GDP accounted for by central government expenditure ranges from 20 percent in the United States to 46
percent in Belgium, although the low U.S. share misses its large statelevel expenditures that would bring its true figure to around 30 percent.
The average share of government expenditure in GDP for low- and middleincome developing countries is only 20 percent. Hence, any of these six
models of high-income success would involve governments expanding
their size not only in absolute terms as GDP grows, but relative to GDP.
The five high-income, high-equity societies do not constitute a common
model. Nor can their markedly greater equity necessarily be attributed to
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their higher share of public spending. However, they do illustrate that
successful globalization does not require adoption of any single, standard
institutional model.
Even within the EU, a group of countries far more integrated than
will be achieved globally in the foreseeable future, wide variations in
taxation and social policies co-exist without serious consequences. The
main social effect of the EU has been the swift reduction in poverty in
the poorest of its member countries.
Globalization is consistent with a wide range of choice in social policies, but it undoubtedly reduces choice in macroeconomic management.
Because of capital market integration, most governments are less free to
try to smooth the business cycle through fiscal and monetary expansion
during downturns. An exception is the United States, because of its key
currency role (its recent tax and interest rate cuts would have triggered a
threat to the currency in most countries). However, this is a less drastic
loss of power than it might seem. Many governments are now skeptical
of their ability to fine-tune the business cycle irrespective of the problems introduced by capital market integration.
In some respects globalization empowers capital at the expense of
government and workers. Capital can now move between countries,
and a single location for production can serve many national markets.
As a result, governments can find themselves competing against each
other to attract the single plant that will serve the market for an entire
region. Such competition is limited: tax policy is not usually a major
influence on location. Governments that provide a good all-around
climate for investment will not have to offer special tax concessions for
most investments. The way to redress the balance of power is for governments within a region to agree on some floor to their own behavior.
For example, Caribbean governments found themselves in competition with each other over attracting cruise ships to visit. The shipping
companies did not want to pay charges for the environmental pollution that they caused and tried to play off each island against the others. In response the Caribbean governments were able to agree on and
enforce a set of port charges for cruise ships. In such ways inter-government action can offset the power of capital.
In other respects, however, globalization weakens the power of capital. One way is through the intensification of competition. In a small
national market there will often be a single dominant firm, and in
such markets it is relatively easy to form cartels. As firms from other
countries become credible competitors, the power of locally dominant
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firms is reduced. We have noted the striking evidence for this in that
the mark-ups that firms charge over cost have fallen. Even here globalization is not an unmitigated good: sometimes even at the global level
an industry is dominated by a monopoly or a cartel. Currently, the
regulation of monopolies and cartels is done at national level and so
global market power is in a sense above scrutiny. The recent proposed
takeover by the world's largest company, General Electric, of another
large company, Honeywell, illustrates the current weakness of global
governance, pitting a European regulatory authority against U.S. companies, and thus turning an issue of global regulation into a matter of
rival national interests. However, the introduction of global regulation
of monopolies and cartels would be politically difficult and not unambiguously beneficial for all developing countries.
A further way in which the power of capital has been reduced is through
the globalization of information-"globalization from below." Companies are now far more vulnerable to international public opinion because people have learned how to harness their potential power as consumers. For example, the large company De Beers changed its policies in
one market as a result of pressure from consumers in a different market.
De Beers feared that there would be a diamond boycott in the United
States, modeled on the fur boycott, and in response completely changed
its policy toward purchasing diamonds in Africa. Nor is this power confined to the public of the industrial world. In Indonesia consumer pressure has proven effective in forcing companies to abide by local environmental standards. Again, this is not an unmitigated good. Consumers
often make decisions based on very little information. Non-accountable
non-governmental organizations (NGOs) can sometimes exploit this ignorance to pursue their own agendas at the expense of poor people.
They threaten boycotts to enforce rich country standards that would
prevent poor countries from breaking into global markets for manufactures, or shut peasants out of rich country markets for food. There is no
prospect of such behavior being regulated: the only defense against abuse
is to raise the level of understanding of how poor people can benefit
from participating in the global economy.

Globalization and state failure
Interdependence through trade reduces international war. This is an
old idea but it has been supported by quantitative research. Polachek
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(1992, 1997) found that a doubling of trade between two countries
reduces the risk of war and terrorism (see box 4.1) between them by 17
percent. However, the overwhelming majority of large-scale violent
conflict is now due to civil war rather than international war, and the
effects of globalization cannot be presumed to be benign.
During the third wave of globalization, developing countries have divided into two divergent groups in terms of economic performance. This

Box 4.1

Globalization and terrorism

THE INTERNATIONALIZATION OF TERRORISM IS AN

international terrorism. But they will not work well

instance of how global risks have outpaced global policy.
In the early 1970s there was a wave of terrorism
that spread through imitation. As governments responded by protecting obvious targets, terrorists substituted bombing for hijacking, and civilian for military targets (Enders and Sanders, 2000). However,
the main terrorist groups were national, such as
Baader-Meinholf in Germany, Red Brigades in Italy,
and Action Directe in France. Gradually, appropriate national counter-terrorist measures completely
defeated them. Terrorism has used globalization to
create two loopholes in these controls.
First, byspreading their organization across national
boundaries, terrorists have made national-level,
counter-terrorist activity less effective. Countering terrorism has become a global public good with all the
attendant problems. Like other global public goods,
it has been woefully under-provided. Governments
have tolerated terrorists on their soil as long as their
own citizens were not being targeted, and have failed
to share information and coordinate efforts.
The second way in which terrorism has globalized to evade controls is to seek safe haven in the
failed states that have mushroomed in recent decades-territory outside the control of any recognized
government. The threat of military action is less effective against these governments: the state has already been destroyed.
The same counter-terrorist measures that defeated
national terrorism will be needed to defeat

unless they are conducted at a global rather than a
national level. Before September 11 th only four states
had ratified the United Nations' convention against
terrorism. To restore failed states to government, and
to prevent other states from failing, will require developmental interventions. Economic decline isa major precursor to state failure, and conversely, economic
progress helps to secure the state.
Because failed states can be safe havens for terrorists, economic development will be a core part
of the long-term strategy to counter international
terrorism. However, there is no facile connection
between poverty and terrorism. Commonly, as with
Baader-Meinhoff, terrorists are from wealthy and
educated elites. Poor people are not the perpetrators of terrorism, but its victims. The attacks of September 11 th have damaged the economic prospects
for developing countries. On current forecasts in
2002 there will be around 10 million more people
in poverty as a result of the attacks. Were the terrorism campaign to be sustained, its impact on poverty would be far greater-for example, an estimate
of the cost of prolonged terrorism in the Basque
region suggests that it has reduced income by 10
percent (Abadie and Gardeazabal, 2001). The 10
million additional people in poverty are among the
unacknowledged and unidentified victims of international terrorism. Rich countries can offset these
consequences through the policies of trade and aid
discussed in Chapter 2.
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same division applies to the more fundamental issue of violent civil conflict. It is exemplified by the differing experiences of Africa and the other
developing regions. In 1970 Africa had a lower incidence of large-scale
violent conflict than other developing regions. By the late 1990s Africa's
incidence of conflict had risen, while that of the rest of the developing
world had fallen sharply. Africa now has a much higher incidence of conflict than other developing regions.
These two diverging experiences are related: diverging economic structures are influencing the ability of the state to secure peace. New research shows that there are powerful risk factors that make marginalized
countries more vulnerable to violent conflict. Collier and Hoeffler (2001)
analyze all civil wars since 1960 to identify the characteristics that typically make conflict more likely.
First, the economic decline experienced by the marginalized countries is itself a major risk factor. They find that both the level of income and its rate of growth have important effects on the risk of conflict. Both low income and falling income increase the risks substantially.
Since sustained economic decline results in low income, the poor growth
experience of the less globalized developing countries over the past two
decades has increased risk twice over. Conversely, among the globalizers
the acceleration of growth and its resulting higher levels of income
have considerably reduced the risk of conflict.
Second, the failure of the marginalized countries to diversify their
exports into manufactured goods and services has increased their risk of
conflict. Collier and Hoeffler find that, controlling for other factors,
higher dependence on primary commodity exports increases the risk of
conflict very substantially. There are various reasons why primary commodity exports might have this effect. By occupying the area in which
primary commodities are produced, a rebel group can finance its activities through extortion. Sometimes the looting of primary commodities
might even be a motivation for the rebellion. Additionally, governments
get large revenues from taxing primary commodity exports and these
revenues are often associated with poor governance, which in turn might
induce rebellion. During third wave globalization, developing countries
as a whole were able to diversify their exports massively: primary commodities as a share of their exports fell from about 75 percent in 1980 to
around 20 percent by 1998. This substantially reduced the risk of conflict. But the marginalized countries did not share in this trend. Africa
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actually increased its dependence on primary commodities. Collier and
Hoeffler find that Africa's rising risk of conflict is fully accounted for by
its deteriorating economic performance.
Not only are conflicts more likely to start, they are less likely to end:
conflicts are tending to get longer (Collier, Hoeffler, and Soderbom 2001).
A possible explanation for this is the growth of the global trade in small
arms. Thirty years ago rebel groups needed to forge a political alliance
with a foreign government in order to get access to arms; now they can
arm themselves directly on the private market. Basic military equipment
became radically cheaper as a result of the collapse of the Warsaw Pact. A
recent report estimates that more than $30 billion worth of equipment
has been unofficially sold from Ukraine alone.
Not only are conflicts less likely to end, but once ended, they are
likely to restart: the typical post-conflict country has a 50 percent risk of
going back into conflict within five years. As a result, once a country
falls into conflict it tends to become trapped into long and repeated
conflict. In turn, conflict makes it far more difficult to integrate into the
global industrial economy. Too many countries have become trapped in
a cycle of conflict, poverty, and dependence on primary commodities.
What can be done to break this cycle? At the global level two strategies are feasible and could be effective: better governance for key markets and enhanced aid for countries at risk of conflict.
The market on which most attention has been focused is that for
diamonds. Some rebel groups have clearly financed their activities from
the sale of alluvial diamonds. Since there are only a few centers for cutting diamonds and relatively limited channels of distribution, it is possible to regulate the diamond market in order to make it possible to sell
conflict diamonds only at a deep discount. Both De Beers and the United
Nations have been active in devising methods of market regulation. As
with all such regulation, initial steps are easily evaded, but with persistence it should be possible gradually to separate conflict diamonds from
the legitimate market. At the other extreme of regulation, the market for
cocaine is also financing rebel groups. In Colombia rebel revenues are
estimated at $500 million per year. The attempt to curtail consumption
in rich countries by imposing penalties on production in poor countries
has created a demand for territory outside the control of governments
(Brito and Intriligator 1992). Rebel organizations gain control of territory and extract a rent for permission to produce cocaine.
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A futher commodity where there is active international involvement
is oil. In a few countries oil revenues do not even reach the government
budget, but are siphoned off by corruption. Oil companies are beginning to adopt better practices of transparency so that civil society within
countries can scrutinize what happens to oil income. NGOs such as
Global Witness have shown that it is possible through a combination of
corporate disclosure and public pressure to effect a major improvement
in the governance of natural resources. Such alliances between NGOs,
international corporations and the international financial institutions
are part of the emerging informal global economic architecture.
In tandem with better global regulation OECD governments can reduce the risk of violent conflict in the high-risk developing countries by
enhanced aid programs. As discussed in Chapter 2, aid is ineffective in
some environments, but there are many low-income countries in which
enhanced aid would raise growth and assist diversification away from
dependence on primary commodities. Collier and Hoeffler (2000) simulate the effect of aid combined with economic policy reform in a poor,
marginalized economy. Contrary to some suggestions, they find that
neither aid nor policy reform are themselves direct risk factors. Both
contribute to peace indirectly by raising growth and inducing diversification. In turn, growth and diversification reduce the risk of conflict.
They find that over a period of five years the risk of conflict could be
substantially reduced by aid combined with policy reform.

Globalization and culture

G

LOBALIZATION CAN BOTH INCREASE AND REDUCE CULTURAL
diversity. It increases diversity as foreign cultures are introduced by the power of communications and marketing, and
by immigration. It reduces diversity if a foreign culture displaces local
culture. Both these effects can be problematic.

Globalization increases diversity
Globalization increases social diversity as foreign cultures enter a society and co-exist with local culture. People become aware of different
lifestyles through trade. For example, as Russia has opened its economy,
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the Swedish retailer IKEA has introduced Scandinavian style to consumers in Moscow, but this has not driven out Russian style. People
also become aware of different lifestyles through migration. In Britain,
the chicken tikka introduced by South Asian immigrants has become
the most popular fast food, but this has not driven out fish and chips.
Greater cultural and ethnic diversity can make a society more dynamic, but it can also create problems. In popular perception diverse
societies find it harder to cooperate and are more prone to violent conflict. There is indeed evidence that within local communities-such as
cities in the United States or school boards in Kenya-cooperation is
more difficult if the community is multiethnic. Many relationships depend upon trust, and cultural diversity can make trust more difficult.
Initially, research suggested that these adverse effects of diversity were
sufficiently important to affect national economic performance (Easterly and Levine 1997). However, there are other effects of diversity that
are advantageous for growth: a diverse society has a wider range of information and more dynamic business networks. Subsequent research has
established that economic growth is not adversely affected by ethnic diversity as long as a country is democratic (Collier 2000, 2001). Diversity is generally detrimental only in the context of dictatorship: narrow,
ethnically based dictatorships are inclined to sacrifice the common good
of enhanced growth for their own group interest. Hence, the diversity of
globalization goes hand-in-hand with the need for democratization.
Similarly, the expectation that diversity increases violent conflict is
not borne out by research. Controlling for other characteristics, societies
that are highly diverse in terms of ethnicity and religion actually have a
lower risk of large-scale violent conflict than homogeneous societies
(Collier and Hoeffler 2001). The risk of violent conflict is somewhat
higher if the society has one ethnic group in a majority, facing minority
groups, but even this effect is quite small relative to other risk factors
such as poverty.

Globalization reduces diversity
Cultures differ, and the members of a culture have a strong interest in passing their own culture on to the next generation. For example, Bisin and
Verdier (2000) describe the considerable efforts that ethnic minorities devote to the inter-generational transmission of culture. Globalization can
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threaten this transmission, exposing youth to different cultures through the
spread of ideas, goods and advertising, and through the movement ofpeoples.
However, Bisin and Verdier find that cultures are remarkably resilient. Cultural transmission can withstand diversity, co-existing with other cultures in
the same society. Obviously, what it cannot withstand is a situation in which
imported culture is so powerful as to displace local culture. There are wellbased fears that globalization will weaken the inter-generational transmission of culture as a result of displacement effects.
The most likely displacement effects may be for local culture to be
displaced by western culture, and in particular by American culture.
American films and brands have a large presence in the world economy.
Both developing and developed countries see a danger of cultural homogenization and consequent loss of identity. The perception of the
danger is real and strongly felt. Some countries subsidize their film and
culture industries, which is permitted under W'TO exceptions for products with a high cultural content. But there is no simple answer to this
concern, and it is clearly a factor in countries' decision-making concerning integration with the global economy.

Globalization and the environment
Globalization and pollution
In previous chapters we have suggested that globalization raises incomes
in most of the world and intensifies competition. The higher consumption that this enables poses a potential threat of environmental pollution. The intensification of competition also creates a potential for a
race to the bottom" and "pollution havens." Governments may try to
attain a competitive advantage by lowering their environmental
standards: the beggar-thy-neighbor problem of protectionism may be
replaced by a beggar-thyself problem of globalization. Offsetting these
effects, as incomes rise through globalization, people can afford to give
greater priority to environmental quality. The net effect is likely to differ between countries. Some of the poorest countries may opt to become pollution havens. The new globalizers, where industrialization is
most rapid but incomes are still low, may face environmental deterioration. The rich countries may opt to improve their environments. We
now consider some of the evidence for these effects.
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First, consider the ambiguous net effect of rising income. Some research has suggested that there is an environmental "Kuznets curve"development initially worsens the environment, but eventually improves
it again. If so, this implies both that development threatens the environment and that something can be done-and usually is done-to rectify it.
There are quite good theoretical reasons to expect such a relationship, but
the empirical evidence for it is mixed. The theoretical underpinnings cover
political economy, technology, and economics. As incomes rise, concern
for the environment increases and this induces a policy response that improves the environment (Grossman 1995). If pollution abatement technology exhibits increasing returns to scale, growth of the economy makes
such technologies more accessible (Andreoni and Levinson 1998). For
those natural resources that are traded, scarcity will itself inhibit degradation (Unruh and Moomaw 1998), while structural change in the economy
favors service sectors that are less polluting than industry (Syrquin 1989).
The empirical evidence is contested. A recent survey concludes that there
is no evidence for a Kuznets curve in general (Borghesi 1999). However,
for particular aspects of the environment the evidence is sometimes stronger. For air quality there is a strong Kuznets curve, although the actual
turning point at which quality starts to improve is unclear (Cole, Rayner,
and Bates 1997; Harbaugh, Levinson, and Wilson 2000). On water quality there is also some evidence for a Kuznets effect. For most other environmental indicators there is no such evidence. Even where there is an
apparent Kuznets effect, most of the evidence comes from cross-section
analysis of countries. What might be happening is that there are two separate processes going on simultaneously: environmental deterioration in
developing countries and environmental improvement in rich countries,
rather than these being two observations on a single trajectory. The evidence is more difficult to interpret because there are so few middle-income countries at what might be the turning point. Studies of countries
that might be expected to be around the turning point find no evidence
for it. For example, a study of Malaysia finds only continuing environmental degradation (Vincent 1997).
The evidence certainly does not support the complacent notion that
environmental degradation is simply a temporary phase that can be easily reversed. On the contrary, degradation tends to accumulate over time
and can become much more costly to reverse; indeed, if the costs of
abatement become too high, environmental degradation becomes in an
economic sense irreversible. Hence, a development policy that puts a
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priority on growth at the expense of the environment may be shortsighted, incurring avoidably high future costs.
Now consider the effect of intensifying competition. Environmental
pollution can be limited through effective regulation. In turn, effective
regulation requires effective state action: regulations must be devised
and enforced by public agencies. Regulation is thus both a political and
a bureaucratic process. Potentially, the intensification of competition
can interfere with it as governments seek a competitive advantage for
their country by imposing lower standards than other countries. This
could show up both as a general race to lower standards and as pollution
havens-the countries with the fewest other locational advantages aggressively abandoning all standards.
While there isno dispute that in theory intensified competition could
give rise to pollution havens, the empirical evidence suggests that it has
not happened on a significant scale. The main reason is that the costs
imposed by environmental regulation are small relative to other considerations, and so their impact upon location decisions between rich and
poor countries is minimal. As discussed in Chapter 1,there are large cost
differences between locations due to factors such as transport, infrastructure and economic policy. By contrast, the cost of making a plant less
polluting is usually remarkably cheap.
During third wave globalization, the new globalizers have indeed increased their share of global industrial production. This has increased
their share of pollution intensive industries (Mani and Wheeler 1998).
However, this increased production of pollution-intensive goods was not
related to exporting: it largely met domestic demand. Developing countries harnessed their comparative advantage in labor-intensive industries,
not in pollution-intensive industries. They have not increased their share

of global pollution-intensive industrial exports. Indeed, their exports to
rich countries are less pollution-intensive than their imports. The rich
countries have actually strengthened their comparative advantage in
pollution-intensive industries despite stricter environmental standards
(Sorsa 1994; Mani and Wheeler 1998; Albrecht 1998). As we will see,
developing countries do face severe problems of industrial pollution,
but not as a result of pollution haven effects. Indeed, foreign-owned
plants in developing countries, precisely the ones that according to the
theory would be most attracted by low standards, tend to be less pollut-

ing than indigenous plants in the same industry. Most multinational
companies adopt near-uniform standards globally, often well above the
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local government-set standards (Dowell, Hart, and Yeung 2000; Schot
and Fischer 1993). This suggests that they relocate plants to developing
countries for reasons other than low environmental standards. Paradoxically, the pollution haven effect may be more important within the national boundaries of a developed country than between rich and poor
countries. Within a national boundary many of the other locational factors are less important, and so local environmental regulations might
matter more. For example, there is evidence that regulations do affect
locational decisions within the United States (Becker and Henderson
1997; Henderson 1996).
Similarly, there is little evidence for a race to the bottom-a competitive lowering of standards. New theoretical research suggests that this
would manifest itself most strongly in the new globalizing economies
(Chau and Kanbur 2001). However, two empirical studies do not find
that countries have lowered their standards to attract foreign investment
or to increase exports (Wheeler 2001; Jaffe and others 1995). Wheeler
analyzes data on air quality in the industrial heartlands of three major
new globalizing countries: Brazil, China, and Mexico. He finds that far
from experiencing a race to the bottom, all three have registered improvements in air quality.
However, developing countries-both the more globalized and less
globalized areas-do face major problems in developing effective environmental regulation. For example, a recent study of China shows that
current environmental regulations are far weaker than would be justified if the social costs of abatement were properly balanced against the
social benefits (Wang and Wheeler 1996). Such regulation requires both
political and bureaucratic action. In many countries business lobbies
can oppose the tightening of standards on the spurious grounds that
this would impair their competitiveness. This process, known as "regulatory chill," is much more plausible than a competitive lowering of
standards. The new globalizers need to raise their regulatory standards
quickly as they rapidly industrialize, and this sort of lobbying can slow
the process down. In addition to regulatory chill-which affects the
political process-satisfactory environmental standards are impaired by
weak bureaucracies. Some states have only limited capability for effective bureaucratic action. They lack the necessary revenue and skill base.
Failing states will have poor enforcement of environmental standards
regardless of their regulations. They are most unlikely to become international havens for polluting industries because virtually all industry
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needs supporting services that failing states cannot provide. However,
local industry will be far more environmentally damaging than would
be socially desirable. Where pollution has become particularly serious
it sometimes provokes effective popular pressure. For example, in the
Mexican city of Ciudad Guars smoke emissions from small brick kilns
provoked widespread public pressure that induced politicians to act. In
Indonesia environmental standards are effectively enforced by the simple
strategy of grading firms according to their compliance and publicizing
the results. More generally, the effectiveness of pollution control depends on the combination of a bureaucratic capability to measure pollutants and a political capability to act on the information. Democratic
and participatory arrangements make it more likely that information
will be used and can also make it more likely that it is collected. Countries differ markedly in the receptivity of the political process to the
concerns of ordinary people, and this, rather than an environmental
Kuznets curve, may account for the differing environmental paths. Many
countries are simply not implementing pollution abatement measures
that are readily available, cheap, and effective.

Globalization and deforestation
Official figures from the U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
suggest that tropical regions are experiencing deforestation at a rate of
about 0.7 percent per year and that this is accelerating. Such severe deforestation has several adverse consequences: the loss of a sustainable
supply of forest products, hydrological impacts such as flooding, reduced
biodiversity, and an increase in net greenhouse gas emissions.
Models of deforestation find that both growth and economic liberalization can accelerate deforestation (Angelsen and Kaimowitz 1999).
Growth is associated with the encroachment of agriculture, and liberalization is associated with commercial logging, the two main causes of deforestation. However, establishing the effect of development on forest cover
poses similar problems to its effect on environmental pollution. The global time series data are doubtful: for example, the FAO uses a model to
estimate forest loss in which it is assumed that increased population density causes deforestation (Rudel and Roper 1997). However, the anthropological evidence challenges precisely this relationship. In a study of long
term environmental change in Machakos, Kenya, Tiffen (1993) found
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that increased population density had actually reduced environmental
degradation as open access resources were transformed into rule-managed
regimes. Fairhead and Leach (1998) find a similar pattern in six West
African countries. They conclude that official estimates of deforestation
for these countries during the 20th century are between three and five
times too high. Just because a natural resource becomes more valuable
does not necessarily imply that it will become exploited in an unsustainable fashion. The response of Machakos farmers is an instance of a general
phenomenon, the incentive to create regulated management.
While the extent of the global problem is thus contested, there are
undeniably high rates of deforestation in some countries. Currently,
the highest annual rates of tropical deforestation appear to be in the
Philippines (3.5 percent), Sierra Leone (3 percent), and Thailand (2.6
percent). These disturbingly high rates may not be the direct result of
the global market, but rather a particular interaction between it and
local institutions. Ross (2001) provides an insightful analysis of deforestation in Thailand, one of the new globalizers. He shows how, as
timber became more valuable, state officials themselves actively undermined the institutions that had been effectively regulating the industry. By undermining the institutions they were able to create opportunities for corruption-a process he terms "rent seizing." While
in Thailand the dismantling of forestry regulation occurred in the context of overall development, deforestation in Sierra Leone occurred in
a context of generalized state failure. As discussed above, this failure
was in part attributable to the unregulated extraction of diamonds by
rebel groups. Both cases suggest that local institutions can be undermined by the presence of valuable natural resources, although the effect is not inevitable: local actors also have an incentive to build institutions to regulate valuable resources, and the effect of international
trade itself may be quite modest.
Although trade flows in tropical timber are relatively small (see box
4.2), there have been proposals to impose quotas or bans to counteract
deforestation (see box 4.3). However, such efforts are unlikely to be successful unless they are part of an international mechanism by which countries are compensated for maintaining forests' global services for
biodiversity and carbon sequestration. Domestic improvement of institutions is more likely to be effective where most production is for the
domestic market, where the problems associated with deforestation are
domestic, and where the policy failures are also domestic.
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Box 4.2

Trade in tropical timber

A CLOSER LOOK AT THE INTERNATIONAL MARKET

in tropical timber (industrial roundwood, sawnwood,
wood-based panels, woodpulp, and paper products)
shows that both export and import markets are largely
dominated by developed countries. The principal
exporters of forest products are North America and
Western Europe, which in 1996 exported 35 percent
and 39 percent of the world's industrial forest
products, respectively (FAO 1999). The export share
of developing countries varies considerably across
commodity groups, with focus on industrial
roundwood and wood-based panels (FAO 1999).
Developing countries' share of total imports is the
same as their export share, and relatively minor, with
22 percent of total world imports in 1996 (FAO
1999). As regards exports as a share of total
production in 1996, developing countries exported
7 percent of their roundwood, 10 percent of
sawnwood, and 39 percent of wood-based panels.
The rest was consumed locally (FAO 1999).
The relatively small share of tropical timber in
international trade flows prompted Sedja and
Simpson's (1999) result that further trade liberalization in wood products would have only very modest

impact on deforestation. Panday and Wheeler (2000)
analyze the effect of structural adjustment policies
on wood products in 112 developing countries from
1961 to 1998. They find that although adjustment
had strong impacts on imports, exports, production,
and consumption of wood products, the net impact
on domestic roundwood production (as a proxy for
forest exploitation) has been close to zero. However,
if trade liberalization leads to higher prices for tropical timber, deforestation may increase as logging becomes more profitable (Von Amsberg 1994, Barbier
and others 1995, Deacon 1995). Furthermore, there
is also an indirect effect of timber logging, apart from
the removal of trees and other damage incurred to
surrounding forest during timber extraction. Opening up and improving access to the forests facilitates
agricultural conversion and fuelwood collection.
Thus, the total effect of timber logging is likely to be
understated by the contribution of wood extraction
to deforestation. For the Philippines, Boyd, Hyde,
and Krotilla (1991) find that tariff reduction for timber products would exacerbate deforestation. However, the main reasons are policy failures in the forestry sector and poor timber management.

Environmental regulation thus requires substantially more effort and
resources than simple, targeted control of a few pollutants. Whether
regulatory development can keep pace with economic development depends on whether environmental regulatory institutions can develop faster
than public institutions more generally. The evidence is sparse, but the
World Bank's own indicators of institutional and policy development
provide some grounds for optimism (Wheeler 2000). Even general policy
indicators are not closely correlated with economic development; they
exhibit great variation at each income level. Further, environmental policy
is sometimes far in advance of general policy, for example, in Belize,
Bhutan, Ecuador, the Maldives, and the Seychelles. These are all
countries where specific natural resources are important determinants of
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Box 4.3 The use of trade instruments to address environmental issues is not
the best sustainable approach
ALTHOUGH TRADE FLOWS IN TROPICAL TIMBER

trade are small, and timber extraction is not a major
source of deforestation, trade restrictions on timber
have been proposed to address the global
environmental aspects of deforestation. Such
restrictions would be imposed on resource-based
commodities exported by countries hosting
threatened biodiversity, and imported by countries
that are recipients of global biodiversity benefits.
The Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species (CITES) is an example of an
international agreement in the form of a ban on
trade in selective endangered species, including
some timber. Proposals for further trade bans in
tropical timber have been advanced by timberimporting countries. Local governments in
Germany and the Netherlands have implemented
bans on the use of tropical timber. Product labeling
has been implemented in Austria. The Netherlands
has adopted a policy of importing only sustainably
managed tropical timber since 1995 (Barbier and

others 1994; Government of the Netherlands 1991).
And the EU Parliament has brought forward a
proposal to impose annual quotas on imports of
tropical hardwood (Dean 1995).
The existing CITES ban is controversial, both
politically and conceptually. Bulte and Kooten
(1999) conclude that it arrested the decline of the
African elephant population, and that continued
trade and poaching could have driven the species
to extinction. However, some African countries are
now hosting growing elephant herds and criticize
the convention because it prevents them from benefiting from their sustainable population management by exporting ivory.
Many experts (Barbier and others 1994; Swanson
1995) disapprove of trade bans like CITES: they are
difficult to enforce (especially over the long run),
create huge profits from illegal trade, and provide
little incentive for host countries to implement sustainable resource management. There are similar reservations regarding a ban on tropical timber.

tourist revenue. In such cases even countries with low overall policy ratings have proven capable of focused efforts to protect critical environmental assets (Wheeler 2000). This reinforces the conclusion that even
poorly administered societies can strengthen regulation when environmental damage is clear, costly, and concentrated in a few sites.

Global warming and other transnational environmental problems
In general, environmental problems (whether pollution or illegal trade
in biodiversity) become harder to control when their effects are widespread and cross jurisdictional boundaries. Local public goods can often
be regulated effectively by policymakers in individual countries. Regional
and global public goods often require international coordination and
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treaties. Already, more than 200 multilateral environmental agreements
(MEAs) have been concluded. The result is a form of environmental
globalization-a growing international structure for environmental
management reflecting the diversity of the issues and interests involved.
Few of these MEAs regulate trade or contain trade provisions. Box 4.4
summarizes those that are of significance to the relationship between the
environment and trade.
In general, trade restrictions are not the best option to protect the
environment. Measures should be designed to affect the primary source
of the problem in production, consumption, or waste disposal, regardless of whether the product is internationally traded. When one country's
production or consumption decisions impose environmental

Box 4.4

Multilateral environmental agreements with trade provisions

CONVENTION ON INTERNATIONAL

TRADE IN

Endangered Species (CITES). Bans commercial
international trade in an agreed list of endangered
species. It also regulates and monitors (by use of
permits, quotas, and other restrictive measures) trade
in other species that might become endangered.
Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete
the Stratospheric Ozone Layer. Lists certain substances as ozone depleting and bans all trade in those
substances between parties and non-parties. Similar
bans may be implemented against parties as part of
the protocol's non-compliance procedure. The protocol also contemplates allowing import bans on
products made with, but not containing, ozonedepleting substances-a ban based on process and
production methods.
Basel Convention on the Control of
Transboundary Movement of Hazardous Wastes
and Their Disposal. Allows parties only to export a
hazardous waste to another party that has not banned
its import and that consents to the import in writing. Parties may not import from or export to a nonparty. They are also obliged to prevent the import or
export of hazardous wastes if they have reason to
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believe that the wastes will not be treated in an environmentally sound manner at their destination.
Rotterdam Convention on the Prior Informed
Consent Procedure for Certain Hazardous Chemicals and Pesticides in International Trade (PIC).
From the convention's agreed list of chemicals and
pesticides, parties can decide which ones they cannot manage safely and, therefore, will not import.
When trade in the controlled substances does take
place, labeling and information requirements must
be followed. Decisions made by the parties must be
trade neutral: if a party decides not to consent to
imports of a specific chemical, it must also stop domestic production of the chemical for domestic use,
as well as imports from any non-party.
Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety. Restricts import of some living genetically modified organisms
as part of a carefully specified risk management procedure, as parties determine. Living GMOs that will
be intentionally released to the environment are subject to an advance informed agreement procedure,
and those destined for use as food, feed, or processing must be accompanied by documents identifying them.
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externalities on other countries, such as acid rain, global warming, and
biodiversity destruction, MEAs should be established to tax the unwanted emissions or fund the installation of appropriate technology or
institutions. Only if this approach is not feasible may there be a theoretical case for using trade policy. Markusen (1975) and Baumol and
Oates (1975, 1988) demonstrated that, in the case of transboundary
pollution, a tariff on a polluting good could improve welfare. Further,
tariffs may discipline countries to join and abide by MEAs. Even when
some countries causing the environmental problem do not join an MEA,
tariffs could avoid an undermining of the agreement through so called
"pollution leakage." However, such tariffs would have to be well crafted
since a large body of evidence shows that developing country factories
exhibit great diversity in environmental performance (Wheeler and others 1999). It would therefore be inefficient and counterproductive to
impose tariffs equally on exports from all firms. A further problem with
tariffs for environmental purposes is that they could be challenged under GATT/WTO regulations (see box 4.5). The potential conflict between multilateral trade rules and multilateral environmental protection is one of the most contentious issues between environmental activists
and those favoring trade liberalization.
However, to force developing countries to adopt OECD-quality environmental standards through trade threats would be an abuse of power by
the industrial countries. Tariffs would be a form of taxation on poor
countries-aid in reverse. If rich countries want higher standards than poor
countries would themselves choose, they should induce poor countries to
adopt higher standards through positive incentives rather than coercion.
The case of ozone-depleting chemicals demonstrates that the international community can control transboundary pollution effectively when
the damage is obvious and widespread, and financial resources are made
available to finance pollution abatement by poorer countries. Effective
control of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) under the Montreal Protocol (see
box 4.4) has been greatly aided by the relative concentration of major
CFC sources, the willingness of OECD governments to subsidize rapid
conversion, and the availability of substitutes. Similar factors have promoted effective international action to remove lead from gasoline.
In more diffuse, long-run cases such as persistent organic pollutants
(POPs) and greenhouse gases, however, the international community has
not mobilized as effectively. International negotiations for POPs phaseout
have begun, because developing country governments perceive dear risks
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Box 4.5 The World Trade Organization and multilateral environmental
agreements
DO GATT/WTO RULES PREVENT ENVIRONMENTAL

protection?This question is one of the key issues in
the relationship between trade and environment.
According to its charter, the WTO strives for "the
optimal use of the world's resources in accordance
with the objective of sustainable development," and
says that "members do not want to intervene in national or international environmental policies." Environmental advocacy groups have a different view.
Greenpeace argues that the "application of the WTO
rules is interfering with the ability of governments
to respond to citizen demands for protection against
threats to environment and health." And they conclude that "'WTO policies fail to acknowledge that
the....ecosystem imposed fixed limits on the amount
of resources human beings can consume....without
creating....an ecological catastrophe." At the heart of
the debate is the potential conflict of trade measures
in MEAs and GATT/WTO rules.
WTO and MEAs: So far, no dispute has arisen
between WTO rules and trade measures in MEAs.
However, several of the trade measures could potentially lead to violations of the central GATT/WTO

rule of non-discrimination between members. If a
GATT/WTO member follows rules of an MEA to
which it is party and applies trade restrictions against
another GATT/WTO member that is not party to
the MEA, but not against those GATT/WTO members who have signed the MEA, the rule of nondiscrimination would be violated.
The WTO recognizes the potential conflict, but
takes the view that problems are unlikely to arise. In
the event of a conflict, the WTO considers its dispute settlement provisions satisfactory to tackle any
problem.
Environmental NGOs, however, fear that in case
of a clash free trade may prevail over environmental
protection. The World Wildlife Fund thus advocates
a reform of the WTO to "fully respect the authority
and rules of international conservation and environmental agreements" and to "clearly recognize the limits of its jurisdiction over environmental questions."
Greenpeace similarly demands that the WTO "ensure that its rules and decisions support rather than
interfere with the objectives and effective implementation of MEAs."

for their own populations (Thornton 2000). As regards efforts to control
greenhouse gases, a number of factors have so far prevented effective abatement. Environmental damage will accrue mostly in poor countries, is uncertain, and probably will take place well in the future. At the same time,
the costs of reducing greenhouse gases will fall mainly on rich countries,
are high, and must be paid now. If one looks at the seven largest emitters
(accounting for 70 percent of CO 2 emissions) there are large differences
in per capita emissions in rich countries such as the United States compared to poor countries such as India (figure 4.1).
The Kyoto protocol approach to greenhouse gasses is for rich countries
to set themselves targets for emissions reduction, which is a positive step.
The Global Commons Institute, an NGO, has come up with an innova140
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Figure 4.1

Per capita CO2 emissions inthe E-7 economies, 1998
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tive proposal that could extend participation in emissions reduction beyond the present signatories. The proposal entails agreeing on a target
level of emissions by the year 2015 and then allocating these emissions to
everyone in the world proportionally. Rich countries would get allocations well below their current level of emissions, while poor countries would
get allocations well above. There would then be a market for emission
permits. Poor countries could earn income selling some of their permits;
rich and poor countries alike would have strong incentives to put energysaving policies into place; and private industry would have strong incentives to invent new, cleaner technologies.
Similar international cooperative action has been favored by experts
in view of the global environmental services from forests, both for preserving biodiversity and for carbon sequestration. Any agreement would
have to find a mechanism to internalize positive externalities by paying
for global forest services (Nordstroem and Vaughan 1999; Barbier 2000).
This could be done either by relying on new markets for environmental
services, such as joint implementation, bioprospecting deals, debt-fornature swaps, or by establishing a global environmental organization
that would ensure that host countries receive international compensation for additional conservation efforts that protect or provide global
environmental benefits (Barbier 2000). So far, however, the convention
on biological diversity and the international forest agreement have not
received full international support.
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Summary of recommendations

O
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OF THE DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE THIRD WAVE

of globalization is that the importance of developing
countries in the world economy is growing. As this process
occurs, it will be natural and desirable for this growing presence to be
reflected in the power relations within international institutions such as
the WTO, U.N. Security Council, World Bank, and IME The situation
of each of these institutions is different, but the general point is that an
increasing amount of economic interaction will be taking place outside of
the OECD, so it is important that the new players in the world economy
have substantial say in the architecture governing these interactions.
Globalization does limit the independence of national governments in
some dimensions, but governments have many degrees of freedom to
manage the interaction between trade, capital, and labor flows, on the one
hand, and national culture and environment, on the other. Trade in cultural products should retain the special exemptions that they have within
WTO rules. Many countries subsidize cultural products and cultural preservation in different ways, and globalization is consistent with the maintenance of a vibrant culture.
Similarly, many countries and communities are improving environmental conditions as globalization proceeds. Make no mistake: rapid industrialization in the new globalizers will increase pollution unless checked by
improved regulation. There is great variation in environmental conditions
in developing and developed countries, including among successful
globalizers. Thus, it is possible to protect the environment through local
collective action, but many locations are not doing it.
Global warming requires international collective action. There are
many ways of achieving effective restraint. The Kyoto protocol approach
is for rich countries to set themselves targets for emissions reductions,
and the recent agreement between European nations and Japan to move
ahead with the protocol is a positive step forward. Looking further down
the road, it is critically important to get at least all of the E-7 involved.
The Global Commons Institute, an NGO, has come up with an innovative proposal for how to do this. The proposal entails agreeing on a
target level of emissions by the year 2015 and then allocating these emissions to everyone in the world proportionally. Rich countries would get
allocations well below their current level of emissions, while poor countries would get allocations well above. There would then be a market for
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emission permits. Poor countries could earn income selling some of their
permits; rich and poor countries alike would have strong incentives to
put energy-saving policies into place; and private industry would have
strong incentives to invent new, cleaner technologies. One of the hopeful things about globalization is how an innovative idea like this can
quickly gain currency and support.
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FIVE

An Agenda for Action
INCE 1980 THE WORLD HAS INTEGRATED AS NEVER

before: poor countries with some 3 billion people have
broken into global industrial markets. As poor people in
these countries get jobs, the tide of poverty and inequality
that had previously engulfed the world is starting to
turn. So far, this process is fragile. Some 2 billion people
live in countries that have been left out of globalization. Action is needed
to reinforce and secure what could become a historic turning point.
As the world has integrated, for the first time in history civil society
has become able to conduct a global discourse. This has created the potential, and the urgent need, for global collective action. There is a backlog of problems needing global action, and globalization itself has created problems as well as prosperity. Developing countries have divided
into more globalized ones, where poverty is rapidly diminishing, and
less globalized ones, where poverty is rising. The rapid growth of the
new globalizers is generating profound changes in their societies and is
challenging rich countries in some markets. The absolute decline of many
marginalized countries is a tragedy for both them and the world. An
integrated world can neither tolerate nor withstand the exclusion of 2
billion people from the prospect of prosperity.
Concern about globalization is itself a global phenomenon. Our
report has highlighted many of the anxieties that people have about
globalization. Most are grounded in reality. The objective of our research is to examine the effects of different aspects of integration, with
two main aims in mind: helping countries to find policies that reduce
and mitigate the costs and risks of integration, and helping them to
assess tradeoffs so they can make well-informed choices. Our point of
departure is that many poor countries have chosen to become more
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integrated with the global economy. Research can help them design
policies for this integration and inform their policy debates. In this
concluding chapter we pull together our discussion.
In the next section we organize our findings around the various anxieties about globalization. Although the world in integrating, it is deeply
divided: many anxieties stem from the particular experiences of various
countries. We take in turn the anxieties of the countries that are less
globalized, the anxieties of the new globalizers, and those of the rich
countries. We conclude with those concerns that are truly global. Sometimes people are worrying about the right things, sometimes about the
wrong things. Some of the adverse effects of globalization have not received sufficient attention, while some of the imagined adverse effects
turn out not to be major problems.
In the final section we propose an agenda for action. Although globalization has created problems, it has also been the engine of remarkable
poverty reduction among the 3 billion people of the new globalizing countries. Actions that simply reverse globalization would come at an intolerably high price, destroying the prospects of prosperity for many millions
of poor people. There are less divisive, less cavalier ways of meeting wellfounded concerns. Some policy changes will require global action. Others
depend on the specific actions of governments in developing countries
and rich counties. Bringing about these policy changes will require popular pressure not just for global action, but for national action.

Anxieties and their foundation
Anxieties of the less globalized countries
Some two billion people live in countries that are not integrating strongly
in the global economy. They are dependent on a narrow range of primary
commodity exports and on average are in absolute economic decline.
Continued economic marginalization. The core anxiety of many
countries is that they will be marginalized, failing to penetrate global
industrial markets even if they change policies. For many of these countries this anxiety is likely to be misplaced, but only if policy and institutional change are substantial and thought through locally so that it
is appropriate for local circumstances. Simply liberalizing trade policy
will not usually be sufficient for success in global markets. The entire
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investment climate must be improved, from infrastructure through to
the supporting institutions.
For some countries, however, continued marginalization will be the
harsh reality. Some countries are so disadvantaged by location that they
probably have little realistic prospect of developing. Which countries fall
into this category is uncertain: economists' record of forecasting failure is
not impressive. Nobel prize winner James Meade forecast in the 1950s
that Mauritius was doomed to dependence on sugar: in the 1970s it became one of the world's fastest growing countries by penetrating the global garments market. Nobel winner Gunnar Myrdal forecast in the 1960s
that Indonesia would not develop: in the 1980s it began dramatic reductions in poverty, aided by labor-intensive manufactured exports. While it
is therefore unwise to write countries off, it would be equally foolish to
imagine that all countries will industrialize. For the countries that do not
industrialize, the global challenge is to aid alternative development strategies and to permit migration to other areas.
The failure of the state. Some governments in marginalized countries face real anxieties about their physical control of their own territory. Poverty, dependence on primary commodity exports, and economic
decline are all significant risk factors in violent internal conflict. More
broadly, the state often lacks the capacity for effective delivery of public
services and for regulation of the environment. Social outcomes can deteriorate as a result, as they have in much of Africa. Conflict, poverty,
and a lack of human development feed on each other, like a trap.

Anxieties of the new globalizers
Some 3 billion people live in countries that have recently succeeded in
penetrating global industrial markets. Their economies are in the early
stages of rapid growth that is already bringing down poverty. This growth
is probably dependent on continued access to OECD markets. Rapid
economic growth brings social and environmental disruption, challenging both the government and civil society to provide new forms of social
and environmental protection.
Being shut out of markets. One of the main anxieties ofpolicymakers in
the new globalizing countries is that they will be shut out of rich country
markets. These leaders have been encouraged for a long time to open up
their economies, and now that many developing countries have moved on
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this agenda there is real concern about rising protectionism in rich countries. Overall rich country trade policies are relatively open, but sectors
where they maintain protection are precisely those in which the new
globalizers have comparative advantage. Developing countries confront
European agricultural subsidies, U.S. anti-dumping actions, foot dragging over the phaseout of the multifiber agreement governing textile trade,
and high tariffs on selected products produced by developing countries.
Part of this fear of being shut out of markets relates to the growing
trend to add institutional requirements to trade agreements. Efforts to
impose labor and environmental regulations through trade sanctions
could become new forms of protectionism.
Being subject to the whims of distant investors. Many of the new
globalizers have opened up for foreign investment at the same time that
they have liberalized trade. It makes sense that these policies go together.
Much of the manufactures and services trade in today's world is related
to production networks and MNCs. The developing countries that have
seen large increases in imports and exports are by and large the same
ones that have received the largest flows of FDI. The entry of MNCs
does not inevitably weaken governments. As the new globalizers grow,
the size of their government sector should usually grow both absolutely
and relative to the rest of the economy. The share of government expenditure in GDP is only 20 percent in low- and middle-income countries,
versus 30-50 percent in richer countries.
One of the deepest fears in the developing world is of financial and
exchange rate crises that have huge costs. Such fears are sensible. Even
with sound fundamentals, financially open economies can be hit by contagion effects of crises starting elsewhere. As in domestic markets, international financial markets can be beset by irrational booms and crashes.
We have emphasized that full financial opening must be approached
cautiously. We agree with the strategy of such countries as China and
India to allow FDI while maintaining capital controls on other flows.
Also, some of that FDI can be into the banking sector, helping to
strengthen the domestic financial infrastructure. Allowing foreign banks
to provide services is different from opening the capital account, although
as FDI, including in financial services, proceeds, it probably becomes
more difficult to isolate an economy from the international financial
market. Good fundamentals alone are not sufficient to insulate countries from financial crises, but they certainly help.
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Being uncompetitive. The new globalizers fear being uncompetitive.
The typical developing country must compete with the big corporations
from the rich countries, the established emerging markets such as Korea,
and the big newcomers, especially China. The firm-level evidence shows
clearly that opening up is likely to lead to the closure of some plants, and
there will be more turnover in an open economy. However, there will also
be more entry-plants of foreign firms and domestic entrepreneurs will
start up in response to new opportunities. Firms and locations in the developing world can be competitive. There are many successful examples.
Clearly an important agenda for the new globalizers is continued improvement in the investment climate. This involves the regulatory framework for starting and closing firms and for hiring and firing workers. It
also involves infrastructure (financial services, telecommunications, ports,
and power) and economic governance (contract enforcement, fair taxation, and control of corruption). We have emphasized that developing
countries can use FDI and the international market for services to improve elements of the investment climate. Many countries have benefited
from foreign investment in banking, telecommunications, and power.
Trading good jobs for bad ones. The importance of creating a good
climate for firms naturally raises fears that globalization works against
workers and will lead to heightened inequality in developing countries.
The evidence shows that this is not the case. Trade liberalization, FDI,
and out-migration of unskilled workers have all been found to raise wages
in the South. More generally, the developing countries participating
strongly in globalization have seen large increases in per capita income,
with the benefits widely diffused. The result has been rapid reductions
in poverty. For poor countries, integration has not resulted in a "race to
the bottom" in wages and labor standards. To the contrary, incomes and
wages have risen, and along with them have come improvements in labor standards. Raising family income is the most effective way to reduce
abusive child labor.
While integration raises wages on average and for many specific occupations, there will inevitably be some losers from globalization. Capitalists and workers in protected industries are the most visible losers,
which is why they are a vocal force for protection in all countries. We
also noted that in an open economy there will be more turnover of firms,
creating temporary unemployment and hardship. Finally, there is a tendency for opening up to raise the return to education. This more
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dynamic environment calls for new types of social protection. To get
reforms underway may require one-time compensation schemes for workers who would otherwise suffer large losses. Well-designed unemployment insurance and severance pay systems can provide protection to
formal sector workers in an environment that will now have more entry
and exit of firms. But the poorest people are better reached through selftargeting programs such as food-for-work schemes. Finally, and perhaps
most important, the combination of openness and a well-educated labor
force produces especially good results for poverty reduction and human
welfare. Hence, a good education system that provides opportunities for
all is critical for success in this globalizing world.
Environmental degradation. The rapid industrialization taking place
in the new globalizers can substantially increase pollution and depletion of natural resources. However, this is not inevitable; for example,
air quality in many globalizing cities has been rising. The outcome
depends on the ability to develop effective regulation. Far from environmental regulation being a luxury that can lag development, the
necessary institutions must be developed more rapidly than general
institutional development.
Social dislocation. As the new globalizers develop rapidly, they face
massive internal migrations from rural areas to towns. Often adjoining
countries are being marginalized, so there is also large-scale immigration.
These influxes increase social and ethnic diversity and this in turn can
make social cooperation more difficult. There is indeed evidence that ethnically diverse cities tend to have worse-performing public services. However, the research evidence suggests that these anxieties are greatly exaggerated. Diverse societies are not more prone to large-scale violence. Indeed,
the rapid income growth of the new globalizers ismaking them safer societies. Despite the greater difficulties of cooperation, diverse societies have
offsetting advantages. Overall economic performance is not adversely affected by diversity as long as societies are democratic.
International imbalances in power. During the Cold War some developing countries gained an international voice by playing the superpowers against each other. During the past decade the world has been
more unipolar than at any time for at least a century. However, on present
patterns of growth this phase will be short lived. Partly as a result of
globalization, China and India are both growing far more rapidly than
the OECD economies. Over the coming decades international economic
power is likely to be multipolar, and this in turn can be expected gradually to reshape the architecture of international governance.
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Rich country anxieties are somewhat different
There may well be more anxiety about globalization in rich countries
than in poor ones. Certainly the nature of the fears and their foundations in reality are somewhat different.
Globalization and terrorism. Evidently, after the attack on the World
Trade Center, one of the big fears in rich countries is that globalization
has increased the risk of international terrorism. In an important sense
this is correct: terrorist organizations have globalized more rapidly than
have government efforts to counter them. Given the international structure of modern terrorism, isolated national efforts to counter it have
become ineffective-anti-terrorism has become a global public good. As
with other such goods, it has been woefully under-supplied. International terrorism has not only exploited the limitations of uncoordinated
national efforts, it has also exploited the safe havens available in failed
states. Development policy can play an important role in ending these
safe havens. Economic weakness is a major cause of state failure; and
economic recovery is integral to state reconstruction.
Globalization and inequality within rich countries. One of the biggest fears in rich countries is that globalization is leading to greater inequality. This fear has more foundation for rich countries than for poor
ones. The evidence suggests that FDI from North to South and migration from South to North both raise wages in the South and reduce
wages in the North, other things being equal. Thus, these aspects of
integration can be equalizing in the South and disequalizing in the North.
The United States has seen a significant rise in inequality, and credible estimates suggest that migration has played a role in this, though
skill-biased technological change and tax policy have also clearly played
a role. The very large differences in inequality between equally globalized rich countries suggest that factors other than globalization are
more important.
Globalization and the loss of manufacturing jobs to low-wage countries. Most developed countries have been shifting employment out of
manufacturing during the third wave of globalization. Some of this is
due to changes in technology-manufacturing has become less labor
intensive-but some of it is undoubtedly due to the movement of manufacturing jobs to low-income countries.
This need not imply rising unemployment or falling manufacturing wages, but rather a shift from manufacturing to service jobs. Highwage manufacturing will not be wiped out. Manufacturing within the
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high-income countries has an enormous competitive advantage due to
its proximity to its major market. Far from modern technology eliminating these advantages, it might actually be increasing them. The new
retail technologies pioneered by Wal-Mart, with information on market conditions passed to suppliers daily, create a premium on very rapid
delivery to market. Manufacturing workers in rich countries will continue to earn much higher wages than their counterparts in the new
globalizers, simply because they are in the right place.
Globalization and homogenization. If globalization forces everyone
toward common institutions and policies, then Europe can expect the
kind of developments that have occurred in the United States. The United
States is the largest and in some respects the most successful economy on
earth, generating opportunities for millions of poor people, many of
them immigrants from developing countries, to rise to prosperity. But it
is not the only model of success. Several European and Asian economies
match or exceed the American level of income per capita while having
radically different policies and more equal social outcomes. For example,
Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Japan, and Norway are relatively open economies. All have far less inequality than the United States with similar
average income. By combining prosperity with equity they are the closest the world has yet come to eradicating poverty. Voters in the United
States and these countries have chosen substantially different models,
both of which work given their respective histories.
Culturally, as societies integrate in many respects, they become more
diverse: IKEA has brought Swedish design to Russians, co-existing with
Russian design; Indian immigrants and McDonalds' have brought chicken
tikka and hamburgers to Britain, co-existing with fish and chips. However, without policies to foster local and other cultural traditions, many
fear globalization may indeed lead to a dominance of American culture.

Global anxieties
Mounting global inequality. A widespread view of globalization is that
it "makes rich people richer and poor people poorer." This simply does
not seem to be true: poverty is falling rapidly in those poor countries
that are integrating into the global economy. As Amartya Sen has argued, a more accurate concern would be over the staggering level of
global inequality rather than its change. In the century before 1980
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world inequality increased enormously; since then it has stabilized and
may be declining. The pre-industrial world was more equal but much
poorer, and returning to such a world is neither realistic nor desirable.
Rather, the benefits of modernization must be spread more widely.
Since 1980 this has begun to happen: the new globalizers are catching
up with the rich countries. Poverty is largely rural; people are seizing
the opportunities provided by industrialization to migrate from rural
poverty to the first rungs of the urban jobs ladder. But so far, countries
with about 2 billion people have not participated strongly in
gobalization and have been falling further behind.
This pattern of convergence for some poor countries and divergence
for others can be changed. Many more poor countries can globalize
and join the group that is converging on rich countries. However, it
would be unrealistic to expect all poor countries to be able to integrate
into global industrial production. Opening up to trade and investment will not do much for people in many of the locations that are
stagnating and by itself cannot be the solution to poverty there. For
some of the currently marginalized countries, the key problem is poor
institutions and policies. In other cases there are severe geographic problems of disease and isolation. While opening up will not do much for
these locations, it is also clear that closing themselves off from the
world economy has not generated prosperity.
While economic globalization cannot do much to help these locations, social globalization-recognizing an affinity among people that
does not stop at national borders-may have more potential. It can be
the impetus for global solutions to problems of poor governance, health,
and infrastructure.
Global warming. Economic development, spurred by globalization,
creates new environmental problems that must be tackled at the global
level. An important worldwide fear is that governments will not move
effectively to limit greenhouse gas emissions and roll back global warming. There is broad agreement among scientists that human activity has
led to global warming and that much greater climate change is in store
unless collective, corrective actions are taken. Where the problem comes
from is clear. Seven economies (the E-7) account for 70 percent of CO2
emissions. The United States, with only 4 percent of the world's population, emits nearly 25 percent of greenhouse gases. China is the second
largest emitter, followed by the EU, the Russian Federation, Japan, India, and Brazil. In per capita terms the United States (with 20 metric
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tons per capita) is far ahead of other economies in terms of CO 2 emissions. Per capita emissions in China, Brazil, and India lag far behind
those of the developed countries, and these disparities must be taken
into account in any global agreement to roll back the emissions that
cause global warming.
Globalization and the power of governments, labor, and capital. As a
country integrates into the global industrial economy the role of government does not diminish. Traditional functions such as education still must
be carried out, and to a higher standard, while government takes on new
functions such as social protection and environmental regulation. In some
areas of policy-notably macroeconomic management-room for maneuver is reduced. However, governments retain a wide range of choice
over distributional policies. Occasionally, governments compete with each
other by offering subsidies to attract new plants in those industries characterized by agglomeration and large scale. This is wasteful; to avoid it governments are increasingly cooperating, setting rules that limit incentives.
Since workers find it very difficult to organize across national borders, firms can potentially reduce the bargaining power of nationally
organized unions by operating in multiple clusters and threatening to
relocate investment between clusters. This may gradually lead to wage
convergence among manufacturing clusters within high-income countries, although quite large differences between labor costs in manufacturing have proved persistent.
The evidence that wages have risen so rapidly in the new globalizers
suggests that labor is empowered by rapid growth more than it is threatened by the greater mobility of capital. The jobs that are shifted to
low-income countries do not pay as much as those that are lost. Capital probably gains as a result of this shift: workers in low-income countries usually have less power in their relationship with management,
although the main winners are the people who buy the cheaper manufactures. Although wage jobs in low-income countries pay less than
those in high-income countries, they are usually much better relative
to the average work available in the society. Most manufacturing workers
in high-income countries are not well off relative to others in their
society. By contrast, most manufacturing workers in low-income countries earn far above the national average income.
Globalization intensifies competition, and this actually weakens the
market power of capital. There is clear evidence of a squeeze in price-cost
margins, suggesting that the power of national monopolies and cartels has
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been reduced. However, the world currently lacks an adequate regulatory
authority to address problems of global market power. As with global warming, this is an important example of problems outpacing global policy.

Building an inclusive world economy: An agenda
for action

R

ECENT GLOBALIZATION HAS BEEN A FORCE FOR POVERTY

reduction, and has helped some large poor countries to
arrow the gap with rich countries. However, some of the
widespread anxieties are well founded: globalization could be much more
effective for poor people, and its adverse effects could be substantially
reduced. In important respects global policies are not keeping pace with
global opportunities and global risks. In our report we propose an agenda
for action, both global and local, that could make globalization work
better and help countries and people that have been marginalized. In
part our agenda overlaps with the agenda of those who protest globalization, but it is diametrically opposed to the nationalism, protectionism,
and anti-industrial romanticism that is all too prominent. Our study
highlights many actions that could help make globalization more
beneficial. Of these, we will emphasize seven that we see as particularly
important for making globalization work for the poor.
Participation in an expanding global market has basically been a
positive force for growth and poverty reduction in developing countries. There are, however, very significant barriers to trade and a first
area for action is a "development round" of trade negotiations. A "development round" should focus first and foremost on market access.
Rich countries maintain protection in exactly the areas where developing countries have comparative advantage, and there would be large
gains to poor countries if these were reduced. Furthermore, developing countries would gain a lot from better access to each other's markets-barriers between them are still higher than those from developed countries. These improvements in access are best negotiated in a
multilateral context.
Developing countries have a good argument that trade agreements
should not impose labor or environmental standards on poor countries.
Communities all over the world are struggling to improve living standards and labor and environmental conditions. There are positive ways
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that rich countries can support this. A real and positive commitment,
however, requires real resources (more below on this). Imposing trade
sanctions on countries that do not meet first world standards for labor
and environmental conditions can have deeply damaging effects on the
living standards of poor people and for that reason is unconstructive.
Furthermore, there is all too much danger that trade sanctions to enforce these standards will become new forms of protectionism that make
the poor worse off. The more general point here is that trade agreements
should leave countries free to take different institutional approaches to
environmental standards, social protection, cultural preservation, and
other issues. Among globalized countries there is great diversity of institutions and cultures, and we see no reason why economic integration
cannot respect that.
Our research shows that open trade and investment policies are not
going to do much for poor countries if other policies are bad. The locations in the developing world that are prospering during this most recent
wave of globalization are ones that have created reasonably good investment climates in which firms, particularly small domestic firms, can start
up, prosper, and expand. Hence a secondkey area for action is improving
the investment climate in developing countries. A sound investment climate is not one full of tax breaks and subsidies for firms. It is rather an
environment of good economic governance-control of corruption, wellfunctioning bureaucracies and regulation, contract enforcement, and protection of property rights. Connectivity to other markets within a country
and globally (through transport and telecommunications infrastructure)
is a key part of a good investment climate. A bad investment climate hits
agriculture and small firms even harder than bigger firms.
Developing a sound investment climate is primarily a national and
local responsibility and should focus particularly on the problems facing
small firms. Employment in the small and medium-sized firms in towns
and rural areas will be central to raising the living standards of the rural
poor. Communities can use foreign investment and the international
market for services to strengthen the investment climate. The presence
of foreign banks in the local market strengthens the financial infrastructure. With the right incentives, foreign investment can efficiently provide power, ports, telecommunications, and other business services.
The evidence is quite strong that integration with the global market
raises the return to education in different types of countries (both rich
and poor). The higher return to education can be a positive thing, as it
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encourages households to invest in their children. But this highlights
the importance of good delivery of education and health services-the
third element in our agenda. If poor people have little or no access to
health and education services, then it is very hard for them to benefit
from the growth spurred by integration. With poor social services, globalization can easily lead to mounting inequality within a country and
persistence of extreme poverty. For the newly globalizing developing
countries as a group, there has been impressive progress in educational attainment-especially for primary education-and decline in
infant mortality, suggesting that many locations have made the complementary investments in social services that are critical to ensure that
the poor benefit from growth. The combination of strong education
for poor people and a more positive investment climate is critical for
empowering poor people to participate in the benefits of a more strongly
expanding economy. But empowerment goes much deeper than this.
It is about organizing property rights and governance in a way that
involves poor people in decisions that affect their lives.
While integration has on average been a positive force for growth
and poverty reduction in developing countries, there are inevitably specific winners and losers, especially in the short run. This is true in rich
and poor countries. The firm-level evidence shows that much of the
dynamic benefit of open trade and investment comes from more "churning" of plants-less efficient ones die, and new ones start up and expand. With this comes more labor market churning as wellprobably the key reason why globalization is so controversial. It raises
wages on average in both rich and poor countries, but there are some
significant losers. Thus, the fourth area for action is to provide social
protection tailored to the more dynamic labor market in an open
economy. This is important to help individual workers who will lose in
the short run from opening up, as well as to create a solid social
foundation on which households-especially poor ones-feel comfortable taking risks and showing entrepreneurship. We try to document
what works in a relatively rich country, and for formal sector workers,
and what works in poor countries and for the large number of poor in
the informal sector and rural areas. If policymakers do not put workable social protection measures into place, then many individual people
will be hurt and the whole integration undertaking becomes suspect.
Theffih component of our action program is a greater volume of foreign aid, better managed. Aid should be targeted to a number of different
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problems. The evidence shows that, when low-income countries reform
and improve the investment climate and social services, private investment-both domestic and foreign-responds with a lag. It is precisely in
this environment that large-scale aid can have a great impact on growth
and poverty reduction. Thus, while creating a sound policy environment
is primarily a national and local responsibility, the world can help societies
making difficult changes with financial support. Supporting low-income
reformers-both at the national level and at the local level-is a key role
for aid. Another important role for aid is to address some of the specific
health and geographic challenges of marginalized countries and people.
We have emphasized that there are locations that face difficult geographic
challenges and that policy reform alone is not going to do much in these
places. More aid should be targeted to research into health and agricultural technologies that could make a large difference in locations suffering
from malaria and other challenges. Beyond research, there is obviously a
need for assistance to deliver these health innovations to those who would
benefit from them.
Our sixth area for action is debt relief. This is a kind of aid, but we do
not want our recommendation here to get lost in our more general call
for greater aid. Many of the marginalized countries, especially in Africa,
are burdened with unsustainable debts. Reducing the debt burdens of
these countries will be one factor enabling them to participate more
strongly in globalization. Debt relief is particularly powerful when combined with policy reform (improvements in the investment climate and
social services). Debt relief should make a significant difference for countries that have reasonably sound policy environments for poverty reduction, as in the HIPC initiative. It is important to put debt relief in the
larger context of the overall foreign aid for marginalized countries. Debt
relief should not come out of the existing envelope for aid (in which case
little of real value will result) but rather needs to be complemented with
greater overall volumes of assistance.
The six areas that we have highlighted for policy action on globalization are primarily in the economic realm and aim to raise the income and living standards of poor people. However, our report also
examines a wide range of non-economic issues-power, culture,
environment-and presents evidence about the effect of globalization
on these important issues. We highlight many specific actions that can
mitigate the risks and costs of globalization. Here in the action program, the seventh measure to highlight is the importance of tackling
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greenhouse gases and global warming. There is broad agreement among
scientists that human activity is leading to climate change and that
disastrous global warming is in store unless collective, corrective action is taken. This is one example of a critical area in which there a lack
of effective global cooperation at this point. It is also one of the global
problems that is going to particularly burden poor countries and poor
people if it is not addressed.
The falling costs of communications, information, and transport that
have contributed to globalization will not be reversed, but the reduction
in trade and investment barriers could be reversed by protectionism and
nationalism-as happened in the 1930s. However, protectionism and
nationalism would be a profoundly damaging reaction to the challenges
created by globalization. The problems must be addressed, but they are
manageable. The reasonable concerns about globalization can be met without sacrificing the potential for global economic integration to dramatically benefit poor countries and poor people. Many poor people are benefiting from globalization. The challenge is to bring more of them into
this process, not to retreat to the insularity and nationalism of the 1930s.
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wavs that reduce, not increase, inequality and poverty. Rich countries

can reduce world poverty by opening their protected markets."
-
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